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North Belfast next Sunday at
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meeting
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evening service

tariff measure, which
from many of Maine’s

Baptist church will be as
meeting this. Thursday, eventhe
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school at any other church
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led.
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1st and

conclave of the Grand
T, at Denver, Colo., closed

-\ennial
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vote
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to

one,

triennial
and those of New Y'ork
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>i as it was constituted in New
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All

realize

with

man

that Maine’s

between Mr. Peters and Mr. Pat'

Mr. Peters told of his visits

encouragement he received in every
visited. When he met a Progressive he

attempt to convert him but endeavored

why

ascertain

to

third congressional district and

the

he

was

Progressive.

a

At

found a man who said it was because
liked the name—Lawrence. In conclusion
Mr. Peters said he believed the tide to be from
the Democratic and third parties toward the
Republican party, and he urged the committee
men to co-operate with him in registering an
emphatic protest against free trade and the
attack on Maine resources which is contained
in the Underwood bill.
last he

he

Col.
velt

Hale, who,

man,

has

as

never

all

know,

was

ceased to be

and made it clear that that

was

a

a

Roose-

Republican,

the

case

with

those who favored the
great majority
nomination of Roosevelt rather than Taft, and
was
mental reasons that the imperi- said that they shouH be recognized today as
-rder should at the close of 103 members of the party that is opposed to the
Democratic tariff bill, which threatens practhe place of birth.
tically every Maine industry and the prosperconof
Maccabee’s,
Knights
ity of all. He said that Senators Borah and
crees on eight candidates WedCummins, Congressman Gardner and others
p. Aug. 13th, in Odd Felows’ hall,
were coming to Maine to give the people of
endance. Visiting delegations
the 3rd District first hand information as to
: -om Morrill tent of Waldo and
how the Democratic tariff bill was drawn and
'.rooks. The next review will
and what it n eans to the country.
p..st 27th.
District Deputy MarSenator Taber D. Bailey of Bangor made a
and
for
another
class,
expects
ag
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a public meeting will be
held at
\e future, when the banner will
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Progressive

who
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reierrea
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tne

going to vote for Lawrence became he liked the name, and asked if
any of the candidates had a more honored and
illustrious name than John A. Peters. One of
the family, Chief Justice John A. Peters, had
done

{

in

man

more

for

that had

was

our

ever

jurisprudence than any
sat on the Maine bench,

by ignoring trivial technicalities had furof the Post thered the cause of
justice and placed the
Penobscot
and

-•

The annual reunion
lies will be held at
hall Thursday Aug. 28.

i.e annual reunion of the Tolman
field at Oakland Park Aug. 27.
If stormy, the first good day.

|

|
’*

reunion

the
at the home of
r,
,n
Thursday, Aug. 28. Picnic din*rny first good day.
The annnal
family will be held

:fK.

3

of

Maine courts far in advance of those in many
of the States. The name has always stood for
progressive policy. Our candidate for Con-

during his legislative career not only
for every plank in his party platform
but promulgated many advanced ideas in legislation.

gress
stood

B. W.

The annual reunion of the
kson families will be held in MorThursday Sept. 4th. If stormy,
day. Picnic dinner.

Blanchard, Esq.,

of

Bangor

was

next

called upon and in his opening remarks re■*]
ferred to the fact that he was born in Unity,
where members of his family still live, and
said while as a resident of the third district he
The thirty-first annual reunion
was deeply interested in the result of the comj[' •"■**& family will be held at Forest
r'<iay, August 28th; if stormy, the ing election he was specially interested in the
ay. A picnic dinner; coffee and result in Waldo
county. He then explained the
1 >hed
on the grounds.
operation of the bonded warehouse system and
lit* annual reunion of the Hills
told what the effect of the Democratic tariff
w
t,e held, Wednesday,
August 27,
I
There are today imikland. All members and con- legislation would be.
l'
invited to attend. If stormy
ported goods to the value of one hundred milreunion will be held the first ! lions in the bonded ware houses of New York
i city, awaiting the enactment of the Wilson; he annual reunion of the Norton
Under wood tariff bill. When that bill becomes
c
held at the home of E. G. Nora law these goods,the product of
cheap foreign
1913.
Ali
Saturday August 23,
embers of the family are cordi- labor, will upon payment of the reduced
he present. Picnic dinner. Eva duties be placed upon the market in competiSec’y.
tion with the manufacturers of American men
I he fourth annual reunion of and women.
mily will be held at Penobscot
The committee men and representative men
all, Glencove, Friday, Aug. 22.
tv,.
x'kt-rs, tea, coffee, etc., will be from the several towns were called upon by
\■
hall. Picnic dinner. Ask your the chairman and reported briefly on the potit.,
>-" and be there
early.
litical situation. These reports were generalai
►
nual reunion of the Gay family
ly favorable, showing that the people are
at
Frederick
Ritchie Hall, Waldo,
t
the gravity of the situation that
August 28, 1913. Postponed from realizing
I.,,
confronts them and will rally around the canJs!: on account of the Belfast fair,
r'
T the family are requested to didate who best represents their principles
t
J. G. Levanseller. Sec’y.
and interests.
ijfcj..,
Seated close to and resting against the rail
U
K; 1 he twentieth annual reunion of
^
tfamily will be held Labor Day, near the speakers was a gray haired gentlet
at the home of Geo. D Maman whose attitude indicated that he was an
ri ond
st
street, Belfc st. Me. Relatives
f,re cordially
invited to attend. attentive and an interested listener. It was
W
,rinE dishes and silver.
1
the Rev. H. W. Abbott of Palermo, who was
later called upon and made some pertinent
^’c^ar<^ W. Phelan, for six years
fete
and practical suggestions for the conduct of
^
Catholic
Church
at
Mary’8
Bath, the
^
campaign that were at once recognised as
I6th, aged 58 years. The Rev
such and elicited the applause and approval of
ueian was born in Waterford,
Ireland, his hearers. When he closed Col. Hale rose
^
and sister survive. He came
and said that Mr. Abbott should be included in
,n 1881.
He
was located at Rockfor
•ftch*!**' r***ar8» and other pastorates were at the list of campaign speakers, an expression
and Winterport.
endorsed by others and that voiced the senti.son.

1

1

a-

♦

£

JT

Ht,,i.u5U8f

NIH

r°*r,

^a>c°ck of St. Andrews arrived
kSaturday to join hia family at the
L0,*age on the Allyn shore.

of all present.
The chairman then, in complimentary terms,
introduced Col. Parkhurst. It wta not an ocment

this

sponse to

Senator

clear

some

Johnson of this State
time ago when

in

re-

appeal to him to 6tand by Maine
interests he said that he would do what he
could in committee, but when it came to a vote
he should vote with his party. Elect Pattangail and he Wculd not represent the people of
the 3d Maine district, but add another unit
to the Southern element that rules his
party
an

and controls

Ferhaps

Congress.
justice

in

to Col. Parkhurst it
should be said that this is not a report of his
remarks, but was suggested by the points in

telling speech, which was
hearers with hearty applause.

his

At the
vited

all

received

by

close of the conference Dr. West inpresent

to

dinner

at

the

Interesting Races.
The Belfast fair opened Tuesday with fine
weather and an average attendance for the
first day. The grounds were in good condition.

The hall exhibits came in during the
day, but the Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co. display, under the direction of Oscar Wilkins, was

ready

at the

Windsor

opening and was sn attractive
vegetable exhibits were excel-

feature. The
lent and larger than for

time The ladies
department, in charge of Mrs. Elijah Ritchie
assisted by Mrs. Maude S. Cooper of Monroe,
who substituted for her mother, Mrs. L. F.
Simpson, had some excellent work, but was
not as extensive as last year.
The poultry
display was fine and included more exhibts
from the county than ever before. There was
a good
showing of ducks and geese. There
was some fine stock on the grounds but the stock
sheds were not filled. The tests of town teams
j that were to have been
given Tuesday afternoon were postponed, because of the non-arrisome

EASTERN LEAGUE STANDING.

usual

races as

were

F. Nash of

Morrill, judges.

summary:
2.25 Class, Trot and Pace. $200.
Ladies Sister, c. m., E. B. Ireland.... 2 111
Biookie Patchen.br.m .Jacob Wirth. 4 4 4dis
Northern Light, r. g ,C. L. Jackson. 1 2 2 2
Frank R. Milner, b. g., W. E. Perry, dis
Baby Lawrence, c. g., Marian Newman.
line.

3

3

3

3

£.60,

under, trot and pace, $ mile
heats, $100.
Maud Nelson, br. m., C. A. Swasey. Ill
Tornado, br. g„ E. B. Ireland. 3 2 2
Tammany Girl, g. m., W. E. Haskell.... 2 3 4
Lady Braden, b. m., Peter Gallagher... 4 4 3
Time: 2 18£. 2.18;, 2.19.
Yesterday .with continued fine weather, there
was an increased
attendance. The program
included races in three classes, a motor cycle
race and a base ball game between the Belfasts
and Easterns. The Journal goes to press too
3 years old and

early

to

stores

report these events in this issue. The

generally

were

closed

in the afternoon

might attend the fair.
Today is the closing day of the fair, and with
the promise of continued fine weather there
a

large

attendance.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Burnham Grange had
evening, August 19th.

a

box

lunch Tuesday

following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Aug. 20, 1913.
The

annual

McLellan, cf.
Blethen. p.
A. Chase, lb.
Fowles. ss.
Teed, 7b.

beth D.

Hall, do.; land in Islesboro.

summer meeting.
In the evening 219 couples attended the dance in Fred
Allen’s nail.

A.

3
5
0
5
3
7
4
1
1
1
2
14
15
12
0
5
2
3
0
0
1
8
0
2
1
3
3
113
1110

7
7
6
6
6
6
6

10

AB.

Albert, ss.
Swift, lb.
Williams, 3b.
Gammons, cf,p.

19

39

R.

BH.

PO.

113
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
2
4
0
2
1
0
0
13

7
3
3
5
Girard, p, cf. 5
Soper, If. 6
Foote. 2b
6
Lothrop, rf. 5
Ladd, c. 6

Totals.48

23

E1
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
5

7

9

39

A.

5
2
2
3
1
1
6
1
2
22

E.

2
2
2
0
1
2
1
1
0
9

Dover-Foxcroft..4 00300000000 3—10
Belfast.0 200112010000—7
base hits, Gammons, Foote, McLellan,
A. Chase, Fowles. Three base hits, McLellan,
Fowles. Home runs, W illiams, Blethen. Bases
on balls, by Blethen 5, by Gammons 1, by GirTwo

ara i.

auvcx out, Dy twetnen /, by Gammons
4, by Girard 6. Double plays, Ladd to Foote,
Foote to Swift and I^dd, Gammons, Albert and
Swift, Blethen, Teed and Chase.
Umpire,

Allen.

Miss Maude K. Russell visited friends in
Union last week.

Mrs P. G. Hurd and Misa Maud B. Steward
apent Wednesday in Waterville.

Kenney A. Burgess.

grounds Saturday afternoon, Aug.

The

16th.

score:

spoke

on

“The

Grange

and

Harbor.

W. Wallace Conner and daughter Dora visitfather, W. G. Corner, in North Castine

ed his

recently.
R.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miller and
daughter
Mabel of Ryegate. Vt., are
guests of Mr. and
Mrs. \. A. Simmons.

Noithport.

Miss Carrie Carter of Winterport i
visiting
her aunt. Mrs. John Stc ddard of
Lewiston, for
several weeks.

weeks of

Miss Katherine E. Brier of Belfast and Mrs.
I*rank E. Selden of Haverhi'l, Mass.,
spent last

Mrs. Lyman Smith of East Orringion who
had been visiting at Bay side, arnveu
Tuesday
to visit Miss Loula A. Mason.

wet

in

v/vcrttinu car.

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Durham of Boston arrived
Monday to visit Mr. Thomas VV. Pitcher.
They had been visiting in Winterpoirt.
the

week at

Bayside

Frederick and Harry, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Starrett of
Springfield, Mass., are
visiting Belfast relatives.

and with

Belfast parishoners.

Miss Winnifred March of Miami.
Fla., is the
guest of Miss Margaret 0. White at the Wr.ite
homestead on Primrose Hill.

Mrs. Louise D. Royal of Ellsworth, has returned from a visit in Boston and is boarding
at present on Bay view street.

Oscar Lowney of Boston
guest at the Hay ford Farm and
visiting Mrs. Richard H. Moody.
Mrs.

was a
is

at

Mr. Fred Thompson of
Montpelier V:
visiting his sister, Mrs. Fred Cltmer ts
It
his first visit in twelve
years.

recent

present

This system is in

use in many of
from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and has found its way to some of the
foreign countries.
A course in Stenotypy, w! ich is machine
shorthand, will be introduced into the college
this fall, and Miss Groce E. Hall of

the

leading colleges,

Auburn,

head of the Shorthand Department, is in attendance at Simmons College, Boston this
summer taking advanced
work in this new
course.

Students entering the
Stenographic Department may take either
Stenotypy or Gregg
Shorthand, the latter having been taaght in
this school for a number of years. A Normal
Department is maintained and any one wishing to qualify as a Commercial or Shorthand
Instructor may do so. Some of the
highest
paid teachers and secretaries have received
education and
training in this Institution.
“*?
The Fall Opening will be
Tuesday, Sept. 9th,
o/ which date many new
students will enter
and former ones will return to
finish their
course.
Any one desiring information in regard to the work or rates of tuition will reeeire courteous and
prompt attention by calling at the office or by writing the aecretary. g|

farmers now lose and would make lower prices
for the consumer.
National Master Wilson
directed attention to the 47th session of the
National Grange, which convenes in Manchester, N. H., Nov. 12th. He advocated a more
technical education for farmer boys and an increased scope in the teaching of domestic
science in the public schools. He also urged
more co-operation among farmers in the marketing of their products. State Lecturer McKeen, under the subject of "Farm Credits,”
urged the organization of a farmers’ banking
system whereby farmers can borrow money at
In Germany, which
a lower rate of interest.
has such a system, farmers can borrow money
at 4 1-2 per cent, while in America the average
is 8 per cent. The lecturer’s program included readings by Adella Veazie and Mrs. Huston,
a vocal solo by Rev. H. A. Carey and vocal
duets by Doris and Olive Copeland and by
Oscar and Laura Copeland.

is
s

Mrs, Hammons of Rockport was a
guest for
few days the past week of her
daughter
Mrs. J. M. Vogell, at the Castine House

a
BELFAST.
AB.

Albert, ss.
Swift, lb.
Williams, 3b.
Gammons, rf.
Girard, cf..

6
4
5
3
3
Soper, If. 4
4
Foote, 2b...
Greene, p.. 3
Ladd, c. 3

R.

BH.

PO.

A.

E.

0
2
1
2
0
0
0
10
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
2
1
0
2
1113
2
1
9
1

0
1
0
0
0

6

7

3

Totals.34

27

8

0

0
1
1

EASTERNS.
K.

BH.

Mayo, lb. 3
Pendleton, ss. 4
Bennett, 2b. 4
l eBrun, c. 4
Browning, cf. 4
Dunn, If. 4
Kiah,3b.. 4
Baker, rf. 3
McManus,p. 2
Suecie, cf. 1
xJohnson. 1

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

1
3
1
0
0
0

Totals.34

2

6

27

PO.

A.

8
0
0
11

0
0
5
0
1
3
1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

13

10

E.

4

x—Batted for Baker in 9th.
Belfast. 02 0 0 1020
Easterns. 00101000

1—6
0—2

Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Hoffman of Chicago are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at Bo-

Hits

Time 1.65.

Bishop Robert Codman of Por11
1 led Tn
members of the Episcopal Mission last 'l uesday and will come later for a sjecia’ nvse.on
service.

ancfca

hemia, South Shore, Northport.
Miss Alma Avery is taking a vacation from
the Carle & Jones store and will leave the last
of the weea.to visit relatives in Garland.

Miss

Mr. Seth M. Milliken of New York arrived
to visit his mother and sieier, Mrs,
Elizabeth A. and Miss Maude M. Milliken.

Tuesday

Saturday

c

hurch.

v

enticnal

a

extended for all to attend the

was

and

part of the informal and unconarrangements a general invitation

As

wedding breakfast

reception

followed at the
hotel. The out-of-town guests were members of the lamilies of the contracting parties,
Mrs. Bates of Westboro and Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Chase of Newtonville. The bride evaded
the shower of sweet peas planned for her departure by escaping to a motor boat on th
shore and going to Kidder’s Point, where thee
couple took the train for their wedding trip.
that

this

Mrs. Ernest O. Patterson of Jeffersonville,
Ind., who is visiting relatives in Rockport. arrived Tuesday for a short visit in this city.
Mr. A. J. Gammans of New York arrived
to spend a week with his father and
sister, Mr. Albert and Miss Maude Gammans.

Miss Mary Maddoeks’of Lincolnville has sold
her homestead farm to Rockland parties and
moved last Friday to Belfast, where she will
make her home.

Mrs. E. Graham Bemis and Mrs. Lillian
Whitman of Brookline, Mass., were in Belfast
Tuesday, guests of Miss Katherine E. Brier.
Mr. E. W. Lane and Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hubbard of Jacksonville, Fla arrived Tuesday and
are guests of Hon. and Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro

Mrs. John Beckwith of Springfield, Ma-s.. is
the guest of her parents. Mr. and Mm I.t-oi
O. Buckhn. Mr. Beckwith will com. :att: lot
a vacation trip.

ter,

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Critehett of DorchesMass., have returned for another visit
with their grandmother, Mrs. Mary A. Doe.

Mr. Albert C. Patterson
of, Springfield
Mass., arrived last Friday to vis t
motncr
who is the guest of Miss M J.
t:s, and m at
the Windsor Hotel.

Mr. Paul DeLaney of Chicago will arrive
Saturday to join his wife, little son and triplet
daughters for a brief visit before returning
with them to Chicago.

Mrs. Lewis W. Barrow sand daughter. Louisa
Florence, have returned to their home in Milford, Mass., after a visit with her parents. Mr.

1

and Mrs. J. E.
Mr.

Wagner.

Mrs. A. H.
Mrs. Frances

Hanscom and their
Hanscom Fuller, arid
infant son, u: Dorchester, Mass., were ;t *nt
visitors at their old home in Winterport

Tyler Bird has returned to Dorchester. Mass.,
after a brief vacation spent with :.
t'amny,
who are summering in Rockiano, .:
>•
with
sister, Mrs. William \\ Tom:, in Portland.
Pauline Psau

M iss

Busby’s,
son
was

Mrs. Ross 11 Pattershall and sons Nigel and
Donald arrived Wednesday morning from Boston and are guests oi Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall,
where Mr. Patters' all will join them later.

Is High street, I •«> ad pted th« lit «
of Mr. and Mrs. Wi.iiam hr..wnun
born at the Phemx House. Augi.-: t>;!i

Mr. and Mrs. Sumner V\ L. •*!
<, i.
.m>
P. and daughter \nita. ace. n \ iinioi m.
Mr.-.
.V.
R.ahe of
Lothrop's mother,
Orange, N. J., are guests of Mr. In VS 1 tt.
ner

Mrs.

Messrs. Marshall Martin and William Shaw,
and Miss Lydia Kenaall of Providence, who
had been guests at the home of Mr. George
R. Doak, left for home Monday by the ? auto.

Mrs. K. L. Davis and daughter .Siis
r.oiK
Davis, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Mr am: Mrs
Crosby of Norfolk. Va.. who are summering at
the Robinson House, Bucksport, -j ent l r..;u\
in Bangor.

Mrs. 1. L. Wilband and daughter Della of East
Boston arrived Sunday. The former is visiting Belfast friends and the latter is the guest
of Miss Janetta H. Rogers in East Northport

Dr. J. W. Grindle of New York arrived n
Castine iast Friday and will be at his cottage
Perkins

on

street

for several weeks.

He

was

Miss Emma Barker and Miss Evelyn Fisher
of Brookline, Mass., the latter recently fromthe convent at Santa Monica, Calif and Marian
McMullin of Hollywood, Calif., are guests of
Miss Maude E. Barker.

accompanied by his daughter. Mrs. Harry
Saunders ami child, who will also remain n

Miss Frances A. Sargent will return to-day,
from Portland, where she spent her
vacation, and will be accompanied by
her aunt, Mrs. Nathaniel Haskell, who will
m;ike An extended visit here

for a short visit. Mr. Reynolds is the manager
of the Unity fair, which wiil he held this year
Sept.. 2bd and 24th, ami tor which he will have
a big program and some tine racing.

Lawrence Arnold of Broadbrook, Conn., arved last Sunday morning, joining Mr. and
Mrs. W illis Arnold and son Robert Brown, who
are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W.
Brown at Sea Breeze cottage. Messrs. Arnold
left Tuesday for the Maine woods.

gational church. Providence,

Castine for

Thursday,

toimirl

ot a Wellesley friend. Miss Hattie
Miss Stoddard’s trip home includvisit to Yellowstone National Park.

Bronquist.
a

ra

nf

ll...

I Lt

-1

u

...

Lc

u

weeks.
Governor and Mrs. William T. Haines will
leave Waterville Aug. 22nd for Denver, where
the Governor will attend the Governors' Convention of the United States, which will he in
28th. They will
session Aug. 26th, 27th
return to Waterville by Sept. 4th. so as to be
able to attend the Lewiston Fair.

ar.(j[

!

Carl II. Scribner is making preparations to
abandon Old Town as a place ot residence and
will remove in a few days to Belfast, w here he
has a new home engaged and will make his
headquarters, although he anticipates business
will demand his presence in this city much of
the time.—Bangor Commercial.
and Miss Sarah
have been visiting the
I). Chase, 33 North Main
An impromptu family restreet, this city.
union was held one day tiunng their stay,
when seven cousins dined together. Some of
the members of the party had not met beiore
in the past 40 years.—Rockland Opinion.
Mrs.

Augusta Farnham

Seavey of Belfast
family of Mr. David

journey.

the guest

f roof 11

Masters Paul and William Tuttle, who had
been spending a few days with their ^raidparents. Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Goodale in Bucksport, returned home last F: iday accompanied
by their grandmother, who will visit her
daughter, Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle, for a few

Mrs. Mary G. Edmonds Dodge, widow of the
late J. H. Dodge of Los Angeles,
Cal., arrived
inBurnham August 4th, accompanied
by her
friend Mrs. Trask of Los Angeles,
formerly of
who
cared
for
her
on the journey.
Cornville,
Mrs. Dodge has not visited her old home for
over 23 years.
They stayed until Tuesday
with Mrs. E. D Carr, and Mrs. Dodge’s
nephew,
Wallace Edmonds, took them to his home at the
pond in East Burnham. They will pass several
months in Maine among relatives and friends,
who are very glad to see them again. They
speak in the highest terms of the kind treatment of the R.
R. officials all through the

ed

u

is improving satisfactorily and expects to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 8 Peari ot'
Bangor, about the first of September.

Mrs. Vinnie Pet kins of Monroe was 70 years
old August 8th. and a pleasant surprise was
given her on that day by her neighbors and
friends. A fine dinner was served by her
daughter, Mrs. Ella Hopkins, and the guests,
after which she received a bouquet of 70 pinks
and a copious shower of post cards, also many
pretty and useful presents. The afternoon’s
entertainment consisted of music, playing croquet and whist. Ice cream and cake were
served by the visitors.

ing

few weeks.

Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of the Union CongreK. 1., wno sus

r

Judge Enos T. Luce of the Waltham Distrie* Court is one of the oldest trial justices in
the State. His 81 years reBt lightly upon him,
however, and he conducts the business of the
court, and his law practice as well, with the
same thoroughness and precision which has
characterized his administration for years.
At present Judge Luce is enjoying a three
weeks’ vacation at his old home in Union, Me.
—Boston Globe.
Judge Luce was Principal of the Lewiston
Falls Academy, Auburn, in the 60’s, and his assistant, Rev. Edwin Pond Parker of Hartford,
Conn., recently retired from a pastorate of
fifty years in that city.

a

Edwin T. Reynolds and son of Unity were in
this city last Thursday on their way to Boston

summer

Brookline, Mass., are spending a vacation
Camp Onodago, Pitchers’ Pond.

at

and

daughter,

Mrs. Evelyn Clough of Boston and Mrs. Fannie Dunbar of Sullivan. Me., were called to
Belfast Tuesday to attend the funeral of their
sister, Mrs. Henry G. Pettee.

Mr. and Mrs. Perley Barbour of Braintree,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Smith of

Rev. and Mrs. Dillon Bronson of Brookline,
who are touring Maine ai d New
Hampshire in their car,were guests of Belfast friends
last week.

city.

Mrs. Caroline Crosby, Miss Anne C. CrosbA
and Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Livingstone went ti
Mt. Desert this week in the
Crosby oar for a
few days.

Saturday

Miss Abbie O. Stoddard, who has been spendsome weeks in California, is
expected to
arrive in Boston August 28th. After a visit in
Pasadena, Miss Stoddard, accompanied by her
father, Dr. George W. Stoddard, made an extended trip through the State, which included
a visit to Catalina Island, and its marine
gardens, a visit to her cousin, Kenneth Butler,
formerly of Malden, now in Mill Valley; calls
on Mr. Peter Oleson,
formerly of Belfast, and
Stockton, and on Miss Mary Jackson, also a
former Belfast resident, at Woodland, After
Dr, Stoddard’s return to his home in Pasadena,
Miss Stoddard continued to Oregon w here she
enjoyed a short trip with a cousin, and then
went to Hood River,
Oregon, where she was

Mass.,

Sarah R. Gardner was in Rock lard
to attend the funeral of Mr.
Job Inwas well and
favorably known in

graham, who

T

Business.

n

trank

Rev. and Mrs. Albert E. Luce of Old Town,

spending

Northport.

at

an(* Mrs. H. W.
Hasty end tw’o children
visited the doctor’s parents
!s ant*
Thorndike last week,
Mr- Irving W. Joy of Milford. Mass., arrived
iuuiiuay to visit nis uncle, J. E. Wagner and
attend the Belfast fair.

Mr. and and Mrs. J. C. Worthen of St. Albans are guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Norton,
lutrii

k

Mifs Florence E. Dunton and friend, Miss
iel and of Madison,
Wis., returned to Madisor.
by A ednesday’s boat.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. VNade and daughter Mildred of New London, Conn., have been
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Frisbee.

in

Fred Harris
outing at

an

Mrs. James A. Dunning and
family have retnrned to Bangor after spending three weeks
at North port.

George Cobe of Boston was a recent
guest of his brother, I. M. Lobe, at Bohemia,
South Shore, Northport.
Miss Maythan Harding of Livermore Falls

tumult

Case has returned to Providence,
visit with Mr. and Mrs. J E.

a

Mrs. F. ,M. Sampson and
.Mrs.
have returned to Orono from

Mr.

two

Mrs G. W.
k. from

Wagner.

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Vose reiurned
Monday
from Hebron, where
they had betn guests of
Mrs. George O. Hatch.

Mrs. Sarah Pierce, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Mrs.
Charles H. Davis and Miss Mary E. Pierce returned Monday from an auto trip in the Carle
& Jones car to Boothbay Harbor.

Richardson, State lecturer of Massachus-

F. S. Pendleton of ^the firm of Pendleton
in Castine Aug. 14th.
Rev. I. B. Mower of Waterville was a recent
week-end guest of Rev. E. S. Drew at Winter

Brothers, N. \was

Seiwjn ihompson.

Community
Service.” Other speakers were H. L. Keyser
WEDDING BELLS.
of Greene, president of the State Pomological
Society, who started the discussion on the
\ou ng-Seccomb. Ihe old Baptist church
apple packing law; George Plummer of New- at Kydet's Cove, Islesboro, was the scene
port and William J. Thompson of South China. August 19th of a wedding beautiful in its simA.
to
Cram. Montville,
Florence C
Mary
E. Hawes gave the address of welcome, which
plicity, in keeping with the edifice and the
Fuller, do.; land and buildings ir. Montville.
was responded to by T. W. Longley of
Sidney. second in its church history. The contracting
Wii.is P. Gilman, Prospect, to M iple Grove
Dinner was served by the women of Capital
parties first met in this charming spot, where
Cemetery Corporation, do ; land in Prospect.
Grange.
their families have been summer residents for
Surah A. a d Warren L. Staples, Monroe, to
Somerset Pomona grange observed Veterans’ years. The groom, Allen Jewett Young, soil of
Nelson H. Hydorn, Bangor; land and buildings
day, Aug. 12th. at North Anson. There were Mrs. Helen M. Young of Newton Center,
in Monroe.
125 members present. George H. Foster of
Mass., was attended by Warren Johnson of
Sarah A. Shaw, Troy, to William L. Hopkins,
Canaan escorted the veterans to the dining Jacksonville, Fla.. Biown, 1910, and a Rhoades
et als., Troy; land in Troy.
hall and following the dinner a program was scholar at Oxford. The briGe, Miss Edith,
Louis W. Kent, Boston, to S. J. Gurney, Belcarried out consisting of singing by the choir; daughter of Deacon ai d Mrs. E. D. Seccomb
iasi; lanu in waiuu.
address of welcome in behalf of the grange of Newton, was attended by her sister, Miss
Louise B. Bailey, Searsport, to Charles S.
by Rev. C. W. Rogers, which was responded to Dorothy, as maid of honor. The bridesmaids
land
and
in
Shute, do.;
buildings
1
Searsport.
k..
Vt
T
111
L’
01_L
were Miss Margaret Copeland of Newton CenWillis P. Gilmore, Prospect, to Maple Grove
Alien responding on behalf of the grange; an ter. Miss Hilda Kusstdl of Jacksonville! Flu
Cemetery Corporation, do.; land in Prospect.
address to veterans was given by Lizzie Wat- Wellesley, 1914. The flower girls were ElizaAlbert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Boston, to
son; address, the Great Reunion of the Blue beth Chalmers and Lovis Sawyer of Bangor
Sarah S. Neally, Northport, land in Northport.
an i Gray at Gettysburg, S. f. Emerson, Skowand Rhoda, a sister of the groom. The cereJ. R. and E. E. Mears, Morrill, to Velinda
hegan; remarks, X. A. Withee, W. H Weston, mony took place at 11.45. a. m. Rev. Harry C.
land
in
Morrill.
do.;
Hatch,
Maj Fogler, E. R. Gould, H. C. Grover, H. W. Hull, Baptist, officiating and using the single
Albert D. and Minnie M. Gilley, Boston, to
H. C. Hartwell; song by Mrs. ring service. The decorations were exclusive
Longfellow,
Mark D. Mendall, Northport; land in NorthReed; instrumental music by Mr. and Mrs. Eu- ly green and gold, and arbor vitae and goldenport.
rod were used. The pulpit was banked with
gene Danforth.
Albert D. and Minnie M. Gilley, Boston, to
Twenty-two granges were represented at sprays of goldenrod and small arbor vitae
Lois R. and Mary D. Patten, Nashua, N. H.,
the annual field meeting of the Knox Pomona trees were banked on either side, forming a
land in Northport,
hollow square in front ot the altar. The clerAlbert D. and Minnie M. Gilley, Boston, to Grange in South Warren Aug. 14th, with an
the groom and his best man took their
attendance of about 300. Prominent guests gyman,
Annie F. Thayer, Belfast; land in Northport.
at the altar while the
guests were asAlbert D. and Minnie M. Gilley, Boston, to ! were National Master Oliver Wilson of Illinois, places
s exnbling. and
Sawyers’ orchestra of Bangor
Grace Angley Mutty, do.; land in Northport. ! State Master C. S. Stetson of Greene, State
sweet music and Miss Maude
Lecturer B. Walker McKeen of Fryeburg, and discoursed
Combs of Bangor sang *‘My Love is Like the
Sec. James A. Payson, who is connected with
BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Red Rose." The bridal
party entered by
the New York State Agricultural University. Red,
Fall Opening Will Be Tuesday, Sept. The grangers were welcomed by Mrs. Mary A. the main aisle, preceded by the ushers, Franklin Russell, Jr., of Jacksonville, Fla., Yale Sci9th—Large Enrollment.
Gardner, lecturer of Knox Pomona, and the
entific; Elmer Horton of Providence, R. 1.,
"Maine’s Greatest School of Business,” is
was
Master
State
Stetson.
response
by
Mr.
Brown, 1910; the flower girls in dainty white
the slogan of Bliss Business College which is
Stetson took a broad stand with reference to
with yellow ribbons, carrying baskets of
located at 164 Lisbon street, Lewiston, Maine.
goldthe development of the State’s water power*
enrod; the bridesmaids in yellow flowered
This well-known School of Business
Training advocating legislation that will permit foreign
crepe with yellow ribbons; the maid of honor
has been in operation in that city since 1897,
capital to exploit its million horsepower and in white embroidered
messaline; the bride in a
each year showing a gradual in crease in enroll
sell it to whomsoever will purchase. His rebeautiful gown of white silk voile over white
ment until its yearly enrol Iment ending
June, marks recalled a session of the Maine Legis;
was 384 students.
messaline, leaning on the arm of her father,
lature three years ago when the attempt of
| 1913,
who gave her in marriage. The
It is needless to say that the
special gifts
equipment of outside capitalists to gain franchises within
were worn; the bride’s was a
this school is unsurpassed by any, and that its
pearl and opal
its borders was wrathfully resented. Because
teachers are experts in their line. Mr. O. D.
pin, the groom’s an arts and crafts opal scarf
of this policy, State Master Stetson claims,
Bliss, president, who was reared and educated
pin, the n aid of honor a pearl and amethyst
the tremendous power of Maine’s streams is
is of a family who have
p endant, the bridesmaids and ushers fancy
given their still going largely to waste.
j in Ohio,
The
need
of
to
Business
lives
College work. It was his unpi ns and the flower girls small pearl pins. The
cle, the late F. H. Bliss who was the author Government aid for rural highways was urged,
were photographed as
they left the
! and publisher of Ihe B liss System of Actual on the ground that it would save profit which party

F.

etts,

Mrs. Annie L. Richards is visiting relatives
Chebegue Island, Portland Harbor.
Miss Helen Peirce of New York city is
visiting Hayward Peirce in Frankfort.
at

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Dunning of Brunswick arrived Tuesday to visit Mr. and Mrs.

has been the guest the past
Miss Alice E. Simmons.

William P. Thompson of Bangor called
friends in this city last week.

H°n;

upon

Miss Sue M. Preston of Boston is
spending
Belfast, the guest of Mrs. James

Ralph Strout of Lawrence, Mass., is at his
home in East Belfast for a three weeks’ vacation.
He was accompanied by his cousin,
Miss Mildred Blanchard.

Thel August meeting of Kennebec Pomona
Grange was held in Augusta Aug. 13th with
Capital Grange. There were 108 present. E.

Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan returned last
a visit in Danforth.

Thursday from

two weeks in
F. Preston.

their former

Brewer

Mrs. b, J. Childs of Boston is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Carrie E. Pierce.

Mr. H. F. Blood of Newton
Center. Mass.,
guest of his cousin, Miss Maude
E. Barker.

olf McManus 7 in 6 2-3 innings; otf
Browning 0 in 2 13 innings. Two base hit,
\\ illiams. Stolen bases, Soper, Ladd, Mayo 2,
Kiah.
Bases on balls, by McManus, 2, by
Browning 3, by Greene 1. Struck out by McManus 5, by Browning 4, by Greene 9. Sacrifice hit, Greene. Passed ball, LeBrun.
Left
on bases, Belfast 6, Easterns 5.
Umpire Allen.

W\ White, Wollaston. Mass., to Elizabeth D. Hail, Bangor; land in Stockton Springs.
George B Dyer, Searsmont, to Ebenezer
Cobb, do.; land in Searsmont.
Jacob Berwin, Can.bridge, .Mass., to Benjamin & Wing Company, Waterville; land and
buddings in Thorndike.
M. V. B. Mitchell, Troy, to F. A. Myriek, do ;
la id n Troy.
Ross L. Stevens. South Bor land, et als, to
Jenn.e L. Stevens, do.; land and buildings i:
Belfast.
Frank

Wadsworth V. hite of Boston is the guest of

was a recent

are

6; EASTERNS, 2
Belfast won from the Easterns, 6 to 2, in
the Eastern Maine League game before the
largest crowd of the season on the drouth
BELFAST,

AB.

attends their

PO.

BH.

BELFAST.

ing.

Albert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Boston,
ginning of the season's work.
Mass., to Charles R. Coombs, Belfast; land in
All reports agree that the Grange Field Day
Northport.
Robert E. Bradstreet, Belfast, to Isaiah Wr. in Centennial Grove. August 15th was the
best ever. A correspondent says: “It exCross, do.; land in Belfast.
ceeded any picnic we have had in point of atAlbert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Boston,
tendance, variety of program, and general
Mass., to Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast: land
good time. It. merits the name of “Waldo
in Northport.
County's Picnic,” and the Grange is to be
Warren A. Bragg, et als, Bangor, to Elizacongratulated on the success which always

R.

7
6

McAlli8on,c.
Lberhart, If.
Chapman, ob.
D. Chase, rf.

Grange, Burnham, had their
picnic August 20th at Saywards Land-

Twelve of the 17 Granges h: Knox county
were represented at the Pomona session in
Hope Aug. 9th and all reported an active be-

PERSONAL.

Lindville F. Whitmore «u at home from
Waterville for the Belfast fair.

’333

S

AB.

Sebasticook

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

.667
656

DOVER-FOXCROFT.

that all

should be

cent

4

4

Totals.57

The

Lost.
3

“51

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Sarah Boynton of Palermo is
visiting
her sister, Mrs. George F. Frisbee.
NEXT GAME.
Leo Butnsm of Chelsea, Maas., arrived Tuesday for a brief visit with relatives.
Saturday 23—Easterns at Belfast.
Dr. and Mrs William Ensworth of East Boston are guests of Mrs. Charles H. Walden.
DOVER-FOXCROFT, 10; BELFAST, 7.
Belfast lost to Dover-Foxcroft, 10 to 7, in a
Miss Claire Bursch of Hyde
Park, Mass., is
thirteen-inning game at the Congress street the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bowman.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
grounds, Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 13th.
Edward H. Dunbar of Plymouth, Mass., ariived Tuesday to visit relaThe score:
tives.

Easterns..

the feature of the

alternoon, and the Belfast Band gave between
heats some of their latest and best selections.
Mr. Frank Vinal of St. Albans, the starter,
was in control of the races from start to finish.
Sherman G. Swift was the timer. True C. Hayford. clerk, and Harry Staples of Brooks, H. C.
Buzzell and Fred S. Jackson of Belfast and L.

Per

Won.
Belfast...
6
Dover-Foxcroft. 5

val of several of the contestants.
The

NTTMHFH

BASE BALL.

Beautiful Weather, Unusually Good Exhibits of Vegetables, Fine Poultry and

his

Hotel.

the tariff

the counties

to

caucus.

THE BELFAST FAIR.

of the Re-

with those long held and manifested
by the majority of the voters of the Third district.

place

nual field

professional

coincide

did not
tr

is

comprising

SOCIETIES.

the

tangall and will rally to the support
publican candidate, whose views on

of the

|

removes

interests will suffer with the widespread tariff
reductions that are coming. They realize that

and

m.

e

protection
products and lowers it
The farmer is interested with

the
at

It is

strongly opposed to free trade, from being
represented by a member of the party that is
now forcing upon the nation the Underwood

the

parents. Deacon and

assured.

morning

by

church next

Baptist

•re

candidate

made

Reformed church

at

trade

record that Mr. Lawrence declined this fair
proposition; and he will find that many who
voted for Roosevelt are still staunch Republicans, are today most vitally interested in
the tariff question ,and will do their best to
prevent this district, which has always been

followed by Sunday school.
cal attraction

Republican Conference.

party

Mason’s Mills

MAINE. THURSDAY, AUGUST 21. 1913.

casion for set speeches, but Col.
Parkhurst in
an easy off-hand
way made an address that
bristled
with
facts
and
startling
Committeemen and Others Bring Good
figures. Like
Mr. Blanchard Unity is his native town and
News from Waldo County Towns.
he
has relatives living there. He said that
there
About one hundred Republican committee
had not been an election in Maine in
recent
men and workers met in the court room laat I
years when the stay-at-home vote was
not
Friday morning to hear reports from the !
large enough to have changed the
towns of Waldo county, compare notes and
j he might have added that that is theresult; and
case gendiscuss plans for the campaign. Present at j
erally throughout the country; and further,
this gathering were Hon. John A. Peters of
that this stay-at-home vote is
largely made up
Ellsworth, the Republican and Protectionist of
professional men and property owners
candidate; Col. Frederick H. Parkhurst of whose interests should
demand their presence
Bangor, chairman of the Republican State at the polls. He believed that
if this class of
committee; Col. Frederick Hale of Portlands voters could be made to
understand that the
the Maine member of the National Republican
country today faces the greatest crisis since
committee, Hon. Taber D. Bailey and B. W. 1860 they would go to the
polls and vote the
Blanchard, Esq., of Bangor, and George W. Republican ticket. He called
attention to the
Norton, editor of the Portland Evening Ex- : fact that the government of
the country is
press and Advertiser, who came down from 1 now in the hands of a
fractional part of the
with
Mr.
Parkhurst
in
his
car
to
Bangor
get a country, fractional as to
population, products
line on what was doing in Waldo county.
and wealth. In only 14 States of the
48 did
Dr. W. L. West, chairman of the county
President Wilson receive a
majority of the
committee, called the meeting to order and votes. In 34 States the majorities were
against
opened proceedings with a stirring address, in him and the policy for which he stands. These
which he said: “It would be an economic 14 States, all in the
South, control the national
crime, and certainly a political tragedy, if the government today. The President is a
native
old rock-ribbed Republican 3rd District, which of Virginia; the
speaker of the House and the
has been represented by that peerless leader, leader of the House are natives of
Kentucky,
James G. Blaine, should be represented in Con- and the leader of the Senate
is a native of
gress again by'a Democrat.” He told how Virginia. Of the ten members of President
the country had prospered as never before in
Wilson’s cabinet seven are from the South.
its history under Republican legislation; and The chairman of most of th?
important comsaid that the Wilson-Underw’ood tariff bill mittees of both Senate and House are natives
would annihilate many of our industries, and of the South and elected from it. It is the
that the laboring man would “pay the freight
Congressional committees that shape legislaHon. John A. Peters then took the floor. He tion; the South rules the committees. In the
did not make a speech in the usual acceptation Senate the South dominates the
party caucus,
oi me term,
it was more or a neart to heart
and while in the House there are more Demotalk, in which he told of the events'which led crats irom the Northern and Western States
up to his nomination—a nomination that he than from the South, the Western members
did not seek. As all know, or should know, he have joined with the Southern in
enacting
proposed to Mr. Lawrence, the Progressive legislation inimical to the eastern section of
that
both
enter
the
the
candidate,
they
primaries
country. A Democrat sent to Congress
and the one that secured the lesser number of from Maine has no voice in
legislation outside
votes should turn to and help elect the other. of the futile
protests he may make in the
In this way the anti-Democratic vote would
secrecy of a committee room.
When it comes
be amalgamated and the defeat of the free to a vote he must abide
by the action of his
matter of

m., followed

a.

in
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Sunday morning
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regular
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Pres. George E. Fellows of James Miliiken
university, Decatur, 111., formerly president of
the University of Maine, was in Bangor last

1

week. With Mrs. Fellows anti their son, Donald, and their daughter, Mrs. Gustav Wittig.
and husband. Prof. Wittig, they are spending a
few weeks at Randolph lodge or. Union river

hay, five
ald

miles below Ellsworth.
sophomore in the

is now a

His

son

Donof

University

Wisconsin, and is studying commerce and
finance. Prof. W ittig is in charge of the department of electrical engineering in the University of Alabama. James Miliiken university,
of which Pres. Fellows is the head, has about
1200 students, both men and women and is ten
years old.
An

informal reception for Rev. T. W. Fes-

senden, D. D., and Mrs. Fessenden, of Minneapolis, Minn., was given at the home of Mrs.
N. E. Bragg, 81 Third street, Bangor, from 8
to 10 Wednesoay
evening, Aug. 12th. Many
Bangor friends of Dr. Fessenden, who was
formerly pastor of the Grace M. E. church
here, also of Mrs. Fessenden, called during the
evening and renewed their friendship. Dr.

Mrs. Fessenden have been the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Stacey Rogers and left on the
afternoon train for Fort Fairfield, where they
will visit Dr. Fessenden’s father. Judge Fessenden. They will then visit relatives In New
Hampshire.—Bangor Commercial.
and

GREAT Semi-Annual Clearance SALfl
At ‘The Home of Good Values”
Lasts

|I

Only Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

-Buy Your Clothing and Furnishings

at the Same Price We

Buy Them.-

The opportunity you have been waiting for. Never will this sale be duplicated elsewhere. We have to make room for our fall goods, which are arriving dailv
our whole summer stock at your door at the cost price of goods.
This sale now going on will last only three days more. Come early and get your
s
fresh. No goods reserved.

«,
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A FEW OF THE MANY BARGAINS WE HAVE TO OFFER

WACHUSETT’S

MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S

SHIRTS

NOTICE

LESS THAN COST

|
!

|

All orders will be delivered
Post free. Phone 67-2

69c.

Every

one

must be

I

to

Here's the chance to get little brother
a suit at HALF PRICE.

I

5.00
4.00
Wash

“

18.00

2.50

“

2.00

Suits, 98c.,

REMEMBER—This

sale

69c. and 35c.
closes

good assortment

a

Saturday

night, August 23rd.

“

“

15.00

“

“

12.00

“

“

“

10°?

«

«

BLANKET LANE, (Prospect.)
Fred G. Copp, who is under treatment at the
General Hospital. Augusta, is reported as much
j
NORTH I'LESBORO.
i better-L. C. Cummings is very il! at this
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Hatch and children of
I. M. Cummings was in Bar.Riverside, Calif., are visiting relatives in town. writing-Mrs.
one
day last week, shopping... The
....Capt. O. F. Coombs has been enjoying a [ gor

with

a right good will for the
worthy patron,
associate matron, Mrs. Florence Hall, and
band. It was much regretted that the
worthy matron, Mrs. Josie Farrow, was unable to be present owing to the fact that she
was out of town.
However, it was agreed
that a card should be sent her, telling of the

I

j the
the

“

Close,

:

home w hile his vessel dis- bridges in town are undergoing repairs-C. A.
charged lumber at Bath_Mrs. Nora Hanson ! Tcwer has bou ht a fine pair of team horses,
Mrs. Ella J. Harriman is the guest of Mrs.
of Sanford is visiting her aunt, Sirs. Lukie
Coombs.... Miss Myrtie Pendleton is spending A. K. Gray.... Mr. Pearl Gray and mother are
her vacation from Good Will Farm with her in town stopping with friends_Most of the
Barents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Pendleton.... Mrs. farmers in town are through haying_For
the first time in the history of the Waldo
Ylice Haynes has returned from ar. extended
•risit in Massachusetts... Miss Flora Twining County Veteran association it held its monthly
meeting at the K. P. Hall, Prospect. Each
of New York city is the guest of Prof. Abbott
and wife a* Point Comfort, D. Wyman War- comrade had something to tell of his trip to
ren of Everett, Mass., returned there
Aug 11th Gettysburg and there were many good speakers
after a three weeks’visit with hi- parents,Capt. including President Crockett, Comrades Black,
and Mrs. D. <
Warren, at Point Comfort. Lathrop and Stinson, the latter telling of his
birth in Prospect, of enlisting at the old CorHit wife al e little daughter Doris will remain
ner store in this town and he had many good
antil September.... Prof. Abbot'., wife, and
guest, Miss Twining, left on his
14th words for dear old Prospect_Mr. John
two weeks’ visit at

delightful day enjoyed by

MONROE.

Mrs. Ephraim Haskell are having
.heir vacation now.
Mrs. E. M. Dolloff is
here. Mr. Dolloff has returned to Gardiner.
Mrs. Fred Grant and children from Massachusetts are visiting in town... .Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Palmer are at heme from their cottage at
Mr. and

LINCOLNVILLE
Several auto parties from here attended the
Ncrthpoit Campmeeting last week_Miss
Alice Dickey is visiting in Waterville fora few
days.,..Mr. and Mrs. Walter Varnum of Belfast are in town for a few days-Miss Sarah
Northport for p few days... Mr. Austin Ricker Ordway of Camden is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
has been sofft ring from a carbuncle on his neck
Burleigh Oddway... Among the late arrivals
tutisdoirg well at present... It it very dry at Hall's cottage are Mr. Horace Harmond,and
here; rain is haOly needed... Mrs. Evie Mrs, Annie Watson of Jamestown, R. I_Mr.
Twcmbiy entertained the W. C. T. U. at her and Mrs. Walter Wing and Malcolm Govan of
----j
Lexington, Mass., arrived last Sunday and are
r--"wag served.
Several children were present, a guests at “Hillside.”.... Miss May Trafton,
Hne time was enjoyed by all. Mrs. Hartley
who has been a guest at the Hall cottage, rewill entertain kthe next meeting... Mrs. G I.
turned to Malden, Mass., Monday-Mr. and
Mansur, Miss Addie Mansur and Mrs. 0. F. Mrs. Arno Knights and Arnie Knights were in
Patten of Bangor came by auto from their
Belfast Saturday on business.. .Burton AnSarah Hibbart of Augusta is in town to
pass a
summer cottage at Sandy point one
day last drews of Waltham, Mass., is at home on a two few weeks with her
sister, Mrs. B. B. Went*eek to visit Miss S. A. Mansur, and W’hile
weeks’ vacation... .The Ladies Aid met last j
worth-J. J. Walker and family, who have
ntre called on Miss Anna Mansur and Miss M.
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Sarah Norton j been passing two weeks at Ash
Point, returned
.3. Davis in North Monroe.
_Mr. W?. O. Stevens of Roxbury, Mass., has
j home Tuesday.Postmaster G. H. Cargill
been the guest of his brother, Charles Stevens, I
and son, Dr. Cargill, went to Pittsfield Sunday
on West
hill the past week....Mrs. Arno
CENTER MONTV LLE.
by auto, Mrs. Cargill and Miss Gilman accomMrs. G. F. Dinsmore, of Newport, Mrs. Cora
Knights has bought a fine new Wesser Player panying them on the return
trip home.
hase of New Bedford, Mass., and Axel Jack- ; Piano of Thomas the piano man ot Camden, Mrs. W'illiam Hunt and
daughter Grace left
This is an opportunity for those who intend
son of Hinckley, are guests of Mrs. J. V. JackFriday for a sojourn of two W'eeks at Northa
as Mr. Thomas has all styles and
!
3 on... Mrs. Hazel Gray of
Hon. L. C. Morse was a visitor in BelArlington, Mass., buying piano
port.
of
Mr.
E.
F.
Falls,
Fergus
prices
Whitney
rendered some beautiful vocal selections at
fast Friday-Ralph I. Morse of Belfast spent
is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arno
Minn.,
visiting
Knights
the church last Sunday that were
greatly enSunday at his home here.Mr. Moore of
joyed by those present... Mr. and Mrs. M. M. during old home week.
Belfast, who came here a few weeks ago and
Wentworth and little daughter Doris are visitopened a blacksmith shop, has moved his famSheriff
and
Mrs.
F.
A. Cushman in Belfast*
DARK HARBOR, (Islesboro.)
ing
ily here and is doing a rushing business.
The members of Lone Star Chapter, No. 33, I
Mrs. P. C. Alien is ill_Mrs. R. M. Carter
and C. P. Carter, who have been at P. C.
O. E. S., with their children, held a very en- THORNDIKE.
Sunday was the hottest day of the season.
Allen’s, returned, to Belfast Sunday.... Mr. joyable picnic August 12th on the grounds of
and Mrs. Charles Herbert of North Scituate, Mrs. Livona Williams. The company gathered We cry rain, rain, but there is no rain; wells
R. I., Miss Marion Smith of Massachusetts and about 11 o’clock, and a table was spread under that were never known to go dry are now aa
William Barrows of Attleboro, Mass., who the branches of a large oak tree, which was dry as a Baptist contribution box. Streams
have been visiting Mrs. A. M. Ricker, returned soon laden with good things to eat, to which and brooks are below low water mark, and
to
their homes Saturday....Mrs. Samuel all present did ample justice. Hot tea and newly mowed fields and all garden sass are
Spencer and children, Ethel and Leonard of coffee was served with the luncheon by Mrs. suffering for the rain....Report says that
Lawrence. Mass., are at C. A. Boynton’s....S. Williams, who is one of the most devoted sis- Fred Hunt has bought the farm occupied by
L. Bagley and family returned to Thomaston ters in the Lone Star Chapter and always ready Arthur Leonard, and that Edward M. Hunt has
Monday.... Rev. H. M. Daniels of Guilford to lend a helping hand, while a large jar of bought the Alonso Coffin place. It is hoped
lemonade was in readiness for those who pre- that neither Coffin or Leonard will leave
was in town last week.... Mr. and Mrs. James
Doyle of Morrill and Mrs. and Miss Salford of ferred a cold drink. The worthy patron, Mr. town....Frank Higgins of Lincolnville is
Augusta were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Pendleton, worked off some of his super- visiting relatives in town....George Blethen
1'F. A. Luce....Mr. and Mrs. Willis Arnold of fluous energy by digging a bushel or two of recently bought a farm horse of Mr. Mitchell
:?hiisdelphis and Mrs. Fred W. Brown of Bel- clams, which were roasted on the shore, to in Monroe.... Ed win Lander and family, acwhich the party adjourned late in the after- companied by Mr. Asa Cole, called on Mrs. V.
fast were at V. Thompson’s last Thursday.
After again taxing their N. Higgins and F. J. Higgins last Thursday
noon for supper.
eating powers to the utmost they were com- evening....Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Prentiss are
pelled with much regret to leave a few of those entertaining quite a party of friends.... Miss
clams uneaten on the shore. On their way up Carrie A. Ferguson is at Ocean Park for a
FOR FLETCHER’S
to the house from the shore a halt was called week or two. Mrs. Sarah Coffin of Unity is
under the big oak tree and cheers were given with Mrs. Joseph Higgins during Mis* Fergu...

--

j

j

...

...

....

Children Cry

CASTORIA

j
j
1
:

LIBERTY.
Mrs. Marion Jenison of Waltham, Mass., is
passing a few weeks in town, the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Marlton Knowlton... Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Brown are in towrn for the month of
August, guests of Mrs. Alonzo Brown.... Mr. !
H. L. Field of Portland was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank It. Woodcock at U-Need-aj
Rest cottage for a few days last week_Miss
Hilda Bangs of Augusta and Mark Hurd of
Pittsfield have been guests at the Peck cottage for ten days. They leit for their homes
Saturday.... Rev. W. H. Abbott was a business i
visitor in town and in Belfast Friday and Saturday,... Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn, !
N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Brier of De- i
troit, Michigan, were visitors at C. M. Hurd’s
last Wednesday and Thursday.... Mrs. W. L.
Cargill and Mrs. Fannie Gilman have been
visiting in Bangor and Pittsfield the past
week... .Mrs. Walter Knowlton, who has been
passing a week in Winterport with friends,
has returned home, making the journey with
her son Allen in his car_Mrs. E. S. Mitchell
and three children, who have been visiting her
sister in Augusta the past two weeks, returned
home Saturday.... Among those who went to
Augusta last week to attend the races were
Fred Meley, Dr. W. L. Cargill, E. S. Mitchell,
W. D. Sanford and George Palmer.... Mrs.

Sprague is very ill at this writing_Miss
Mary Ridley is the guest of her grandfather,
C. C. Ridley.... Mr. A. M. Cummings was in
M onroe one day last week.

cruise to

As the party

separated to go their several ways, lighted to
their homes by a glorious moon, each one expressed his appreciation of the kindness of
Mrs. Williams, whose untiring efforts had added so much to the success of the occasion.

yacht Aug.

Diamo. d Island. Mr. Charles
Twining and wife of New York will accompany
them on :heir return lor a two weeds' visit.
a

all.

son’s absence.... Mrs. S. F. Files and daughters, who have been visiting her mother, Mrs.
j
V. N. Higgins, have returned to their home in
Pittsfield ...Mr. Edward Palmer, after an absence of several years in Colorado, is
visiting
his father, Mr. M. P. Palmer, and other relatives in town... .The Misses Martha Small and
Mildred Bartlett passed Aug. 12th with Miss
Helen I. Philbrick-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Crockett of Belfast passed Saturday night and
Sunday with her father, Henry M. Higgins.
-Frank J. Higgins and.Mrs. V. N. Higgins
passed Sunday with their brother, H. M. Higgins... Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Lander are entertaining friends from Portland ..Mrs. Ross C.

.50 Porous Knit Shirts and Drawers
.50 B. V. D. Shirts and Drawers
.15 Hose

Negligee Shirts.
.50 Braces.
.50
25’

j
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Boys’ Bathing Trunks
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Loans and Discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and

1

I

lS. Bonds to setm 11 e .-i[
Other bonds t«* s.-cure 1

}

iugs, $3,000
Bonds, securities, ei
I Banking house.Burnt.1-

..

RESOURCES.
Loans .$142 097 81
Stocks and Bonds.
125,195 63

U. S. Bonds.
Bar k Building and Fixtures.

Due from srate and je
and hankers. Trust
Savings Banks.
I Due from :t 1 1 osetl n
Checks md other rash
! Notes ii other Nation
Fractional paper cm i.
I ami cents
Lawful money reserve in

j

j

1

>

50,000 00
4,400 00
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>

1

cash resources:

v

..

}

Cash in Vault.$16,332 89
Cash on deposit. 22,542 17
Due from U. S. Treasurer. 2,500 00

j
K

Specie...
Legal-temler notes.
! Redemption fund wish

41,375 06

j

I

$363,237 53

LIABILITIES
Capital.$ 50,000
Surplus. 25,000

urer

[

00
00

(5

per

of

cent

l

.m

Total.
1

Atm

Capital stock paid in..

Net Undivided Profits.
17,208 S3
Bank Circulation.
49,997 50
Due to other Banks.
342 41
Total Deposits. 22 ,688 79

J Surplus

f

fund

Fndivided protits, less

!

}

i

taxes

j

Nationalpaid.
BaiiK notes ..;u>

1

I Due to other National B;r
Due to Trust Comp,in
ings Banks.
Dividends unpaid..
1 ndiyidual deposits, sul j.-

j

$.363,237 53

1

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK has successfully conducted its business
period of more than thirty two years in a progressive, yet at all times in a
careful and conservative manner, achieving a reputation as one of the strong
financial institutions of this State.
YOUR BUSINESS IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.
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for a
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1

Demand certificates of V
Cashier’s checks outst 1,'!
Postal Savings deposits

Total.
state of MAIN F
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I. A. Ii. Nichols, Caslie
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,50

Searsport National Bank

pasture and had to be killed_Others beside
the Northportites are watching the next move
in the Mudgett affair, for Dr. Luce’s reputation, like “Billy Magee’s, has gone abroad
through the nation.Ross C. Higgins has a
bed of beets that beats all the beets ever
raised in this neighborhood. Have you seen
’em?.... Will Ward, who did quite a business
reaping grain for A. S. Higgins, F. S. Hogan
and Richard C. Higgins last week, iB still in
a

$1.00 Porus Knit Union Suits

Condensed Statement of the Condition

Higgins, accompanied by her uncle, F. J. Higgins, passed Aug. 15th with Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
Ames-uoseph Wing lost a nice heifer last
week. The creature broke her leg in the

good trim to reap for others. He has
reaper and does his work well.

These Prices Will Save You Mono

12.50
10.50
8.00
7.50
5.95

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH,12 Main
County Correspondence.

READ THIS OVER

$14.00

“

“

A Few Suits to

by IV

pick from

$20.00 Suits, Clearance Price,

$3.00

$6.00 SUITS,

There’s

sold,

BOYS’ KNICKERBOCKER SUITS

for

To those who can’t attend this sale
take
advantage of our mail order department

SUITS—

YVe offer you one of the best dollar shirts on the market.
Soft French Cuffs, also attached and detachable cuffs, in
desirable patterns, tor only

j
1

j
J

----

MAN’S ADVANCEMENT.

Mr Frank H. Thurston of Freedom,
Maine,
has been elected principal of the Portsmouth,
N. H., Hitrh school. Mr. Thurston fitted for
college at the Maine Central Institute, Pitts- !
field, and graduated from Bates College in 1900.

During

hiB

college days

he

played

center

on I

foot ball team and was called at that time
one of the best foot ball men in Maine.
After
graduating from college Mr. Thurston was
•for two years sub-master of the Maine Central ;
Institute and for the same length of time sub- !
master of Staten Island Academy. New BrightHe resigned this position to accept
on. N. Y.
a call to the principalship of Colebrook Academy, which he has held for the past four years.
During his tenure as principal of Colebrook
Academy the school has undergone complete
reorganization, and courses in agriculture, domestic arts and commerce have been established. A new building has also been constructed
•long modern lines, containing kitchen and
dining room for the work in domestic arts, a
greenhouse for practical work in connection
with the work in agriculture, and a dairy labratory for the courses in dairying, containing
Babcock milk testers, separators, churn, butter worker and other apparatus necessary for
the teaching of the practical aspects of this
line. The old school building was converted
into shops for blacksmithing and carpentry for

!
i

j

practical work in theae lines, which are taught
in the academy. Ur. Thurston will receive a
salary of $1900 in his nay position.

j!
■

FOR FLETCHER’S

©ASTORIA

Miss Caro Murr: >.
to her home for
tonsilitis, is able to
Rev. \Y. A. Mom
moved his houseiioi
and will resiile heri

u

■

>

::
1

J. W. Malison. IIT. A. Anderson, w.
day to attend a comonr
licans of Somerset Co
Mr.and Mrs.S.C.Stm t'
ter, Mrs. Frank Riais
Mass.,left Saturday ft
where they will pass
their cottage.

I

MARCELLUS J.

i

DOWj
7

a

bargain

mean

with

business.

me now.

been

visiting

Mr and H

foraweek’s visit in Burn
and Mrs. G. E. Ste vens.

|

Mr.

e

Dry and Fancy Goods.
You can get goods at
back in the store and

Mrs. M.A. Huff ami lilt

Mrs. Maria Stevens of

and Mrs. Fred M
Ernest Marden of Sears1
in town visiting with M
sister, Mrs. F. H B> a
Llewellyn and 0. F. Parks

BROOKS, MAINE,
#

Children Cry
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PITTSFIELD

the

I

am
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Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ste''1"
Vanfof Syracuse, N.
making an extended vise
Mrs. Stevens’ father, M.
in

Troy,

guests of Mr
Taylor. Frda

were

Walter A.
Advertiser.

y

j
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.if
.,

Mrs.
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THE GOVERNMENT BUFFALO HERD.

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF CAPT.
SLOCUM.

Washington, D. C., Aug. 18. 1913.
The birth of lo calves in the buffalo herd
maintained by the government on the
Wichita national forest and game refuge,
near
Lawton, Oklahoma, has been reported by the game warden in charge.
The herd now contains a total of 48 head
of full blooded buffalo, or, more properly, biBon, of which
females. All of
Bplendid condition.

27

It is now four years since Capt. Joshua
Slocum set out on his second voyage
around the world in his 40-foot Spray,
without being heard from. Capt. Slocum’s first circle around the globe was
begun at Boston in 1895 and ended in
1898. during which time he covered some
16,000 miles, carrying the Stars and
Stripes into many ports where they had
been utter strangers for years and into

males and 21
animals are in

are

the

where they had never been seen
The Spray was stanchly built,
and steered at any angle with the wheel
lashed. Her master could sleep as many
hours as he chose in perfect security.
some

before.

In 1907 the American bison society donated to the federal
government a nu-

cleus herd of 16 animals which had been
bred and reared in the New York zoological park. The animals were transport-

The Kind You Have Always
Bought has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made
under liis
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience

When rounding Cape Horn Capt. Slocum
had a most thrilling experience when a
tidal wave struck his vessel, but she
:ame through the boisterous seas in good
Washington
ed to the Wichita national forest, which' ihape.
When in the Straits of Magellan
the Tierra del Fuegan pirates took too
is also a game
refuge, and placed under
Washington, D. C., August 18, 1913.
an
interest in Capt. Slocum’s movethe care of the Forest Service. They Jeep
Although Woodrow Wilson has been
ments, so that he resorted to the device
to their new )f
themselves
readily
adapted
President but a little over five months,
changing hit clothing a number of
and coming on deck, so that they
he has demonstrated beyond question habitat, but the area upon which they :imes
night think a full crew was on board,
were placed was within the zone affecthis fitness to deal with big national profhis gives an idea of his resourcefulness,
ed by the Texas fever tick and during
blems in a statesmanlike way, even
which should have brought him back
the two or three years following their iafely from his second
venture, and
though his political opponents differ with
transfer only the constant care and nany who knew him well believe that
him in fundamentals of government with
lis
long isolation from home, family and
watchfulness of the forest officers preespecial reference to the needs and desires
:riends, doubtless impaired his mind so
vented the complete loss of the herd.
hat he was not in condition of mind or
of the people.
The animals were examined almost 1 iody to make his second trip successful.
While the Wilson administration will
3e had followed the sea from eleven
to determine whether they had bebe marked by the breaking of many daily
rears of age, when he shipped in a
Bay
come infested with Texas fever ticks and
time-honored precedents, it will also be
>f Fundy fishing smack from Gloucester.
were placed in specially designed cages
-The Marine Journal.
distinguished for the number of literary
and sprayed with crude oil at intervals :
men chosen to represent the government

Whisperings.

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Always Bought

Signature of

Use For Over

30 Years.
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at the capitals of Europe and the
East,
many of the men thus chosen standing in
the front rank of literati of the American nation, whose works are household

c
i{

Photograph

by Paul Thompson, N. Y.

INEZ HAYNES GILLMORE

j
A

famous American fiction

who is

She is just
"'.g a new novel, "Angel
Island.^ in The American Magazine, which,
!gb primarily a romance, includes many of her ideas on suffrage. It is a story
Mrs. Gillmore hopes will help along the cause which is close to her heart

!

writer

a

strong

woman

suffragist.

a

*

1

words wherever the English language is
spoken.
Not_ alone, however, will the Wilson
administration be distinguished for the
number of literary men who have been
made ambassadors and ministers to foreign governments, but it will be universally commended for the generally ex-

Whatever may arise to embarrass the
Wilson

\nes

Gillmore Tells

cininist

Why She Strongly Favors the

Movement, and How She Came
Write “Angel island.”

to

administration, it cannot be said
that mediocre men were selected for high
1
positions at the diplomatic courts of the
j world.
Richard Lee

j

BY

INEZ

HAYNES

Metcalf, of Nebraska, a
widely known newspaperman and former
editor of W’illiam Jennings Bryan’s

GILLMORE.

J

UUVIMVUOIOIIU-

I

ing the extreme precautions which were
the animals died. Gradualthe enclosures in which the

\

Will

Ai7

LU 017

Ud_y B,

nut

adopted 3 of
ly, however,
buffalo

were

confined

fever ticks and there is
as

their

new

a

freed from

possibility

that

adapted

themselves to

environment

they became

the buffalo

more or

were

less immune to the disease.

No

losses from Texas fever have occurred
for several years, and the herd has almost

quadrupled

in number since it

was

established.

seceptionally high
The fact that the herd has notmcreaslected for diplomatic places not only to
is due largely to the
the republics to the south of us, but to ed more rapidly
This
of male calves.
preponderance
and
the
Orient.
Europe

character of those

A'lOUS AMERICAN STORY-WRITER
OUT FOR SUFFRAGE.

*71.

characteristic of the buffalo is so pronounced in all of the herds now in captivity that a cow is considered twice as
valuable

THE

as a

PULP

FOR THE HAIR

j

Unsightly—matted—colorless—scraggy

hair made—fluffy—soft—abundant and
radiant with life at once. Use Parisian
Sage. It comes in 50c. bottles.
The first application removes dandruff,
stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair, takes
away the dryness and brittleness, increases
| the beauty of the hair, making it wavy
and lustrous.
Everyone needs Parisian Sage.

j
,

bull.
AND

PAPER

PARISIAN SAGE

INDUSTRY

THREATENED.

I

I

Blended
Rheumatic
*5:01 Lt*
rhe original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been pur
chased and the oii is being prepared by the

The alarm felt by the pulp and paper
■he most ardent woman suffragists in America is Inez Haynes Gill
mill communities because of the removfiction
whose
best
mous
known recent work was the celebrated
writer,
W'hose influence sent him al of all tariff protection
from their
Blended Rheumatic Oil
Ernest” stories.
Mrs. Gillmort, now forty years old, was born in “Commoner,”
|
i
ucated in Boston and at Radcliffe College.
Sixteen years ago she to the Ca. al Zone as Isthmian Canal means of livelihood is reflected by the
,:us H. Gillmore, a writer of detective stories, and she and her husband ! Commissioner, and who will probably be- : action of citizens, committees and boards
WM. 0. POOR &
York. In the summer they live and do their writing at Scituate, Mass.. come Governor of the
“strip” when the of trade throughout New England. At
!
occupy a bungalow designed for them by Gelett Burgess, author of new
BELFAST. MAINE
government of the Isthmus goes a recent special meeting of the business
Bromide?” Mrs. Gillmore’s newest piece of work is a serial story,
Prices:
it.
into
has
15, 25 and 50 [Cents.
faith
in
of
Iry
effect,
great
good men of the town
which is just beginning in The American Magazine.
Orono, Maine, the
It is a piece
t23
nich the romance is always paramount, but, at the same time, the wishes. This was illustrated when, just
following preamble and resolutions were
zes the whole feminist movement with a vividness impossible in the
before leaving for his new post of duty, unanimously adopted and the undersigned
It is no secret that Mrs. Gillmore hopes that
itten narrative of fact.
told a gathering of frienus officers were instructed to forward copies
will stir up feeling on behalf of woman suffrage.
In the following Mr. Metcalf
lillmore tells how she became a suffragist, and why she wrote “Angel in Washington, assembled to wish him of the same to President Wilson, Chair“godspeed,” the beautiful story of the man of Ways and Means Committee of
“Servant in the House.
“She was nnlv the House of Representatives, Oscar Uninstant that I began to do listed the oldest and ablest speakers that
thinking 1 became vaguely the movement offered, or we drew on a little girl, a character in a wonderful, derwood, Senators Johnson and Burli-d with woman's position the able young mothers and home-mak- but modern drama I once
Announces that he has limited his practice
K
saw,” he said, leigh and Congressman Frank E. GuernNow ers of our local clubs, or. as on one occaii.ic scheme of things.
was through
"but
it
her
to diseases of the
that
wishing
sey.
nek upon tiie influences that sion, we imported suffragist undergradu“Whereas, this community and its
:y childhood and girlhood, it ates from various Massachusetts col- everybody was drawn into a spirit of
strange to me. My father, leges to make five-minute speeches. The comradeship and fellowship such as the business interests have been developed
friend of all the oppressed veterans of the movement spoke with a house had never known before.
She through the business of manufacturing
fry years ago, as warden of reai oratorical quality; the matrons were
AND KLtKACTION.
this change through nothing paper and pulp and in the past has been
husetts State Prison, made practical and concrete; the college girls wrought
,'ion me model prison of the wrere peculiarly brilliant—fluent, concise, but her faith and earnestness devoid of prosperous through the full operation of Office hours —10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p. m
His logical, unafraid.
But always we were guile in her constant wishing.
an ardent suffragist.
May 1 such industry;
7 to 8 p. m.. and bv appointment.
|
1 the first, women clergymen presented to the public by the newspaask you, likewise, my friends, to wish
“And whereas, the general tariff bill
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET*
try. entered a divinity school pers in our comic aspect. This happened
for me a duty well performed; wish for now pending before the Senate threatens
,s over fifty,graduating at the
year after year; and year after year the
23tf
Telephone connection
class —the only reman in it Massachusetts Legislature turned our me that I may gain a proper understand- to largely reduce or entirely remove the
of
two
It
is
down.
still
it
for
g charge immediately
petition
doing
ing of the country to which I am going, duty from such product, which we beeked, lectured and preached that matter.
William Lincoln West
lieve will seriously handicap the indusa country of which I know but little, ex1 could see that we were not making an
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and
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to
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progress,
the
Subrt Mill's essay “On
where the labor cost
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’omen” proved at fourteen that the movement, as a whole, was gain- ‘Servant in the House’ did in iringing with countries
about which all my vague ing headway. I could not see how we could about contentment,happiness and success alone will t e so much less, as to compel
VKTKHINAHIaN
Most politicians do
1
eilions focused. From that ever accomplish it.
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This not want women to be enfranchised. We
,n ardent suffragist.
or curtail production, which will
then
when
wish
as
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he
wages,
it
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true,
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compelled, therefore, to beg the
e eighties, when the moveHospital, riiatliiHcy ami Office.
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most
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not
to
it
to
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cartoonists and when the
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never before or since known any
suffragist was synonymous abstract emotion like
“Therefore, be it resolved,that we most Phones
that I will be successful in my new and
59-13.
Residence 59-1
of
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—Hospital
my
despair
-ank, fanatic. I remember
the southland.
I | earnestly protest against any reduction
“short-haired women and days. It seemed to me that this fifty- "responsible duties ,in
in the existing duty on paper and that
Men,’’ was constantly being vear-old movement, to which so many have abounding faith in the wisning of
noble-hearted and big-minded men and
we further demand the repeal of the sec.-. although we were all quite
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my
women had given their whole lives, was
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re male sex.
I believed that
He if this country of pulp or pulp wood.
But all the time of course, although I retary, Mr. David H. Houston.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
woman lay under the heel
"Be it resolved that the officers of this
did not suspect it, that fire was creeping simplifying matters and work in every
man and that his main exunderground, was w’elding the entire sex.
meeting send copies to the Government Phone 156-3
and one of the most important
Belfast, Maine.
grmding that heel into her For suddenly the militants appeared in direction,
he has taken thus far is to do away officers ab,ve mentioned.
nember somewhere in my
steps
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may criticize the militants
i made an agreement with England.
ChaS. T. Nichols, Chairman.
with the confusion that has resulted from
as much as we please, but we must ali. when I grew up, I should
A. F. Durgin, Secretary.”
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that
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they turned a theory in- the multiplicity of the series of publicar,. called “The Arraignment.”
to a movement.
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e;i it, it was not really a book,
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and
Blood Disease
Doctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
“For. three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease. I tried several doctors and a dozen different remedies, tut none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
1 feel like a different person
as ever.
and recommend Hood's to any one sufcatarrh.”
from
fering
Get it todav in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatahs.

that I believe stands the best show of

“I believe
defeating Pattangall.”
it is of the greatest importance that Mr.
j Pattangall should be defeated.”
Hanson’s letter to Pattangall was signed “Sincerely Yours,” and in replying to
...

I

Suffering

Catarrh

—

BY

K«itor and
CHARLES A. PILSBUKY. '■
Business Manager

and 25

Years of

help you in the campaign forelecton,
for I know that if you were elected you
would make an efficient representative.
Mayor Hanson to Mayor Pattangall
under date of May 30, 1913.
Mayor Hanson in his personal organ of
August 14th: “I shall vote for the man

to

Republican Journal

Hanson’s attack upon him in last week’s
issue of his newspaper Mr. Pattangall
says, in a communication published in
last Friday’s W'aterville Sentinel:

—

in conference with his supportWe did not learn that he called
upon the mayor, or that the latter waited upon (he visitor to extend to him the
freedom of the city.

Following is the report of the August term

For

Representative to Congress,
District,

Third

Maine

JOHN A. PETERS of Ellsworth.
Some of the Uncle Tom’s Cabin theatricompanies used to advertise “two

cal

Uncle Tom’s and
York is

now

two

in the lime

Eva’s.”

light

New

with two

governors.
The first

of potatoes shipped from
this season left the Houlton

car

Aroostook
station.

They

Irish Cobblers. Ship-

were

ping

will be started in earnest in about
two weeks.
Hon. W. R. Pattangall of Waterville,
Democratic candidate for Congress from
the third district, was in Belfast last

Saturday

ers.

The Interests of Waldo

ty in the legislature refused to pass it.

legislature adjourned without the
enactment of a primary law to suit the
Governor and he promptly issued a call
“Sincerely yours.”
for a special session and went on the
stump to create sentiment for his priIt was not a Republican rally, as some
mary bill. In his speeches the Governor
of the papers had it, or a mass meeting, denounced
Murphy as the man responsibut a conference of the party workers
ble for the failure of the Legislature to
and committee men of Waldo county
provide the mdans for the people to
that was held at the courthouse last Fri- name their own candidates for
public
day morning, at which Hon. John A. office in New York. The Governor mat •
Peters, the candidate for Congress from the issue a personal one between Murphy
this district, Col. Frederick H. Park- and
himself, and thus aroused all the anhurst of Bangor, chairman of the Retagonism of the New York leader. Murpublican State committee. Col. Frederick phy retaliated with|an|investigation which
Hale of Portland, the Maine member of has
placed Gov. Sulzer in an unfavorable
the National Republican CQmmitte, Hon.
light before the public and which resultTaber D. Bailey and B. W. Blanchard,
ed in his impeachment. Sulzer’s friends
Esq., of Bangor, were present. Nearly still claim that he can vindicate himself,
every town in the county was represent- but it looks as though his public career
ed and reported, and the reports were has come to a
disgraceful ending.
uniformly encouraging. Col. Hale explained his position with regard to the
PROBATE COURT.
Roosevelt movement. As a Republican

ELECTION, MONDAY, SEPT. 8, 1913.

II

The

"I do object to being either lied about
or abused even
by men w'ho write me
flattering letters and sign themselves

he favored the nomination of Roosevelt
at Chicago and the State convention at

JOHN A. PETERS
•)

PETERS

former resident of the third Maine
congressional district he is deeply inter-

ested in the

coming election and strongly urges the election ol Peters.

Others, who had
the
to

no

thought

or

joining

fast; Henry F.

Lawrence

would tolerate

interference,

though

even

it

might

no

be

characterizi d as
friendly n.ed ation,
and that he had given our government
until midnight Monday to recognize his
government. Later dispatches denyed
that Pres. Huerta had issued this ul-

h's

a

that Gov. Lind had
conference with Huerta and that

reception

was

“cordial."

Temperance day

observed

Aug.
]4tb at tht Old Orchard Campground and
.he exercises during the morning and
afternoon, in charge of the Maine
Woman’s Temperance Union, were attended by workers from many cities in
the State.

Mrs.

was

L. M. N. Stevens of

from the towns in Waldo
county, .but from tl e entire third congressional district, as well as the State

Portland, the State and National W. C.
T. U. president, presided.
Rev. Dr.
Wilbur F. Berry of Waterville, president of the Maine Civic League, gave a
short temperance address in which he
said that Maine is now the dryest in its

history.
Maine Republicans are trying to put
salt on the tail of the Progressive bird
by declaring that Republicans and Progressives think alike on the tariff, which
they say is the issue in the congressional
campaign in the Tf ird district. Portland
—

Argus.

Maine Democrats are giving all the aid
and encouragement possible to the Pro-

gressives. knowing
for

that every vote cast

Progressive candidate is a half vote
for the Democratic aendidate.
Yet in
a

policy

the

large.
After HomerS. Cummings, vice chairof the Democralic national commit-

man

tee, had conferred with President Wilson August
13th, on plans for the congressional campaign in the Third Maine
the President dictated the following letter to W. R. Pattangall, the Democratic

1

the liberty of writing
line to say how deeply interin your candidacy for conLike all other Democrats, I
gress.
shall watch the result with the greatest
interest as well as with the greatest
confidence.
My immediate object in
writing is to congratulate the party in
having a representative in this contest
whom they can feel represents the principles and the policy of the party so
truly and with so mu^h ability.”
a

Thomas H. Decrow, late of Searsport; Rose E. Colson, late of Winterport; Mary
A. Nealley, late of Stockton Springs; Mehitable
A. White, late of Morrill; William H. Reynolds, late of Unity; Stephen S. Woods, late of
Belfast; Mary A. Collier, late of Brooks.
Notices of appointment were allowed as follows: estate of Ellen M. Kenney, late of Knox;
Percy K. Richards, late of Belfast; Henry F.

A considerable number of the Demo-

surprised,

ring

grieved,

and

and will

at President

Wilson’s declaration that he

“represents
principles and the policy of the party
Parsons, late of Thorndike; George L. Holso truly.’’
In distributing: the spoils of
brook, late of Knox; Amelia T. French, late of
office among themselves Mr. Pattangall,
Searsport; Caro E. Carter, late of Belfast;
the head of the Waterville ring, selected Harriet E.
Clark, late of Knox; Berti.a A>
the District Attorneyship for Maine, hut Davis, late of Belfast; John W. Jones, late of
after a trip to Washington he dropped Belfast; Mary V. Dodge, late of Searsport;
the

Progressives and Democrats
s. the poles art
asunder, out of the contest for that desirable Emily M. Hall, late of Winterport.
Petitions for license to sell real estate were
while
and
Republicans
Progressives place,for the same reason, it is believed,
that led the fox to pronounce the grapes presented in estates of Arthur M. Clark of
stand for like pinciples and policy an
late of Searsport.
s.our.
are oi posed to five trade and free rum.
Apparently President Wilson did Belmont ;Thomas H. Decrow,
Petition for copy of foreign will was prenot at that time recognize Pattangall’s
sented in estate of Emma M. Browne, late of
Here is a suggestive paragraph from fitness for the office he
sought. Now, in Boston.
that bright, up-to-date Boston
weekly, a party exigency, to secure if possible
Petitions for probate of will were presented
Truth “The constitutionality of Huer- an
endorsement by this Maine district of in estates of Olive C.
Morse, late of Unity;
ta’s title to the presidency is a Mexican
his free trade tariff bill, the President Peter Ward, late of Searsport; Eli C. Merriam,
or:
not
an
American question; it is
quest
finds that Pattangall truly represents :he late of Belfast.
certainly as good or as bad as that of
Petitions for appointment of administrators
principles and policy of the Democratic
Made'oand Diaz; and the only question
were presented in estates of Lendal T. Shales,
as
it
If
that
necessarily
party.
implies,
are as

for
de

far apart

consider is that Huerta is the
facto president; he controls such

us to

and navies as Mexico possesses;
he has a cabinet and a duly elected Congress he has a treasury and the machinery nf a retrularlv constitutional cmvem.
armies

principles

and

policy

of

of Belfast; Olive Relief Grover, late of
Islesboro; David E. Bird, late of Belfast;
Francis M. Staples, late of Stockton Springs
Petitions regarding collateral inheritance tax
estates of Henrietta M.
were presented in
Luce, late of Belfast; Annie Nichols late of
Searsport; Hamilton Holton Wood, late of

Pattangall,

God help the country.
Thf> irrnpaphmpfit

Auer

13th

nf finv

Sulzer of New York by the Assembly,
inert; ar.d if he has secured control of
by a vote of 79 to 45, is an important
Mexico with the sword, his acts have
event, politically and otherwise. It is
been confirmed and regularized by Con- the result of a
quarrel between Sulzer

gressional

acts.

and

sensational
Harry
escape last Sunday morning from the
Matteawan, N. Y., asyium for the criminal insane, by slipping through the gate
K.

Thaw made

of the institution

waiting

car.

It

was

a

and
at

departing
first thought

in

a

that

Murphy,

Hall, and

at

the
first

leader of Tammany
public sympathy was

was

issued

charging

him with

an
s
extradictable
consp racy, which
offense, and a reward of $500 was offered

For

more

Accounts

undeserved.

!

J

sympathy

was

for

nomination
many.

Congress

from

Tam-

He served many termB in the

legislature
in

1893

from

was

ran.

the Duties on Potatoes
Sardines and Hay.

j

PETERS was willing lo submit bis chances of nomination to Hie
will of the people through the primaries ami they nominated him.

were

presented

in estates of La-

S. Abbott, late of Belfast, first and final;
Horatio H. McDonald, late of Belfast, first and
final; Mark T. Dodge, late of Troy, first and
final; Henry O. Dodge, late of Belfast, first and
final; Margaret S. White, late of Belfast, first;
and final; Augustus Perry, late of Belfast,
first and final; Emma S. Bailey of Palermo,
guardian’s first; Hamilton H. Wood, late of
Brookline, Mass., first and final.

|

4

Lawrence

was

Not. WHY? 6ET THE FACTS

peters is fens# I lore lilitu ni leiel i
LABOR 111 mi in ii line.
LOOK

up the LABOR RECORD of

Pattanga

and of Lawrence.

Vote For PETERS
Progress and

Prosperity.

vonia

than 20 years prior to his nomithe Democratic candidate for

a Tammany district and
given the speakership, an
office no man is permitted to hold who is
Sheriff Kelsey of Colebrook, N. H., who
In 1894 Mr.
not thoroughly regular.
had recognized him on a train and purSulzer was nominated for Congress in
sued him by auto into Canada. It is now
a Tammany district and was elected as a
a case for the courts.
matter of course.
Thereafter biennially
The article from the Springfield Union Mr. Sulzer was re-elected to Congress
on “The Direct Primary Failure” voices from the same district until 1912, when
He had long
the sentiment of many who, heretofore he headed the State ticket.
favoring thiB method of selecting candi- cherished an ambition to be Governor of
dates for office, have come to realize that New York, and was a candidate for the
it fails to accomplish the results aimed nomination in 1910, but Murphy chose
Last year the general
at. The successful candidate in a pri- Dix instead.
criticism
of
Dix
for his subserviency to
has
to
conduct
two
mary
campaigns and,
to a poor man this is practically pro- Tammany, gave Sulzer his opportunity
him.
hibitory. As the Union says; “The and Murphy consented to name
announced that he
When
elected
Sulzer
the
of
power
professional politicians
has not been curbed but actually ex- would conduct a government for the
panded. In theory the people rule, but plain people, with open doors to the
in practice they do not have half the Executive Department; but despite his
chance to rule that they bad when they protestations of independence he conselected delegates to a State convention, tinued to be the tool of Tammany, had
which convention chose the candidates.” frequent conferences with Murphy, and
gave the control of a great amount of
I will state this to you, Brother Pat- patronage to Tammany members. His
tangall, confidentially, if you decide to first break with Tammany came when
enter the primaries I will not do anyhe refused to yield to Murphy and name
thing to injure you. On that you can
rest assured, and if you win in the pri- a Tammany Highway Commissioner.
maries you can just bet your bottom dol- Then Gov. Sulzer championed the direct
lar that I will do everything in my power primary bill, and the Democratic majori-

for his capture.
He was arrested Tuesday at Coaticook, Canada, by Deputy

Belfast.

Later developments showed, however,

as
if he got beyond the borders of the nation
had been the defender
State he could not be extradited, but a Governor, Sulzer
of Tammany and he received his first

warrant

Brookline. Mass.
Petitions for allowance were presented in
estates cf Eben B. Gowen, late of Troy; Wm,
H. Reynolds, late of Unity; William Quigley,
late of Winterport; Charles H. Coombs late of

with the governor because of the general distrust of Tammany and its methods.
that this

also

Keep

Shoes,

late

must, that the President truly represents
the

an

:

Searsport;

cratic voters in the third district repudiate Pattangall as representing only
be

PETERS Would

French, late of Lincolnville, first and final,
Petition for insolvency allowed in estate of
James E. Sprague, late of Frankfort.
Petition for guardian allowed in estate of
Flora A. Kenney of Knox.
Petition for collateral inheritance tax allowlowed in estates of George E. Merrill, late of
Searsport; Hamilton H. Wood, late of Brookadministration allowed in estates of Isaiah Cross, late of Lincolnville; Mary
V. Dodge, late of Searsport; John W. Jones,
late of Belfast; Percy K. Richards, late of Belfast; Mary A. Stantial, late of Brooks; George
L. Holbrook, late of Knox.
Warrants and inventories were returned in
estates of Hollis J. Reynolds, late of Troy;
James E. Sprague, late of Frankfort; Hanson
G. Sherman, late of Liberty; Annie Nichols,
late of Searsport; Adelaide j. Dudley, late of

am

himself and the Waterville

beat Lawrence and be defeated.
beat nobody and be

can

'il

Petitions for

taking

am

and be elected.

line, Mass.

candidate:

“I

of

Williams, late of Islesboro, first and final;
Mary M. Wheelden, late of Winterport, first
and final; Warren J. Weymouth, late of Prospect, first and final; George E. Merrill, late of
Searsport, first; Dorcas B. Connor, late of
Troy, fourth and final; James B. Adams, late
of Islesboro, guardian’s sixth; George Holli.

only by reports

you just
ested I

can

Pattangall

J.

enemy, the free trade and free rum
democracy. This we are assured, not

timatum and said
had

Marr, late

M.

mon

at

of Charles

Swanville, first; Emily Forbes,
late of Brooks, fifth; Robert G. Campbell of
Winterport, guardian’s third; James G. Merryman, late of Searsport, first and final; Zilpha

thereby to defeat the Democratic candidate. They did not leave the Republican
The daily papers published Monday a
so doing and are today strong in
dispatch from the City of Mexico stating party by
the faith and ready to attest it by their
tha* President Huerta had notified Presiwork and their votes against the comdent Wilson that he

beat

PETERS STANDS FOR PROTECTION OF HOME
INDUSTRIES,

Parsons, late of Thorndike;

Progressive party, but were opposed Emily M. Hall, late of Winterport.
Accounts were allowed in estates
Taft, voted for Roosevelt, hoping

can

Pattangall

Bangor elected a Roosevelt delegation. of Waldo county Probate Court, Judge James
We have received, and shall publish
When, after his defeat in the conven- Libby of Unity presiding:
next week, an interesting letter from
Petitions for probate of wills were presenttion, Roosevelt organized a third party,
in estates of Harriet E. Clark, late ot Knox;
Frank W. Gowen, now of Hynes, Cali- that
absolved Republicans from further ed
Caro E. Carter, late of Belfast; Ellen M. Kenfornia. in which he says that free sugar
voted
Kale
and
Col.
to
allegiance
him,
ney, late of Knox; Margaret E. Hughes, late
will drive our flag from the Pacific.
As for the nominee of the
Republican party. of Frankfort; Bertha A. Davis, late of Bela

County Can Best Be Served by Electing

A LIBERTY MAN’S

WORK.

POLITICAL

POINTS.

WEDDING

BELLS.

State of

Ohio, city of Toledo.

Lucas

H. A. Brown of Liberty has been appointed deputy State superintendent of
public instruction in New Hampshire.
Mr. Brown was for two years a student

Hancock county hasn't had a
in the House since 1879. Local

representative
pride will help

Hancoock, just
Somerset last fall.—Ellsworth American.
Peters in

as

it did Goodwin in

BRADLEY-CARR.One of
of the

season was

the

prettiest weddings

solemnized in the church of

Our Lady of the Holy Rosary, Frankfort Tues-

>

each and

every case of v'atarr
The anti-democratic voters of this district day morning,August 12th,at 9.30 o'clock,before
in Bates college but graduated from the
cured by the use of HALL’S <
the
in
outnumber
democratic
the
proportion a large gathering of relatives and friends,
State University of Colorado.
He preFRANK
pared for co lege at Maine Central insti- of about three to two. A vote for Lawrence when Francis A. Bradley of Miilinocket was
Sworn to before me and
TROY.
the
election
of
a
tute at Pittsfield.
He was formerly jeopardizes
protectionist.
presence, this 6th day of I
Mrs. J. M. Chalmers and granddaughter of
principal of the High school and super- ! Straw: Prescott.druggist, Monmouth, former united in marriage to Miss Katherine T. Carr 1886.
Pittsfield are passing the week with Mr. and intendent of schools in his native
(Seal)
A. W
town, progressive, took straw vote among patrons for of Frankfort. A nuptial mass was celebrated
Mrs. T. P. Tyler_Benjamin Chandler of but for the past four years has been suweek; result: 65 canvassed—6 ) for Peters; 5 for
Rev.
Fr.
(
Jeremiah
Hail’s
P.
of
Banatarrh
Cure is takMcCarthy,
It.,
Lewiston visited at Augustus Stevens’ one day perintendent of schools in Colebrook, N.
Lawrence. (Monmouth’s vote last November by
acts directly upon the bl. o i
gor, a former and much beloved pastor here. faces of the
last week_W. L. Hopkins, Miss Nellie Dan- H., where the school system has been was: Taft 36; Roosevelt 141.)
Send
system.
forth and Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Hopkins passed reorganized and agriculture, domestic
Mr. Lawrence says he doesn’t expect to be The church and altar were prettily and artis- free.
arts and commerce introduced into the elected. Yet he remains in the fight. For
Address: F. J. CHENEY A
the week-end in Belfast-Will Parsons of
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
high school. Concerning Mr. Brown, the I what? To assist Mr. Pattangall, free-trader, tically decorated, a profusion of golden glow
Concord, Mass., is visiting old home friends in
Take Hall’s Family Fills f*»r
N. H. Daily Patriot, had the or to defeat Mr. Peters, protectionist? Mr. and green being used. The bride was attendConcord,
Troy... Charles Temple and family are spend- following to say a few days ago:
Lawrence claims to be a protectionist.
ed
her
Ellen
Miss
G.
and
Lawsister.
by
Carr,
ing several weeks at Windermere Park....
“Mr. Brown is one of the younger
NORTH MONTVILLE.
The issue in this campaign is clearcut—proMr. and Mrs. Charles Billings of Albion are school men of the State who has achiev- tection versus free trade. Pattangall stands for rence Bradley of Portland, a brother of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hall arc m
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Rhoades.... ed a national reputation as superintend- free trade; Peters for protection. Is it possible groom, was best man. The wedding march days in Northport.... Mrs.
will
vote
for
LawThe Misses Bertha and Linnie Lampher are ent of schools in Colebrook and Errol. that protectionists enough
from lx>hengrin was played by Miss Dorothea daughter Mildred and Mrs Ha
It is Mr. Brown's work about which the rence to insure the election of Pattangall?
Bradley, a sister of the groom, who also sang of Portland are visiting at I
entertaining their guests, the Misses Merri- United
over.
Think
this
States bureau of education issued
Weber’s Veni Jesu during the service, and a ....Claude Nutter, who ha.-' beet
thew of Stockton Springs, at Windermere a
last fall, entitled ‘The
that
the
will
hold
bulletin
Mr.
Lawrence says
people
special
Park... The lawn party given by the Ladies
for the election of an tenor solo, Gounod's Ave Maria, waa beautiBayside during the summer, ret
Adjustment of a Rural School System to the minority responsiblefrom
all corners of the fully rendered by John Cotter of Orono at the | Aug. 18th....Mrs. W. M Vose
Aid at the home of Fred Hollis, Friday even- Community Needs.
Mr. Brown is not anti-democrat. Reports
Mr.
Lawrence
hia
and
that
district
indicate
offertory. After the ceremony, a wedding McCorrison attended the funeral N
ing, was reported as well attended and a suc- only a successful adrhinistrator of rural followers will be that minority. Are
they
v
breakfast was served at the home of the McCorrison in Burnham Aug 16th
cess, socially and financially....Mr. and Mrs. schools, both elementary and higher, but ready to assume the responsibility?
j1
the scientific investigaiB
in
also
expert
of
H.
Winchester
bride’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Colman
J.
Corinna, accompanied by
parents,
Carr, Nutter recently sent two Ang'-r>.
tion of school problems. He will be
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Taylor of Pittsfield, came
and later Mr. and Mrs. Bradley departed, amid parties in Pennsylvania.
Forest Fire in Vinalhaven.
j
to the whole field of
assigned
especially
a shower of rice for the White Mountains, !
by auto and were guests at John Smith’s Sun- examinations and inspections and investiRockland, Aug. 19. The spectacular where they will spend their honeymoon. On CENTER MONTVILLE.
| day.
gation of local school systems which has
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Marden a;
become an increasingly important part forest lire on the island of Vinalhaven their return they will reside in Miilinocket.
which burned fiercely all Monday night The bride is a young woman of charming per- Neponset, Mass were guests of
of the work of the department.”
A bill was passed by the New Hamp- and could be seen plainly 14 miles across sonality and for the past four years has been Clifton Morse, last week_Mrs 1
,,‘>r
shire legislature last winter which re- Penobscot bay, had burned over a terri- a teacher in the schools of Miilinocket. The who has been ill,is improving
organized the department of public in- tory a half mile long and one mile wide groom is one of the most popular young men law, Mrs. Ralph Carter of Hell *
but
had
caused
comparastruction, making the maximum salary early Tuesday
with her.... Mr. Volney Thompson *
Gently Laxative. Sugar-coated.
of the State superintendent $4,000 and tively small damage. Only a few wood in his social set, and has a splendid position
colnville three days last week on
Dose, one pill, only one.
Northern
Co.
both
with
the
Great
stood
in
its
It
and
no
houses
They
lots
him
Paper
the
path.
appointexpenses, and giving
Sold for 60 yean.
missioner’s business.... Miss Ha/
ment of three deputies at maximum sal- started back of Isle Au Haut mountain will carry with them into their new life the
two solos at the Sunday service
and Old Harbor pond.
beat wishes of a host of friends.
aries of $2,600 each and expenses.

Ayer’s Pills

JtekYourDMt<»i____k2^y».

\

County,

Frank J. Cheney makes oar
partner of the firm of F.
doing business in the City
:
and State aforesaid, and tl at
the sum of ONE HDNDRf :
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The News of Belfast
entral Market was closed Monday bj
Titcomb Bro’s.
;..ors of the proprietors,
c

:v
^

Marian Wells entertained
,r,t.rds at the Wells cottage,

party ol

a

Quantaba-

of the guests has writ*
,unt of the affair, which will appeal
urnal next week.

goat iSth.

One

has bought the house on
i
-n street owned by the Alfred G
it. Supt. W. B.
.:<• and will rent
has taken a tenement in it and will
from the E, R. Conner house,
Marsano

|

Tennis club opened
Monday afternoon on

fast

edar street.

•.

the clut

plans tc
the month, when it

The

the last of

e

tourna-

a

club

will be closed.

•r-(i the tournament

;rday, August 24th, will be the fortirsary of the great tire which started
wharf and extended to the Sibley
>

High street, now ownedby Ralph L.
••troying practically the whole water
|

pas-

of Bangor last Saturday after-

ut

J

largest

Camden took the

amer

->

either of the

steamers has taken

The business has been in-

.■■unimer.

Saturday

every

the

for

few

past

frc**

Angeles, Calif., subscriber

writes:

urnal is always a welcome visitor at
and no paper or magazine comes to
more highly appreciated and careWishing you much success and

|
\

etc.
-i.D Letters.
The following letters
mcalled for in the Belfast post office
ek ending August 19th:Gentlemen—

|i
■j
ji

gdon.
a

C.

^

The benefit dance for the base ball team.heu I
in the Opera House last Tuesday
evening
was a success in every particular.
Keyes ful
orchestra furnished good music, the crowd wa; 1
full of fun, the distribution of gifts inter
esting and, best of all, the net proceeds wen
$150.

■

::e

q

oi

gut?si

.»irs.

Hailey returned

rc.

n.

Monday night

last

•pto Northwestern Canada,
reunion of the Gay family, Aug 26th,
:k Ritchie Grange hall, Waldo. Alhv of this city will have ready the

j!

of the Gay family from
Gay in 1630, who married
Baldwick, granddaughter of PocaMr. Gay
\Avn to the present time.
working on this history for the past

genealogy

|

of John

i!

5

Hose

ton

Company No.

Chenery,

race

1 of the Bel-

guests 'ast

were

partment

an

Sunday

honorary member,

;-cures, his farm in Belmont. There
.t twenty in the party and the day

|
\

Mr.

at

j!

Chenery’s

|

nt

served.

was

nner

camp

and sports, and

games

and his

on

Tilden!s

a most

The chief

assistants

were

sub-

of the

invited,

assistant engineer I. T. Clough joined
Chief Shute feeling that it was his
main in the city.

|
|

as

so many requests for popular
Director Patterson will give the

been

rhat

program
mmon

9

at the concert

Every

|

■■■k.

i

National Emblem,”

one

is

on

school-

Friday, night

tomorrow,
a

at

request:

tonight,”
Van Alstyne and
nlight Bay,”

Bagley

you with

I

"Silver

Threads Among

Botsford
Wenrich
the Gold,”
Danks

by Mr. Arthur Welch
Wenrich
>ur Old Gray Bonnet,"
‘Old Love Letters,"
arranged by George Lakie
Wenrich
lie Bay,”
Mr. Charles F. Hammons
Hall
NewCd.onial,

I
1

Mrs. Fred Toothaker went
ork last Thursday, called there by
s of her sister, Mrs. Carpenterie Kimball made a short visit in War-

i'

—

I

elf apt.

week...

Mrs. Rachel

>el Glun‘

Glunt, Mr. and

of Altoona and Mrs. B. W.

Bellwood, Penn., arrived last
rning to visit Mr. and Mrs. Whitnmb on Belmont avenue-Mr. B.
:ker is visiting in Montville and viOuite a number from this vicinity at-

-er

!

of

meeting in Montville,
reported a glorious time....
Dyer, wife and baby and Mrs. Far.-ut! spent last Sunday at the Centner
..e

field

Mrs.

Percy Edgecomb, Mr. and Mrs.
^r and other old acquaintances.
At
they lived or Elmbrook farm. It
Davis first visit to Belfast for 36
vlrs. Susie Bickneli of Lawrence,
urned home last Friday having visitther. Geo. B. Dyer, and family.

;

very

delightful time with games, etc. Each
brought the little hostess a gift as a pleasant
reminder of her birthday. A large table, loaded with the dainty things that children like

io turn

and ornamented with flowers was the center
attraction. Mrs. Hammons was assisted by
Mrs. Addison Pendleton and Mrs. John Collins.
porch sewing

Richards had
at

party

her

a

very

home

Cedar

Miss Florence L. Dunton and

Miss

Yelland of Madison, Wis.. Mrs.
Gilchrest, Mrs. Willis Arnold, Mrs.
John C. Pillsbury. Mrs. Herbert Drink water,
Mrs. William F. Sohoppe.Mrs. Herbert L.Seek
ins, Misses Margaret N. Hazeltine. Avis M.
Morisonand Amy E. Stoddard.
truest,

Elon B.

Gladys Klark

plete production of each play. Between the
classy vaudeville novelties are introduced, assuring a continuous performance.

acts several

are now

on

William Kotman entertained a party of
twenty-four at the Anchorage, North Shore,
Mrs.

for the entire engage-

sale

ment.

Edison’s Talking Pictures. Edison’s Kinetophone will be the novel theatrical
attraction at the Colonial Theatre, Thursday
and Friday nights, Aug. 21st and 22nd. The
Electrical wizard has been at work on the
Genuine

“talking pictures”
was only when he
perfection that he would
for

1

number of years and it
was assured of absolute
a

allow' it

to be

pre-

the amusement world. It is said
that he has surpassed his own wonder record
of electric light, phonograph,
fluroscope, kine-

sented

to

toscope and countless other marvels by his
latest magical invention, the kinetophone
r.ortainlu

the

nroco

nf"

*Vi.i

.......

♦

...

1

Capt. and Mrs. Curtis of Camden are guest
of Mr and Mrs. Eugene Achorn and attendinj
the Belfast fair.

1____

these

Searsport

A

C—:«L

I.

hegan; Edward Hinckley, Fairfield; S. J. Walton; Skowhegari; Ashley St. Ciair, Calais; wr.
S. Lewin, Houlton; F. W7. Hinckiey, Portland;

■

^

^et*ted

kntl*

MILLIONS AR&^>

avenue.
-

Mrs. Everett Smith returned to Waltham
Mass last Saturday after a three weeks-' visi
with her mother, Mrs. T. L. Shute.

Annette

Miss

from
haru

a

visit

1564 BROADWAY
AM£lJ!Sf? m™US£iS«RE C0^_NEW YORK CITY

Robinson returned Frida}
Mrs. F. N. Savery. While

with

uVio rnlnml

~

1

---

|

son.

|

1914

I

FORD

Miss Ethel Bowen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Walter Bowen, was operated upon for adenoids
last Sunday by Drs. E. D. Tapley and Elmei
Small.
The

met

The annual lawn
party at the Home for Aged Women was held
August 14th under most favorable circumThe response of the public was
stances.
The Home Lawn P\rty.

! tions.

The

candy,

ice

cream

Isaac

brother of

the

Olsen.

Portland

years. An obituary will
Journal next week.

He had been

p Runabout,

$524

W

$574

||

Touring Car, 5-Passenger,
FULLY EQUIPPED AND DELIVERED.

e

Nickerson,

1

fort

Charlotte

were

Lucy

Leavitt

Staples.

The

prize,

a

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

anc

lady’s serving
was won
w'as won

by Master George Brown. An enjoyable evering was spent and $7.26 netted.

Yes Paint
May be high next year,

so 'much work has
been put-off and more will be.
Men don’t know that it costs more money to
wait than to paint; it costs about 10 per cent
to wait, and not over 5 fur the extra price.
What is 5? About $2.50 on the average job
(3000 square feet); 10 gallons Devoe, 15 of
average paint, yes 20 of some.
Suppose there’s plenty of oil next year,
won’t paint go-dowi,?
Yes, a little; there
can’t be plenty of oil; the demand settles that.
Half the work of last year ar.d this is waiting:
so

stupid

Mason

Partridge,

In fact anything you may wish.
new goods and up-to-the-minute in
style

Ail

MASONIC TEMPLE. BELFASl. MAINE.
.-

& Hall sell it.

FOR SALE
Gas Machine

Acetylene

with fixtures, in perfect order. Price $45.
Address
P. O. BOX 34,

Belfast, Maine.

=3p

! FOR SALE

..

A

26=foot

Stops Falling Hair
Colonial Theatre

NIGHTS. STARTING

^

Monday, August

P. 0. BOX 34,
Belfast, Maine.

Pleasant

Apply

2t34

Gladys Klark

home, easy work.

at once

BIO SCENIC EQUIPMENT
NEW CLASSY VAUDEVILLI

Opening Play—The Big City

Succee

call

Don't overlook the special big bargains in
estate, both city and farm property. Apto
M. R. KNOWLTON.
2t34
City Building, Belfast.

Prices 15c, 25c and 35c
SEATS

NOW

SELLING.

NOTICE
All persons

having the uee of city water
hereby cautioned egainet the uee ol
hoee unlees paid for, and ail eprayera and
revolving sprinklers are strictly forbidden.
2t34.
J. D. WALKER. Supt.

are

•

to

or

particulars’

address

MRS. CARRIE E. PEIRCE.

to

ply

“SWEET CLOVER"

on

CHAS R. COOMBS, Belfast, Me.

real

!

Apply

JELL1SON & GREER.

Good pay.

IN REAL ESTATE.

ALL NEW ROYALTY PLAYS

sonable.

sleeping room up stairs, with
running water and bath, on Franklin street,
opposite the postoffice.
For

BARGAINS

AND HER EXCELLENT COMPANY

FOR SALE
A first-class restaurant and
dining-room.
Good location, good business. Price rea-

Parlor and

Wanted.

mb

yfl

-AT-

To Let

Housekeeper

ever^Jfou^willjjurel^besatjiflei

Wanted

mahogany
naphtha launch, Morris Heights
engine. A Bargain.

33p

Hall’s Hair Renewer certainly Btops
falling hair. No doubt about it what-

Kitchen
Girl

solid

Address

3

i

--

DEVOE

we are.

BURNHAM.
Wm. H. Kimball, a former correspondent o
The Journal, died August 15th at his home ii
this town after an illness of several months
The funeral w’as held at the home Sunday
He leaves a son. Porter H., with whom h<
lived; also two married daughters.. .The funer
al services of Mrs. Frank McCorrison was hel i
at Winnecook, Aug. 16th. She leaves a hus
band, a son, Herbert, of Unity, and a daughtei
! Mrs. Hattie Bachelder of Mainstream.... Mis 9
Dorothy McKechnie spent several days las
week with Nettie Webb at her home in Troy
_Several from this place attended the race
j in Augusta last week-Mrs. Lily Staples i
at home from Boston for a visit with he
mother, Mrs. Geo. Berry_Roy Call ha
moved irto the Dr. Shaw house_Mr. an
Mrs. Ralph Goodwin of Bangor were recen
guests in town-Horace Maxim of Pittsfiel
was the guest of his classmate,
Karl Me
Kechnie, the past week ...Mr. and Mrs. 1
F. Harding of Billerica, Mass., are visiting a
G. E. Bryant’s
.Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kinne;
have returned from a vacation spent in Mil!
bridge. Mrs. Martha Vose accompanied then
home... Capt. A. W. Fletcher and Mrs. Hat
tie Moody spent a few days at C. E. Libby’s
j Windermere Park, last week.

I

||
k«ift

ft OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

waiters and

bag, for guessing what it contained
by Walter Achorn. The guess cake

IT?--|

BAEY

mmMWMwmmmmwTmmmimmwMwmMwm

Mrs. Jennie
Stevens and Mrs. Hattie Gross served coffee,
There was a mystery box in charge of Miss

Myrtle Tetly

YOU

CARLE & JONES,

der the direction of Mrs. Richard Brown, helc
a pie social last Friday night.
Myrtle Larrabee, Agnes

CARS!

AGENTS IN WALDO COUNTY:

police force for 2]
be published in Thf

1

PRICES OF

|—-CAN
jH

A neighborhood clambake was held on the
Vaughan shore last Friday night, with a picnic
supper, ana the evening was spent socially anc
with singing.
A huge bonfire was the centra
attraction. Our genial pastor and his wife
give these affairs annually and they are always largely attended and a generally good
time is enjoyed.
All present on this occasion report a most delightful evening.
Brower Circle of Mason’s Mills church, un-

peas.
auction
M.

Mrs. Peter

of

|

m

p

E. Foss, who died Aug. 17th at his

member

ANNOUNCEMENT OF

I

home in East Deering, was a son of Mrs. Lorenzo Patterson of iearsport avenue and e

and sweet pea

m

Collins of Salem, Mass., and hei
nephew. Master Joseph Walker of Beverly
Mass., are visiting her sister, Mrs. J. H. StinMrs. Helen

lar

^"APPLAUDING

crKtestachie^ment

Merle Moody of Pittston has returnee
from a visit with Mrs. R. B. Stephenson. Misi
Mary Woodbury returned with her.
Miss

party under the direction of Miss Sue
assisted by the following patronesses: Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Mrs. Joseph
Tyler, Mrs. Charles H. and Mrs. Helen W.
Cro»ny, Miss Annie Bean, Mrs. B. O. Norton,
A.L. Robinson, Portland, Reuel Robinson, Cam- 1 Miss Annie L. Barr, Mrs. J. C. Swan, Mrs. J.
den; Tabor D. Bailey, Bangor; George L>. har- L. Sleeper, Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, Mrs. J. G.
den, Bangor; B. W. Blanchard, Bangor; Ed- ! Paul, Miss Harriet P. White, Miss Katherine
ward C. Plummer, Bath; B. F. Cleaves, Bidile- C. Quimby, Mrs. Harry W. Clark and Miss
ford; George L. Emery, Sato.
| Annie V. Field. Mrs. A. C. Hopkins served
!
From a Former Resident. We take the tea and wafers from an electric service at a
1/

clearance sale at “The Home of Good
Values, 12 Main street, lasts only three more
days. See advt. for a few of the many barannual

fiip^Ss

;

Mrs. John Crosby returned from Bangor las
Sunday. She was called there by the illnesi
and death of her mother.

tables w’ere on the lawn. Miss J. A. Wiggin,
assisted by Misses Edna D. Crawford and Marlast
was
1
served at
Friday. Luncheon
jorie Shaw, had charge of the candy table.
o’clock. The table decorations were dainty
Mrs. R. F. Dunton, assisted by Misses Evelyn
and in harmonizing tints. Six tables of aucElsie Whitmore and Grace WentThompson,
tion bridge were played out of doors. Mrs. C.
worth, served ice cream in the afternoon and
W. W’escott won the first prize, a cut glass (
evening. Two dainty and sweet little Misses,
salad dish; Mrs. George I. Keating the second, a
Hope Dorman and Katherine Frost, at their
cut glass bon-bon dish; and Mrs. Wm. H.
s weet pea table, formed a part of the decothe
a
third,
decorated twine reel.
Quimby
ration and were a pretty picture in the arbor
Mrs. F. R. Poor received the consolation, a
formed by the old well curb draped in w'hite
prettily framed picture. Punch and wafers with
asparagus sprays and the use of many
were served.
cherry trees. The food table under the direcRepublican Speakers for The Campaign. tion of Mrs. Frances H. Murch, assisted by
The available Republican speakers for the
Mrs Alexander Lindgren and Mrs. M.C. Murch,
campaign are H. C. Buzzell, Belfast; John A. and the fancy work table, Mrs. Sarah Pierce
Peters. Ellsworth; William T. Cobb, Rockland; and Miss Elizabeth A.
Kelley, wrere in the dinScott Wilson, Portland; S. L. Dutton, Augusta; ing arm
reception rooms. The Home was made
Cyrus M. Blanchard Wilton; Judge Augustus attractive by the many flowers generously conSimmons, North Anson; W. L. West, Belfast; tributed by friends. The main floor of the barn
Elmer B. Spoffurd, Deer Isle; Kev. R.
B. was converted into a large parlor by the use of
Mathevs, Ellsworth; Arthur Ritchie, Belfast; rugs, screens, bunting draped with asparagus,
Fred L. Mason, Ellsworth; John Nelson, Auj jardineres, vases and hanging baskets of sweet
gusta; Benedict F. Maher, Augusta; E. F. MerThe feature of the afternoon was the
rill, Skowhegan; W. F. Merrill, Skowhegan; A.

|

Roy Black of Brockton, Mass., is spending
his vacation with his uncle. Roscoe Black, 01

gains. Sale closes Saturday night_Bliss
College, Lewiston, will have its fall opening
Mail coupon for illus; Tuesday, Sept. 9th.
trated catalogue. .The Old Corner Drug Store
|
to
Accident. WThat might have will be formally opened Saturday, August 23d.
-M. R. Knowlton, city building, is offering
: providentially was not—a very seri» nt took
place las: Sunday afternoon special big bargains in real estate_The Hole- liberty of making the following extracts from
shore road to Camden near Temple i proof stockings, guaranteed to wear 6 months
china and decorated with sweet peas.
a
personal note from Mr. George M. Barns, green
Shortly after 5 o'clock on that day without holes, are sold exclusively in Belfast at under date of Bayfield, Wis., Aug. 11th: “I in The score cards were also decorated with
a-ge Fiat touring car owned by Mr. Ira M. I The Dinsmore Store-See notice of the BelMiss Amy E. Stoddard, assisttended to visit Belfast this summer but changed sweet peas.
ft Bohemia, his summer home on th<* fast Water Co. regarding the use of city water.
ed by Mrs. Carl Stevens and Miss Mildred
for this place at the last moment. I am very
■here, Northport, to take his brother, All sprayers and revolving sprinklers are strict- much interested in Mr.
Crosby’s Annals of Bel- ! Randall, served refreshments after the game.
be of Boston, to Camden, where he ly prohibited-Dr. E. S. Webber announces
Miss Partridge read at the auction party a
fast, particularly so jus- at present as
that
he
will
at
be
his
dental
■ ke
office, Room 5, Ma- the next issue will relate
the boat for home. In the car
circumstance! I iote from Mrs. Charlotte Sibley Hilton enclossonic
8
from
a
in. to 5 p. m., after an
Temple,
•ven
persons besides Mr. Cobe: hi9
occurred
the
ing a $100 bill from Messrs. Edward and HarI
that
was
year
born
enforced vacation due to a surgical operation.
Mrs. Ruth Cobe Hoffman, and Mr.
o’d T. Sibley and herself in memory of the
the youngest brother of
am
1832. I
|Mrs
>f Chicago; Miss Dorothy Franck of He has renovated and improved his office, G. R.
late Mrs. Edward Sibley, who had always
and Miss Elizabeth A. Barns
Sleeper
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. which is up-to-date in every particular_ There were nine children in our
taken a deep interest in the Home. Several
and 1
family
and Miss Clara Keating of Belfast See statement of the condition of the SearaThere are hut few now generous cash gifts were also received by Dr.
am all that is left.
auffeur, George Brewer of Chicago, port National bank at the close of business living of my old acquaintances T. W. Pitcher Elmer Small, chairman of the finance commitis narrow and on the shore side, August 9, 1913-Housekeeper wanted. Pleastee, with several smaller cash contributions. AcGeo. A. Quimby and wife, Mrs. Augusta 8
ant home, easy work, good pay.
r.ere is a steep descent to the water,
made to the following
Apply to Frederick, M-s. John H.
Mrs. Ellen knowlegdment is also
Quimby,
R.
Coombs, Belfast, Me_Adjourned
growth of bushes and grass close to Charles
Castle, Miss Annie Bean and a few others arc for substantial aid: George M. Stone of Lewis>
In attempting to pass a large annual meeting of the stockholders of the still
living, and I am sorry that circumstance' ton, Mont., Mr. S. S. Bartlett of Boston, Misses
Belfast Coliseum Co. to be held at the secre-etts car the Cobe car slid over the
M. J. Otis, Clara Parsons and E. P. Frothingwere such that 1 was prevented from
seeing
tary’s office, 35 Church street, at 3.30 p. m. them and
■nt, dropping about tour feet, and
enjoying their company once more ham and Mrs. Anna Adams of Belfast and
Sept. 1st.
Mrs. Sidney Kalish, Sioux City, Iowa. The
r, but fortunately was held up in a
1 trust 1 shall have the pleasure at no distant
Belfast band rendered a pleasing program in
y the trees and bushes, and preventA Linen Shower. A reunion of the Hope day of seeh.g the familiar scenes of my childthe evening, when there was a good attendgoing farther down the declivity. Club at the home of Miss Margaret L. Keene h mil and enjoying their company.”
'he occupants were thrown clear of last
Messrs. R. F. Dunton and C. W. Wesance.
;
“To be Continued." The latest
Tuesday evening proved to be an event of
develop:t others were pinned under it and it
assisted by Mrs. Wescott and Mrs. Elon
more than usual interest.
ments in the Luce and
The evening was
Mudgett controversy cott,
an entertainment
-st twenty minutes before Miss Kaatby
spent sewing, and about 9 30 there was a sum- over the occupancy of a coUage on Northport B. Gilchrest, furnished
the children, all little girls, that was received
released and a door was torn off mons to the
dining room. The centerpiece wat Campground owned by Mrs. Evelyn Mudgetl
coring to extricate her. The Massa- a beautiful bouquet of sweet peas, tied with are as follows: August 13th, Dr. Prince E with delight. There v ere four musical numar remained at the s-.ene of disaster,
tulle, and the place cards were dainty little Luce brought suit for $2,000 damages againsl bers; a duet by Dorothy Spear and Frances
pants giving assistance, and in that and
Clark; a solo by Miss Marian Millhouse, accomwreaths of lilies of the valley.
Constable Charles O. Dickey for false
Lobster newiraprir,er
strange car the party were taken to burg and olives weie served, followed by sonment. The writ was one for
panied by her sister Miss Alice; a duet by
and
trespass
•1
‘'be summer heme and medical aid sum
and Grace Hazeltine, and a
grap sherbert with whipped cream, cake and ran against Dickey’s body, but he was nol Betty Hanshue
aior‘e<1- It was found that a bone in Mr. Keat- wafers.
Between courses Mias Keene brought locked up,as he was able to show enough proper- character song, by Helen Wescott, who as a
little dandy sang and danced “Won't you Let
r,#ht elbow waa fractured, but the others in a decorated box, with the remark that Misc ty to satisfy judgment in case the
legal battle
me See You Home” in a manner that captivatleaped with bruised bodies and the ef- Heal might find something to amuse herself goes against him. The next day,
August 14th,
ed the audience and brought a hearty encore,
the
nervous shock, and all were truly
while
Dr.
Luce
was arrested for
Inside
the
waiting.
T‘i°f
dainty packages
using threatening
r,*t*ul for their narrow
were various desirable additions to the outlanguage and disturbing the peace. Mrs The following little girls, who had been drilled
escape. Later in
Evening the car was righted and hauled fit of the bride-to-be. Handsome centerpieces, Evelyn Mudgett of Belfast, the owner of the by Miss Alice Millhouse, took part in an attrac*'ie ro*d and returned to the
tive Japanese dance, with Mrs. E. B. Gilchrest
garage under guest towels,
handkerchiefs, cluny pieces, cottage at Northport which Dr. Luce ia oc'Wn
accompanist: Marian Millhouse, Hope Dorman,
The top. wind shield and etc., were included. The guest of honor wai cupying, said that he had been
power.
the
bothering
ere were
damaged, but repairs can be taken entirely by surprise, and the whole af- workmen on her new cottage, and had fright- Dorothy and Margaret Drinkwater. Ruth Dinse
r,ere and it is thought it will only be fair was moat successful. Mias Heal’s marened some of them away. He was tried in the more, Grace Hazeltine, Betty Hanshue and
e»8ary to send away for a new wind shield. riage to Maine Hills of Belfast and Bos- Municipal court, made no defense and was or- Helen Wescott. They were all in Japanese cos18 ls
tume. “The Wings of Mignonette,” a charming
the second auto accident on the same ton is to be one of
the interesting eventi dered to give bonds for *500. He appealed anc
little fairy play in two acts,was given in a manA few weeks
next month.
ago the car of Jarvis C. of
Those
present Tues- gave bonds. Last Monday Dr. Luce was agair
that delighted every one. Following is the
°* Rockland was overturned with a
day evening included all the club mem- before the municipal court, charged by Mrs ner
1
cast: The queen, Betty Hanshue; Mignonette,
under similar circumstances not fsr bers except Miss
Isabel Ginn, in whose
Mudgett with the larceny of various article! Helen Wescott;
l
Rose bud, Charlotte Wadsin the cottage he ia
scene of Sunday’s accident.
It is place Mrs. John C. Pillabury was asked, and
occupying; was fount worth; Pansy, Hope Dormsn; Dewdrop, Marian
^ ’-he that
and sentenced to
guilty
the
costa. He appay
this road should be widened or were:
Miss Emeroy Ginn, Miaa Maude B
Cousins; Sunbeam, Elizabeth Doak; Violet,
pealed and after a short detention in the coun- Grace
Hazelti ne. The program dosed with c
ne"Way r°a<* *° prevent *urth®r acci- Steward, Mra. Leroy Webber, Mrs. Allen Patty jail furnished bonds for *100 and was re- selection
by the band and a social hour folleased.
terson, the hostess and guest of honor.
lowed.

^

J. W. Burgess is ill with pneumonia at hi
home on Searsport avenue. Dr. Tapley is at
tending him.

Amy E. Stoddard entertained last Friday evening for Miss Florence E. Dunton of
Madison, Wis and a very enjoyable evening most generous. The lawn decorations, under
the direction of Mr. Charles R. Coombs, were
was spent with needlework and
crocheting. A
most enjoyable feature was the vocal s lo by most attractive and the Home is indebted to
the B:»ard of Trade for the use of their JapanMiss Marian Wells, and the instrumental solo
by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest. Delicious refresh- ese ianterns and to the Universalist Society
ments were served. Those present were Miss for the Japanese cherry trees. Mr. and Mrs.
Dunton and Miss Yelland of Madison, Wis., ! A. C. Hopkins were the committee on lights,
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, and the abundance of colored lights given by
the Penobscot Bay Electric company was a
Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. John C. Pillsbury,
Aside from the cherry
Miss Bertha Wiley, Miss Louise W. Richards charming feature.
of Farmington, Miss .Marian Wells and Mrs. trees, sweet peas and asparagus were used exi clusively on the lawn and in the barn decoraWilliam F.,Schoppe.
Miss

^Tl

Mr. Emery F. White and Miss Marian Well
will be soloists at Trinity church next Sunda
afternoon.

sharp-

stock.—Rockland Opinion.

Play's.
At the
Colonial, starting Monday, for three days
Gladys Klark and her popular company will be
the attraction, with all new plays and vaudeville between the acts. For the opening night
“Sweet Clover,” a beautiful pastoral play in
four acts, \ ill be presented. It is by the author of David Bela&co’s “Grand Army Man.”
For Tuesday, “Thelma the Norweigan Princess,” and Wednesday “The Unwritten Law,”
will be the attractions. A car load of sceneiy
furniture and effects is carried,assuring a com-

Seats

too

if the business were conduct d systematically
and the breeding done from the right kind of

New

in

norse turned

J

1 lit Wallace family who occupy the Bower
Daughters of Veterans h*>ld their regu
tir.tr last Thursday night and at the house on Searsport avenue, and woo have beer
Arthur W. Knight of Monroe, an extensive initiation they took in two Sons of Veterans quarantined witn dipntheria, are now able ti
dealer in live stock, was in this city
Tuesday, and one Veteran. A short program was given be out and the quarantine was removed Mon
seeking to buy some horses, but was unable to as fallows: address o'
welcome. Mrs. F. N. day night.
find any to suit.
He will come again later
Saverv. reading, Alice Simmons; quotations on
wher the local dealers have received expected
The Ladies’ Aid of Mason’s Mills church hell
consignments from out of the State. Mr. Patriotism from other members. Closed by an
all-day meeting recently with Mrs. Everet’
Knight agrees with us that it is a great pity
Grand Army songs. The next regular
that Maine breeders earn ot supply horses for singing
Nickerson, with a picnic dinner, and workec
meeting will be Thursday evening, September fur the fair to be held
the home demand, and he believes that horses
Friday afternoon, Aug
could be raised in this section at a good profit
11th
29th, with supper at 6 o’clock.

Tuesday afterno n. Delicious candy
was served, followed by ice cream, cakes and
wafers served in the dining room. Those
were

anu me

some time, hut no
cept. for being badly lamed and bruised, he is
now quite comfortable.

street last

present

arounu,

t !

the Knox family reunion
Mrs. Albert Ferrell, who has been visitin X
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knox, left Saturday fo r
Wiscasset.

here.

taken

o

last week to attend

wagon and throwing Mr.
He was unconscious for
bones were broker., and ex-

pleasant

on

scenes were

guest

urday

ly, overturning the
Piper to the ground.

of

Miss Luuise V\

of the

|sENSABoN^^y?CENTURr

Mrs. T. L. Shute went to Rockland last Sat
to visit her sister, Mrs. Alfred Crocketl
Charles and Henry Knox were in Wiscasse

on

Ernest P. Piper, who was injured recently
by being thrown from his team when returning
from a dance in Lincolnville, is still confined to
his home, but is much better.
He had started

talking pictures have been shown, is
universal in its praise. The large programme
which will be given here combines music: 1
the East side-Mrs. Sadie Twiss comedy, drama, vaudeville and special feature
visited Mrs. L. M. Cunningham numbers, and consumes two hours in the showMrs. Lydia Davis and her broth- ing. Reserved seats now on sale at the Box
Nickerson of Lynn, Mass, made Office.
lying visit last week and called on
New Advertisements.
The great semiand all

large attendance at th
the schoolhouse common las
Friday evening, and the selections with voca I
accompaniments were received with rounds o r
applause and toots of auto horns. “My Oli i
Kentucky Home” was rendered by request.

some

a

Miss Maude Savery of Searsport is
visitinj
Miss Ethel Savery for a week.

day they went to the Tip Top House in Waldo.
The first pictures made in this section,
“Joyce
of the North Woods,” will soon be released and
will be eagerly looked for by Belfast
people, as

most

aiosner.

Miss Daisy M. Foss of Portland is
her aunt, Mrs. Peter Olsen.

The Edison Moving Picture
Company, which
has been working in this vicinity for some
weeks, was operating on the eastern side of
Swan Lake, Aug 13th, on the fourth of the
“Whom Will Mary Marry” pictures.
Thurs-

Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore N.
( lara, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
little daughter Dorothy of Gardi- I Charles F. Hammons, celebrated her sixth
ending a two weeks’ vacation with birthday at her home on Pear! street last MonMrs. Ellen Shorey and his sister, day afternoon. The lawn was screened from
the street and the fourteen little guests had a
Mosher.... Miss Doris Shorey of

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY. AUGUST 21-22.

Albert C. Mosman of Lisbon Falls is visitin
hie son, R. G. Mosman.

Mrs. Charles Millhouse, who chaperoned tb
house party at Sans Souci cottage, Pitcher'
Pond, returned last Saturday with the younj
The moonlierht excursion by the Christiar I ladies. The young men remained until Mon
Endeavor of the Baptist church, postponec day. All including the chaperon reported hav
from last Friday evening on account of tht ing the time of their lives.
They hired Cilley’
fog, took place Monday evening, when there hall one night and enjoyed a dance with thi
was no fog, and the full moon made it almosl
use of a graphophone.
a perfect evening for the excursion.
Aboul
Misses Grace Mitchell and Marian Water
90 enjoyed a three hours sail in the steamei man
entertained about twenty of their
younj
Anna Belle to Castine and return, and all saic friends at a lawn
party last Friday evening
would
like
to
they
go again.
at the Mitchell home on Congress street. Tb
Mrs. Howard L. W’hitten was the hostess foi lawn was decorated and lighted with Japanes<
a very pleasant
gathering at her home Iasi lanterns. Mrs. M. L. Mitchell, Mrs. J. R
Saturday evening, The guests were Miss Waterman and Mrs. Alexander Lindgren serv
Florence E. Dunton and Miss Yeliand of Madi- ed refreshments from a tent on the lawn ant
games and music were enjoyed.
son, Wis Misses Amy E. Stoddard, Ethola W\
Frost, Marian Wells, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins
Mrs. William F. Schoppe. Some fine
records played on the victrola were much en-

:

EAST BELFAST.

■

and

COLONIAL THEATER

ments.

work.

There will be hourly trips to 'he campmeet
ing at Temple Heights, Sunday on the bi|
automobile, leaving the Windsor Hotel ant
returning after the meeting closes in tht
afternoon. This will be the last day of tht
meetings at Temple Heights and there is surt
to be a large attendance on the big day. Asl
Mr. Dickey.

formell;

open to
business this week. It is very attractive!
fitted up and is up-to-date in all ita
appoint

Springfield, Mass,, public library, gave
lesson in bookmending, followed by practica I

nt.

I

The Old

Corner Drug Btore will be
J
j opened next Saturday but has been

the

a

w nnoei

|

i

The Summer Library school at the Univer
sity of Maine closed last Saturday. Frida; t
Miss Avis M. Morison of this city,
formerly o l

There was
band concert

5

Ths stsspl* of the Unitarian cburcn
| Cuing
repair*.

A box of cigars on the show case at A. A \i yard.
The British bark Abyssinia, Stockton Spring
Howes & Co.’s attracted attention as it wai
for Hull, England, with a cargo of spool ban »
labeled “Pearl Brook,” and it was found that
was anchored off
the cigar3 were made from Cuban tobacci
Northport last Saturday an< I
was a novel sight to
many, who had never seei
grown on Pearl Brook farm, Belfast. It ougb
a square-rigged vessel.
to be a popular brand.

j served.

Sawyer.

Blaekington at Temple Height* and Robart C
Bicknall ia having it ahippad to their Rocklam

developed.

Stewart, ; joyed, as were the solos by Miss Wells and
Sheldon, Miss Frost. Delicious refreshments were

Ladies—Christina

Smith, Mrs. Fannie

C. E. Bicknell £ Son of Rockland have
boagb r
the Block in the lumbar yard of tha lata A. H

W. A. Swift had green corn from his gardai
for dinner, Sunday, Aug. 17th, 84 days fron I
the time of planting. The kernels were full; r

20tf

FOR SALE
ONE

PAIR OF NICE YOUNG. SOUND
horses; weight 2500 lbs; color dappled
Cao be seen at my stable.
_33tr_8. 0. NORTON, Belfast, Maine.

grey.

NOTICE
¥ WISH TO ANNOUNCE to my patients and
s
to the public that I will be found at
my office, Room 5, Masonic Temple, from 8 a. m. to

5 p. m., after my enforced vacation
of a surgical operation. I have

on

account

materially

renovated and improved my office,
installing
ne of the latest models of the Weber
founmin cuspidors.
3ttf
DR. E. S. WEBBER.

tor Half a

Annals of Belfast

Century.
(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
(1833.)

The winter of this year was a very
severe one. No rain fell until the twelfth
of March, but in its.stead came a series
of

snow

an

The

storms.

weather and

embargo

deep
on

snow

extreme

cold

almost

operated

Cordwood

all teaming.

of $3.50

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and |
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
|
August. A. D. 1913.
E. HAN8COM. daughter of David E.
Bird, late of Belfast, In said Co»niy of W'al- ,
do, deceased, having present- d a petition pray,
Ing that Charles R. Coombs- may be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ail persons interested by causing a copy of this
|
wrier to be published three weeks
successively in !
The 'Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at » eliast, that they may appear at a Probate I
Court, to be held at oelfast. within aud for said
County, on the 9th day of September, A.l). 1913,
At a
tor

PROBATE NOTICES.

members how much his old

CARRIE

At a Probate Court lie Ul at Belfast, wit tun aim
for the t ounty of v a Ido, on the second 1 aesday of *uiu-t.
It. 1913.

that occasion.
There are few, probably, of those who
certain
pui porting to be the last
seen the
A will andinstrument,
testameni ol Peter Ward, late of
year prevailed during the summer por- read this chapter who have not
in said County of Waido, deceased,
Searsport.
tion of this, but in a modified form. poor old shattered fragment of humanity having been presented for probate.
There was excitement, of course, be- who recently “shuffled off this mortal
Oidered, That notice be given to all persons interested
causing a copy ot this order to be
coil,” after vibrating between the public publishedbythree
cause the pestilence was in closer proxiweeks su< cessiv*ly in The Reat Belfast, tiiat they
publican
the
and
sources
of
Journal,
poor-house
private may appear at a published
mity to us—several cases being reported
rebate Court, to be held at
at Bangor—but it was shorn of its worst charity for more than half a century—
Benast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at t*-u of the
I element, terror.
The Board of Health Asa Day. There are comparatively few, clock before noon,
and show cause, if auythey
have, why the same should nut be proved, aphow
acwho
know
or
when
he
however,
resumed its duties and gave public noproved and allowed.
JA,\KS LIBBY,Judge.
tice that on the 15th o: July the dwel- quired his military title of Lieutenant.
A nue copy. Attest:
ling houses and premises in the village He was indebted for it to the strong feelArthur W. Leonard, Register.
would be visited by them “in order to ing which had for some time existed
of the horse, "don’t sweat him!”
The Cholera excitement of the last

BY AN OLD SETTLER

CHAPTER XXVIII.

compiler well re- man, and was taken out, as soon as it
college class- could be done with safety, in pieces; the
mate enjoyed his ride through our streets result, doubtless, of the “exuberant
and his frequent injunction to the driver playfulness of the domesticated tigers”

the United States: the

on

at ten of the clock before lioou, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted,
JAMES I.IBBY, Judue.
A truecopy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast,. on the 12th day of August. 1913 w.
W. Turner, guardian ot Emma 8. bailey of Palermo. in said county, having presented his
dual account of guardian-hip for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast in said
County
that all persons interested may attend at a i'robate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
* f
September next, and show cause, if any they
have why the said account should not be af
lowed.
JAMES I.IBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Akthi k W Leonard, Register.

WALDO
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cord;

there
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FROM ATTENDING THE

I

I
[
| [thirtieth
....-AND

THE
tntries close

*•

FiftST

•TII.'.I.

Kppnwn

<

a-

a

DAY—Tuesday. August

I9

nay

j

a

No. 8.
No. 9.

2.19, trot
2.24, trot

or
or

pace..
pace

1

FOURTH DAY Friday, August
No- 10- «*"» horse, tr. t or pace
No. 11, 2.^7, trot or pace...
No. 12. Consolation fornon-wm-

*

or

$3t 0
$3£0

j

Other attractions are the Flying Dordens, mid-air acrobats;
Joseph Rn
licensed aviator, who will make two flights
daily; Robbins' Wild West
balloon ascensions and parachute drops by Prof. J.
J. Cannon: fire work
band concerts. There will be vaudeville acts on the
stage in the evening.

Come in the

!

I

Morning, Pay 50c >ANM1DNK11U

PLENTY

j

.,

a

2 16. trot or pace.
Free for all, trot or pace

No. d.
No. 6.

j

0.1

Records made after Aug. 16. no
THiRD DAY—Thursday, August 28
No. 7, 2.13, trut or pace

1913.

y, AU9USt 27
>65
trot
2.30,
pace.$250

N
r
No.
4.

»*

a

RACES

Saturday, Aug. 16,

26
No. 1 Three->ear-old and under, best
two in three, trot or pace.$150
No. 2. 2.20. trot or pace. $3U0
No. 3, 2.15, trot or pace. $350

\r

tv

AiMJepts!

The live sfoCK department will be well filled, with unexcelled
opportune
for selling stock. Field, orchard, garden and floriculture will be well
reprts.
and there will be beautiful displays of art and needlework in the
auditor:
I he Midway will be livelier than ever and there will be
many free attraction

a

V. ...

SOME-_

SEND Fuk PREMlUn LIST

.)•••),r.j.t

..

THEN

Liberal Premiums Offered in

|

(.

i,i,r

anniversary;

I BIGGEST EVE NT OF THE YEAR!;
|j Mw tally ta a! a iitn Fair l
|

a

11,l

eastern maine!
STATE FAIR
BANGOR, MAINE,
August 26, 27, 28, 29

|

mux

»wyw» ■<»

Nobody’s Excused!

i

unusually high price
was much
suffering
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
per
! ascertain their situation as it respects against the system of militia trainings | lor the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
among the poor in our village for lack
and
which
as
be
day of August, A. 1>. 1913.
regarded
may
having
! cleanliness.” The “dwelling houses and
of an adequate supply of fuel. The
A certain instrument-, purporting to be the last
culminated this year: in this locality at
in
the
were
never
in
!
will and testament of Eli c. Me mam, late
A
village”
market value of some of the produce of premises
least. He was elected Lieutenant of the j of Belfast, in said ounty of Waldo, deceased,
! more cleanly condition, probably, than
been presented for probate.
corn
having
was
as
follows:
the country
per
Militia Company, as the speediest methOrdered, That notice be given to all persons inwere found to be on the day anbushel $1.12, rye, $1.25, butter per they
terested
by causing a copy of this order to be
od of rendering the organization so ridicnounced for the visitation of the Board;
published three weeks successively in The Repound, one shilling, pork, round hog, per
ulous that no man of military propensitJournal, published at Belfast, that they
publican
it is quite questionable whether they
appear at, a Probate Court, to be held a‘t
pound 5 to 7 cents; beef, on the hoof, 5
ies would accept the position of an officer: may
SS.—In ourt of Probate, held at BelHeliaM, within and for said County, on the second
have ever been in so good condition since
WALDn
fast, on the 12th day of August, 1913
orcents, hay per ton, $8 to $10, potatoes
the method adopted answered the pur- j Tuesday of September next, at ten ot the clock rin (i.
Herbert Ilemy Darling a* d John
if
noon
Wood,
! before
and show cause,
that day. The pestilence passed by us
any they have,
Early ir. May
per bushel 25 cents.
and the Company soon afterwards j why Hi*- same should not be proved, approved W K niunds, admmi trail s on the estate
pose
and with the first fall frosts all was quiet
Hamilton H.YVooc. late ct Biooklire. Mast. deami allowed.
abundant supplies came in the form of
lost its organization.
ceased. having pi esented their tiist and nnal
JAMES LIBBY, Jm ge.
on the Passagassawaukeag.
account ot administration of said estate for alI
A true copy.
Attest :
salmon, shad ,and alewives: the price
The Lieutenant was not disposed, howlowance.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
The only public celebration of the
of salmon was at tirst as high as 15 to
Ordered, That notice thereol be given, three
to wield a barren sceptre.
ever,
Fourth
of
in
town
Being
was
at
the
Head
Ai a Prob te Court held at Belfast, within anr
July
weeks successively in The Repuidican Journal
17 cents per pound, but soon fell to ten
the ('ounty ot Waldo, on the 12th day ot
for
in
command
he
ordered
a
his
out
newspaper
published in Belfast in said ‘minty
of the Tide. The exercises of the day
company
cents.
.august, a. D. 1913.
that all persons tnteiested may Attend a:
p,.‘>
on two occasions for election of officers.
were the reading of the Declaration of
bate
to
be held ar Belfast, on tin* 9|h
Don’t,
(1
of
ot
.WOOD
one
Mass,
Brookline,
On the 23d of January the schooner
of Septemt'er next, and shew cause, if
the admiliisttators of the estate ot Hamilt
OKRIN
His
order
was obeyed with more than
thp>
Mr.
Lewis F. Shepard,
have, why the said account should not be alHolton w ood, lute of Brookline. Mass., deceas
Bellino, Joseph Simpson, Master, Ed- Independence by
usual alacrity and with full ranks; but ed. having presented petition praying that the lowed.
an oration by Mr. Henry W.
Piper, and
ward Patterson, Supercargo, sailed for
JAMES lib.BY. Judge.
value
of
to tin* collateral
estate,
.said
subject
“a sumptuous dinner prepared in Col- Bedlam let loose could not have played inheri ance tax in the Slate of Maine, the perA true copy.
Attest:
Gibraltar and ports on the MediterranAUTHI K \v. I.roNAlID, Registn
sons interested in the succession of said proper
wilder
than
were
on
those
pranks
played
burn’s best style” at the Maine Hotel,
>
ean.
On her return passage she touchbe deterty, and the amount of toe tax
occasions. In the estimation of those mined by the Judge of Probate. may
>
At
XV ALDO SS—In Court ot Probate. I.eld
B.-l
ed at Havana; on her eighth day from kept by Captain Henry Colburn.
V?
on
the
12th day ot August, 1913 u
who participated in them the end, probfast,
<
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
the close of the dinner a large number
ai! pers« ns inieieM**<i by causing a copy of ilus lingt n M White, admimstratoi on the .-stnii .)
that port, the lHth of July, Mr. Patterof toasts were given, which were “re- ably, justified the means; and this was •ider to be published three weeks successively Margaret S. v\ bite, late of Bei-ast in said ('mm. (
son died after a few days sickness and
in The Republican Journal, a newsp per pub- tv, deceased, having presented lit- fit t ami imal
one of the means adopted to render ridicceived with loud cheering, and rounds of
lished at Belfast, that thej may appear at a Pro- account of adininistralion ol said e.-tate
his body was committed to the ocean
ulous a system which had become almost bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for Iowa nee.
the discharge
applause,
accompanied
by
said
of September, A. L>.
County, ou the 9th
Ordered, tliat notice thereof be given, tliret
sepulchre in which his father, Capt. Robodious. Looking back, how- 1913. at ten of the clockday
before noon, -uul show
weeks successively, in The Kepui-, can Journal
of artillery; no ardent spirits were used unendurably
ert Patterson, was entombed less than
if
ti
cause,
the prayer of said
have,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
ey
any
why
-id c.,iuit\
the sober-hued glasses of itetiriiiitPi- <l)i,
Ui»
at the table.” The officers of the day ever, through
{
that all pci sous interested mav atteiul at
ft.,
three years before.
The Bellino arrived
J \
more than forty years it cannot but be
Es LIBBY, Judge.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast -n tin* 9tl day
were Capt. David Otis, President, Major
A
true
of September next, and show cause, if any
here on the 27th bringing the sad intellicopy. Attest:
J
;iu*y
seen that the motive power was the
Arthur w- Leonard, Register.
junn
nuss
have, why the said account should not t.e allow- >
ana
jonn
AicL.iure, £sq.,
gence of his death; sad not only to his
ed.
mental imbecility of an inoffensive old
>
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Vice-Presidents, Col. Moses Woods and
bitvlrorl Knt frv
tinmmiini f
tat lavrvo
JAMES LILLY, Judge.
?
for tlie County
f '-'sildo, on tlie 12iii day ot
nitin; too much so to be used for any pur1 Mr.
George U. Russ Marshals.
A. I). 1913.
of which he was a general favorite and
August,
aktiii
k W. Leonard. Register.
j
least of all for sport.
Poor
Old
pose
a
of
this month there
S. SHALEs, widow of l.endal T.
During
portion
c
very promising member. His age was
It cannot be said of him, as has LOUISE
Sliales late of Belfast, in said County of
\IT ALDO SS.—In (’ourt of Probate, held at Mi
was an exhibition at Phoenix Hall of ‘T6 Day!
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
fast, on the 12th day of August, 11*13. 1 i;utwenty-eight.
been
often
said
of
others
as little worthy
I wax figures as large as life!” Among
piaying that Eugene R Conner ot Belfast may ence <). Poor and Edward a. Perry. *'\ecut is
Rev. Silas McKeen was installed Pasof the tulogyas he, “he lived beloved he appointed administrator ot t he estate ot said of the will ot Augustus IVrry. late or Belfast, m
them were the pirates Gibbs and Wansdeceased.
said County, deceaseu, having presented tli*-ir
tor of the First Congregational Church
and died lamented,” but it can be said of
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice to first and final account of administration of said
“with the ropes about their necks
and Society on the 27th of February. ley,
him truthfully that all who took note of all persons interested by calling a copy of this estate for allowance.
means of which they were launched
order io he published three weeks successively in
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
The services were as follows; Sermon by
him in his long, wearisome struggle with The Republican Journal, a newspaper puhlbhed weeks
into eternity,” the Deputy Marshal who
successively, in The Republican Journal
at Belfast, rhat they may appeal at
Probate
a newsp.tnei publish d in Belfast. 11. said
>
by Rev. Mr. Root} of Dover, N. H., Inold age and penury were glad for his Court,
to be li>-ld at Belfast, within and for said
the ways, the Siamese Twins,
greased
t>. that all persons interesteu inav attend
stalling Prayer, Blood of Bucksport,
County, on the 9th day <d
r. A.I). 1913.
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the ihh
{
and Joseph J. and John F. Knapp the sake when the struggle was over and at fen ot the clock before Septeinb>
noon, and show cause,
day of September next, and show cause, if a-iy
Charge, Pomeroy of Bangor, Rightit any they have, why the
life’s journey ended, although its end
prayer of said pet
they have, why tlie said account should not
in the Salem murder. The
tioner should not b<-gi anted.
hand of Fellowship, Thurston of Sears- conspirators
bt allowed
was in only a pauper’s grave.
JAMES LI 5BY, Judge.
assured the public in their
JAMES LIBBY. Judge
proprietors
Address
to
Church
and
A
true
port.
Society,
Attest:
A 11 ue copy, A ttest:
copy
the business movements of the
Among
handbills that there was “nothing in the
Arthur
Leonard.
Register.
ahthi
VV. Leonard. RegPter.
>
k
Tappan of Augusta. The pastoral rewere
the following: Col. Moses
exhibition to create undue excitement in year
lation between Mr. McKeen and the
I
a
lobule
A!
Court
Rec
at
Beliast, within and
father of our fellow citizen, Mr.
\IT A LUO fsS —In rourt ot piobatc. field at Pel
the most timorous minded person.” Ad- Woods,
tor the County ol
'aldo on the 12th day of
>? fast,
the 12th day of August, 1913. Mary
church and society was dissolved NoWilliam M. Woods, commenced trade in
August. A. I). IV 13
W. Dodge, executrix of tlie will of Mark T
mittance 25 cents; after a week’s trial
vember 16, 1841.
He removed from this
VK L H K R BE H I daughter of Ohvt* Relief Dodge, late or Troy, in said County, deceased,
the store at the Head of the Tide previreduced to 12 1-2.
drover, late of l-iesiuir
having presented his first and final account of
01.1
in said county of
place to Bradford, Vt., where he was inw •)ido. deceased,
administration of said estate for allowance.
aving presented a petition
In October Bailey Pierce, Esq. from ously occupied by Messrs. S. and W. B.
that
she.
Odve L Herbert, may be apstalled as Pastor of a church in that
praying
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three {
Otis. Col. W. died in May, 1840, aged point*
d admit istratnx. with the will annexed,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Frankfort, became landlord of the Eagle
and
still
where
he
resides.
His
of
tlie
e.-tat**
of
said
deceased.
a
new
place
about forty-one. Nathaniel Wiggin com- j
spaper published in Belfast, in said Countv.
Hotel, succeeding Thomas Pickard. He
that all persons interested may attend at
Pro
notice to
Ordered, hat tlie s; id
successor was Rev. E. G. Cutler who
menced the business of manufacturing allpeisoiiN inieresti d by petiticnergive of this bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
was afterwards Clerk of the Courts for
causing
copy
ot mpiember next, and show cause, if
was installed in 1842.
order
to
be
tiuee
we*
ks
any
they
published
boots and shoes in the room over the
successively
the County of Waldo during the first adhave, why the said account should not be allowed
Ii Tin* Republican Journal, a newspaper pubOn the evening of April 10th a fire
JAMEss 1.1BI5Y, Judge.
store now occupied by Augustus Perry; li-'he«i at Bellasi. iliai they may appear at a Proministration of Governor Kent.
He
A true copy. Attest:
1 eld at Beliast, within and for
bale
t«
be
Conn.
broke out in the third story of a large
he died in Sept., 1862, aged forty-nine. said County, on tlie 9ih day ot
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
died in 1844 aged fifty-seven.
September, a. I).
wooden building called the Babel, on the
The firm of Furber, (James P.) and Bean 1913, at t* n id in*.- clock before noon, and show |
At the annua! spring meeting James
cause.it any they have, why tlie prayer of said
\V ALIK) ss.—In Couit of Probate, held at Beb
westerly side of Main street about where
was formed and opened a hat
petitioner should not be granted.
fast, on the 12h day of August, 1913
W. Webster, James McCrillis and Peter (Joseph)
Ja.vjEsn LIi BY’, Judge.
Charles it. «. oombs, administrator
11 the estate
the stores now' occupied by Mess. Manly
store in a wooden building which stood
A true copy.
A test:
of Henry () Dodge, late of Belfast, in said Conn
H. Smith were elected Selectmen, James
F, Dodge, William C. Marshall and B.
Ainuur \V. Leonard, Register.
at the intersection of Main and High
tv, deceased, having present* d Ids first and final
W. Webster, Clerk, Frye Hall, Treasaccount ot administration of said estate tor al
reached the

-1»»j e m trwxyn- u i»

OF

RESTAURANTS

SEASON TICKETS $2.00
REDLCED

RATES

ON

ALL

RAILROADS.

_

A. S.

FIELD, Manager.

Presided'

F. 0. BEAL,

a

a

Advance in

•

C.

Dinsmore and Son stand.

The fire

had made considerable progress when it
was discovered.
There was a prevailing
sentiment that if "the town pump had
been out of order,” and the fire-engine
absent on an excursion, and the building
consequence, burned to its foundation, there would have been no cause for

as

a

regret txeept

so

far as its owners sus-

urer.

the annual fall

At

meeting

whole number of votes thrown

gubernatorial ticket

on

the
(he

291; for Dunlap, regular Democratic candidate, 217;
for Smith, irregular, 51; for Goodenow,
Ciay candidate, 69; for Hill, antimasonic,
54.
There was no choice of Representative until the fifth triai was had. Charles
Gordon,who afterwards resided in Searswas

streets

the site of the store

on

now

1’rohate Court, held at neiiast. «m.m ami
for the County of Waldo, oil the 12th day of
August, a. 1). 1913.

At a

oc-

cupied by Richard H Moody. The firm
continued during the life of Mr. Furber;
he died in 1865, aged fifty-four. A new'
Iron Foundry was established at Gannett’s Mills, on the east side of the
river.
Luther Gannett, Samuel A.
Moulton, both of this place, and Daniel
Bates of Boston were its proprietors.
Mr. Gannett died at Bridgewater, Mass,

Mill was burned; the fire was occasioned, it was said, by friction of the

rans

machinery.
On the 12 li of June the old

Merriam

Nickerson

was the candidate of the antitiiasoiiic party. At the last trial there
were 470 ballots thrown; Mr. Webster

received 226 and

was

elected.

It

was

time as a triumph over
house, so called, which stood on the east- regarded
the “Office-holding Junto,” so styled.
side
of
Main
as
then
street,
erly
iocated,
In the night of Saturday the 12th of
at its junction with Front street, was
removed to -.he site on Front street, as Oct. a southeasterly gale commenced and
now located, which
is now occupied by increased in violence until nearly noon of
the stores of Newell Mansfield and F. A. the next day. The tide was higher than
Knowiton. After its removal it wa3 oe- had been known here since the Septemeupi. d for several years as a store by P. ber gale of 1815; great destruction was
arid E. T. Merrill.
Il was hnilt nrinr to caused among our wharves; several ot
1805, by Wiggin Merrill; it was burned them were washed almost entirely awav.
in the fire of 1865.
The removal was re- Large quantities of lumber, cord-wood
garded as a great improvement as it al- and bark were swept away from them
most entirely obstructed all view of the
and lost. Acres of the shores on both
water from Nesmith’s Corner.
It was sides of the river when the tide went
owned previous to its removal by John out were strewed with lumber of various
Merriam, Esq., once a member of the kinds and the debris of the destroyed
Court of Sessions of the county and a wharves.
The Monument on Steel’s
prominent magistrate of the place. He Ledge was swept, off; the wooden porsubsequently, about 1822, built a large tion of it with the Spindle on it came
wooden house on Main street on the sailing ut> the river and grounded: its fuwesterly portion of land now owned by ture history has been heretofore told.
the United States; it was known in later There was a large number of vessels in
days as the Carney house. About the the river and harbor, but they all rode
time the United States made its pur- out the gale without sustaining any serichase this house was

purchased by Hon.

James White and removed to the premises on Waldo Avenue then occupied by
him, now occupied by Mr. Alden D.
Chase.

Mr. Merriam died in this

place

April 1832, aged fifty-five.
On the 20th of June the steamer Connecticut bound to Portland touched here,
in

bearing back from Bangor a host of landspeculators who had been there to attend i
a large sale of public lands. Those were
the days when a large portion of the
population in our large towns were all
agog on speculation; when men ordered
“pumpkin pine” for breakfast, “granite
quarry ”l'or dinner and supped on“waterThe steamer stopped sevprivileges.
eral hours to afford opportunity for passengers to take a look over our insignificant little village. We had but one
livery stable then and its proprietor put
money in his purse by letting his horses;
to the strangers to ride round th» place;
“one dollar ^n hour for a horse” was his
price, “provided you don’t sweat him.”
There was no great danger of any such

result, except

as

the consequence of

very immoderate driving, for the weather for the entire month was unusually

at the

injury.
Among the

ous

vessels built, registered or
enrolled at this port during the year,
were the schooners Temperance, 137 tons,
Isabella, 129, Oneco 128, Moro 124, Cassius, 120, Catherine, 107, Marengo, 99,
and the

Bahama,

83 tons.

The Lyceum still maintained a lingering existence until near the close of the
year, when an attempt was made to infuse vitality into its meetings, the attendance

which had

been

growing
small by degrees and beautifully less, by
holding them on Sunday evening, when
it was supposed they would be more fully
attended; the experiment was tried but
did not succeed. The Lecturers during
the year residing here were Rev. Silas
McKeen, Doctor Richard Moody,William
Stevens, Solyman Heath and Samuel
Upton, Esq., and Mr. George Childs. In
December a Mr. Harrington delivered
on

one or more

gine

Lectures

on

the Steam-en-

Astronomy, illustrating his lectures with models of a steam carriage
and railway, and a transparent Orrery.
Some time during the summer a large
and

was

formed and commenced business

Kimball’s wharf,
don continued in

now

Lewis’.

HARRIET

Ordered,

all pi

prder

afterwards.

has been

trade here for awhile

Mr. Kimball’s death

pass with his son-in-law,
David Green, from Eastport to
to

Carlow’s Island bridge, w'hich he had
been

building

nrrivtriufm'a
wag

under

Tko Knot

swamped,

attracted

the

their

was
was

to

:n

ti'kinli

with

their rescue.

persons on
all possible

Capt.^Green

taken from the boat to which he
clinging almost exhausted and Col.

Wilson

was

face, buoyed

found floating
up

by

a

successively

heavy

on

the

sur-

cloak he bad

on, but life was extinct.
Col. W. was born in Chester, N. H., in
1762. The exact time when be came here

known, but he was one of the
selectmen in 1790. He was elected Town

is not

Clerk in 1800 and held that office for
thirteen years under successive re-elections. He was the first Representative
of the town in the General Court of
Mass., having been elected in 1802, and
re-elected for six terms between
that date and the vear 1813. He was
one of the most enterprising among our

‘A
Probate Court helo at Belfast within mwi
tor the ICoumy ot Waido,on the 12th day of
August. A. I). 11)13.
IA ANTER E DKCRoW of Stockton Springs,
lu. administrator of the estate ot Thomas H.
Decrow, late of Searsport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for a license t>» sell certain;real estate
described in said petition at private sale ami for
purposes therein named.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
older to be published three weeks successively
m The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probale ( ourt. to be held at Belfast, within and tot
! said County, on the 9th day of September, a. D.
; 1913. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
! cause, il any they have, why the prayer of said
I petitioner should not he granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge,
j A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

noti-e thereof he

rdered, that

the

city

level.

given, Hire*

JAMES LIB.*Y,
Attest:
R Vi. 1.H N/-1.!'.
1

ed.
A true copy.
A R

Juogt*.

H

L

*

1

l TDK’S NO I ICh.
The subscriber lime.
by gives notice that lie has been duly appointed executor oi the last w ill and testament
of
EMILY m. HALL, late of At inteiport.

Ei\K<

in the County of Waldo, deceased.
All persons
having demands against the estate of >a*d <le
ceased art desired to present, the same for settlement, am all indebted thereto ai< requested
to make payment immediately
IS A A( J DP Nil AM.
Winterport, Me., August 12. 1913.

The above

continuance of the

FRENCH, late of Seftrsport,
County of Waldo, deceased, ami glvn,

si4

11\»,

In

v\-

ilii'fi*iv

All

luii-c.iii.

de maud* against the estate oi said deceased
are desired to present the sa ne for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.

Searsport, July 8. 1913.

J.

N JTICK. The subscriber here
has been duly ap
the last will and testament

Bliss

of

j

CARO E. CARTER, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
VENA n. CARTER.
Belfast Me., August 12, 1913.

favors

same

we

di

a

days

hope

for

in the future.

1 CO.

College

LEWISTON, MAINE.

FALL OPENING TUESDAY, SEPT.
If you desire a thorough Business Training, to beccm.
expert Stenographer, an Accountant, or if you desin
qualify for the Civil Service, Private Secretarial Work, a b
Position or to become a Teacher of Commercial SubjectStenography, enroll as'a student in MAINE'S GREAT!
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
Mail us this coupon and we will forward our Illuslr;

»

1

to

W. BLACK.

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she
of
pointed executrix

subject

BELFAST FUEL i

AMELIA T.
the

are

Appreciating past

EXECUTOR’S

111

prices

count ot 25c. per ton for cash in 30

NOTICE
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that lie has be 11 <iulv
appointed executor of the last will and testament of

CLARK,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. AH persons
having demands against the estate of said de-

Waldo, deceased, having presented
petition
praying for an allowance out ot the personal
estate of said deceased.
ceased are desired to preset t the same for setOi dered. That the said petitioner give notice to
early townsmen, and to his energy,
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
to make payment immediately
more than any other source probably,
order to be published three weeks successively
GEORGE VV. VARNLY.
in
a
The
I
was
Republican Journal,
newspaper pubthe town indebted for the East
Unity, Me.. August 12,1913.
! lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pioin
It
erected
1805.
was
at
(.
bate
to
be
held
within
and
for
Belfast,
ourt,
Bridge
through
;
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber heresaid Comity, ou the 9th day of September,;A. D
his instrumentality mainly that the
1913, at ten of the clock before noon, and show j li by gives notice that he has been duly apcharter was procured and his name cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said pointed executor of the last will and testament
of
petitioner should not be gi anted.
stands first on the list of the corporaJAMES LIB BY, Jndg-j.
BERTHA a. DAVIS, late of Belfast.
A true copy
Attest:
tors.
He was chairman of the board
in tlie County of '' aldo, deceased, and giver
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
AH persons having
as the law directs.
of managers under whose supervision
^ bonds
demands against the estate oi said deceased an
for settlement, and
the
same
to
the bridge was built and was its first At a.Probate Comt held at Belfast, within and desired
present,
to make pay
for the County ot Waldo, on the 12th day of j all indebted thereto are requested
toll-gatherer. He was a man highly re- August,
mem
immediately.
A. I). 1913.
ROBERT F. DUN TON.
for
his
and
his
death
of
of
the will
integrity,
Hen- j
spected
D T. CHASE, executor
Belfast, Me., August 12,1912.
rietta M. Luce, late of Belfast, in said Conn- I
was deeply regretted by the large circle
|; ty of Waido, deceased, having presented a
The subNOTICE
of friends and acquaintances in which be petition praying tli t the actual value of the
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
property in sain estate, subject to a c< llateral
moved.
inheritance tax. the persons interested in the
been duly appointed administratrix of the essuccession thereto, and the amount ol tax, may
tate of
be determined by the .Judge of Probate.
JOHN W. JONES, late of Belfast,
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Children
all persons interested by causing a copy of this bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
Are they feverish, restless, nervous, irriorder to be published three weeks successively in
mands against the estate of said deceased are J
a newspaper published
table, dizzy or constipated? Do they contin- The Republican Journal,
desired to present the same for settlement, and
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate all indebted thereto are
requested to make pay
their
noae
or
their
teeth?
within
and for said
ually pick
grind
Court, to be held at Belfast,
A.D. 1913, ment immediately.
LILLIES. JONES.
Have they cramping pains, irregular and County, on the 9th cay of September,
and
show
cause
at ten of the clock before noon,
Belfast, Me., August 12, 1913.
ravenous
appetite? These are all signs of if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should
be
not
granted.
worms.
Worms not only cause your child sufJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
The suh !
NOTICE.
A true copy. Attest:
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
fering, but stunt its mind and growth. Give
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
been duly appointed administratrix of the esWorm Killer” at once. It kills and

|

on a

published

IjiXECUTOR’8
by

a

coal at the fol-

These prices
limits, put
will be advanced 35c. per ton Sept 1st
in

Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and
NOTICE. The subscriber here
for the County of Waldo, on the 12tl» day of
gives notice that he lus been duly apAugust. A. 1) 1913.
pointed executor of the last will and testament
E. coombs, widow of Charles H. of
Coombs, late of Belfast, in said County of I
HARRIET E.
late of Knox,

MARY

furnishing

lowing prices, delivered within

^T7 A 1.1)0 SS—In Court ot debate, held at Deb
M fast, on the 12th day of August, 1913. Sarah
K. McDonald, administratrix on the estate et
Hoiatio H. McDonald, late of B* hast. 10 said
County, decease*!, having presented her first and
final account oi auiuinistiation of said • slate
and private account ef auimnistra; r x tor allow<

At. a

was

are now

w«*t Us successively, in The hrpiib:i*-au Jouma.
1:*• w >pap* r
in Reit.«M, ui s;u*i C..unt>
that all pi 1 sous imerestt d may it*-n*! it a pi«'»
bate ( ourt, to be !»••.*! at i.Hbtst, m- tie* 9th -lay
of Ncpten.ber‘iirxt, and si < w
; •«1:they
have, why the said account sliouM not l-*• 11..w

At

!

We

ance.

perilous situation

attention of

shore who hastened

despatch

contract with its

a

copy *>f this

TNEZ N, DECROW of Beliast, laughter ot
I Francis M stap es of Stockton spi ngs, iu
said County of W aldo, deceaseil, liaving presented a petition piayiiu that she may he ap
point**'! administratrix, with the w II annexed,
of ill** estate of said deceased.
Oideied, that tlie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a ropy oi this
order to be published three weeks successively
in Til** Republican Jouinal, a newspaper published at Belfast that they inayappear.it a Probate Court, to be held at
(Past, within and foi
said County, on tlie 9th day of September, A. 1)
1913, at I* u of the clock before noon, and show
cause, ii any they have, why »lie prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
J A viES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leon vro. Register,

noticed.
On the 13th of April Col. Jonathan
Wilson of this place was drowned while

Capt.

petitioner give notice to 1

At a Pi bate Court helo at Belfast. wPhiu and
tor the County ot Waldo, on the I2tli day of
August, A.I) 1913.

on

Mr. Gor-

already

attempting

That the said

isOft" inieresird by causing a
lo he published three weeks

in llu Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Beltast, that they may appeal at a Probate
Court, to be held at Beliast. within and tor sain
County,on the 9tli day ot September. A.I). 1913,
at ten of the clock betoie noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why tie pravci of said
petitioner should not lie grained
JAMES LIBi#Y, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur 'v. Leonard. Register.

after the dissolution of the firm and then
removed to Hallowed, where he died
soon

Coal Prices

nee.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
week* successively, in The Republican Journal
K. NR KEKSON ofs*arspnrt,exea newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
cutiix ot the will of Annie Aichois, late of
that ad persons interested may a.tet d at a ProSearsporf, in said County ot Wahlo. deceased., bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the. 9th
having presented a petition praying ‘trat tlie day of September next, and show cause, if any
actual vame
J the p »p rev i:i saiu estate tlu*> have, why tlie said account should not be
subject to a co,lateral inheritance tax. the per- allowed
sons interested
in the succession'thereto and
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
the amount ol the tax thereon, may ->e deter I
A true copy. Attest:
mined by the Judge oi Probate.
Arthur 'V. Li* on a no, Register.

by its destruction. In Ocwho was for many years Cashier of
tober following there was a change of port,
about 1865.
Mr. Moulton’s death has
the Searsport Bank, a worthy, excellent
ownership and it was razed by cutting
been before noticed. The copartnership
man, was the regular candidate of the
out the low est story thereby
reducing it Democratic
existing between the proprietors was
party; James W. Webster
from three stories to two. It was finally
tt rminaled in 1835; their successors were
was the candidate
the
dissupported by
destroyed by 'ire in 1846.
Pastes and Kimball. The firm of Kimaffected Democrats and the largest pirIn the night of the 16th the sawmill
ball (John S.) and Gordon (Samuel A.)
tion of the ‘‘Opposition.”
Salaihiel
at .he Head of the Tide known as Cochtained a loss

low a

I

Catalogue.

Name.City.
Street and

Fit

No.R. F. D.

State.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Mothers! Have Your

ADDRESS

Worms?

collection of wild animals was exhibited
here under the name of the National
cold. The prevailing winds were from Menagerie.
Among them were four
the northeast, there were quite heavy tigers; two of which were said to be do- “Kickapoo
tate of
removes the worms, improves your child’s
MARY V. DODGE, late of Searsport,
After a hearty meal, take Doan’s Regulets
frosts several nights, we had one terrific mesticated. In confirmation of the fact
appetite, regulates stomach, liver and bowels. and assist your stomach, liver and bowels. in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giving
thunder storm and two hail storms. the keeper was accustomed to enter their The
25c
at
all stores. bonds as the law direc's. All persons having
symptoms disappear and your child is | Regulets are a mild laxative.
demands against the estate of said deceased
Among the passengers on the Connecti- cage and play with them. He presumed made happy and healthy, as nature intended.
are desired to present the same for settlement,
Itching, torturing akin eruptions disfigure, and all indebted thereto are requested to make
cut was William P. Fessenden,
Esq. then once too often on their good nature. He All druggists or by mail, 25c.
Doan’s
Ointment is payment
annoy, drive one wild.
immediately.
V
a young man, since then one of Maine’s went into their
HATTIE M. LUFKIN.
cage one day, just before KICKAPOO INDIAN MEDICINE COMPANY praised for its good work. 50c. at all drug
Me., August 12,1918.
stores.
Gouldsboro,
ablest representatives in the Senate of the close of the annual tour, a whole Philadelphia, Pa.
St Louis, Mo.

Bliss Business College,
FOR

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

SALE

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

Attorney at Lai

Model A. Maxwell runabout, in first class
dit ion, and has been run less than 5000
miles. Has top and an Air Friction carburetor
giving increase of power and smaller conBELFAST, MAINE.
sumption of gasolene. Tires are in good conPrice
new
this
them
of
year.
condition. part
Probate
Practice in all Courts.
EDWARD EVANS, Waldo,
reasonable.
a spec altv.
P. O. Belfast R. D. 4.
3w32
A

con
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SHIPS FOR

NEW

OLD.

proud and prosperous firms
clipper ships were the glory of

,i' those
,f

_.

in the robust fifties only one has
The fleet of the Welds has
v. •.
,ld and dispersed; perhaps some
graceful hulls, cut down to
-nil toil along the coast at the
towing hawser. Among ship
; s the names of Henry Hastings
Henry Sears are only memories,
iower State street, near what
the middle of the last century,
end of Long Wharf, are the
r
a
firm which, with stubborn
:
still owns and sends from port
e of the last fleets of American
ips. For a decade the fl-^et has
There was no inducement to
Its extinction
its missing ships.
nly a matter of years.
.ruing it is announced that the
S. Emery & Co. have con: J
.vith the Fore River Company to
a
new freight steamers for the
Canal trade. These vessels,
at a period before the appropri? have been exhausted, will be
eJ the Atlantic and the Pacific.
Til be 388 feet long, with a cargo
The engines will
of S900 tons.
1 well aft in the manner of the
Lakes steamers and these new
the largest of their
rs will be
What is more, it is
er built.
-■ jod
that this pair of steamship
to be regarded as the nucleus of
.-.-rable fleet, to be owned and
by the Emerys, more keels of
::i probably be laid down before
,r is ended.
are more than straws to show
of the wind. They are reliable

V

>n

■

iitfi

signals

iui

Amciu.au

oinj./-

Port Dimaritime
ably building up
by new docks and inducements

have, in Boston,

our

our

■ign steamship companies;
:
have, by the virtue of
site and

business

our

we
our

tradiBoston

et-owning compaines.
this marine industry before,

1

LIFE'S m Iffl

At a recent meeting of the Pastime
Club of Jay, Jessie L. Merritt gave a
Is Good Health
paper on “Our Wild Flowers.” After
With sound health anything and everything mentioning the early spring flowers she
is possible. With a sick headache, indigestion
said:
and consequent poor nourishment and lack of
By the roadside and in open spaces
proper sleep, the whole of life’s effort is at we find the anemone or wind flower,
odds.
whose fair bloom aids us often in our
The True “L. F.’’ Atwood’s Medicine begins Memorial day offering. The twin flower
with digestion, puts the stomach right, acts on or twin sister, with its odor similar to
that of heliotrope, bearing its tiny bell
the boweis, relieves the system of its impurishaped flowers, trails along in dry places
ties and brings back a normal condition.
in the wood, as does the chocolate flow“I have been using your “L. F.” Atwood’s
er, though why the name of the latter
Medicine for the last two years for biliousness was given we cannot guess.
We reand liver complaint. I have found that it is member the wild oats, with their shiney
and
leaves
the one medicine which meets my case in green
pale straw-colored
W’ere the price $2.00 per bottle, blossoms. Then what golden glory we
every way.
see in the great patches of the adder
I would rather have it at that price than any
with their mottled green leaves
other I could buy, as I know it means good tongue
and brilliant yellow blossoms.
This is
health to me, something I did not know until I sometimes called
dog-tooth violet, though

commenced to
cine."

j
i

this “rejuvenation" of our
,ving old-time ship-owning com-

i

incident as the
its commercial
? known in this,
On the metal decks of the new
ic“ and “Pacific" we might exsee, in high, “choker" stocks,
hat and leather boots, one knows
at ghost of the daring captains
ve the old-time clippers througn
: gale.
Shall we say that the
nave rounded the Cape of Good
Boston Transcript.

picturesque

as

an

red Eczema fifty Years-Now Well
long time to endure the awful
tching, smarting, skin-disease known
-tter'’—another name for Eczema. .Seems
a

HOBSON'S
proven a perfect

realize, also, that DR.
.iMA OINTMENT has
L.

Kenney writes:—“I

cannot

suffic

press my thanks to you for your Dr.
Eczema Ointment. It has cured my
which has troubled me for over fifty

druggists, or by mail 50c.
PFEIFFER CHEMICAL CO
All

Philadelphia,

Liuis. Mo.

DIRECT PRIMARY

Pa

FAILURE.

jm The Springfield Union, Rep.]
not the fault of the Republicans
Democrats or of the Progresat a number of able men do not
■ward to try for the nomination
There is der respective parties.
iiigh undoubtedly on the part of
■- and file that
they should have a
enoose from, but they must devtlunteers. They cannot resort
The governorship, de-notion.
way it has been cheapened, is
i.or orable and exalted office, but
ts to enter into a mad scramble
Nc worthy but poor man can
it ccsts too much money to make
inpaign. Most of our best men
urallv modest. They do not like
themselves forward and resort to
i.p demagogy that characterizes
itics at the present time. The
;tr of public service has not imin the slightest as a result of
ro-called popular nominations; on
■■

I

■urary,

il

nae

utuniuiaifu.

xi

abuses under the old conven?
stem these abuses have only been
tied uncer the direct primary,
uwer of tne professional politicians
’t been
curbed but actually ex>i. In theory the people rule, but
ractice they do not have half the
to rule tnat they had when they
ted delegates to a State convention,
'convention chose the candidates.
J*’« make these admissions reluctantly.
^
knowledge that the primary idea
‘K-aied to us as offering a possible
iv for some of the more glaring def the convention plan, but we are
eed that the remedy not only has
to effect a cure but has created
md alarming complications. The
: -litical service
that can now be
red is to set studiously about the
"ant task of devising a nominating
that profits by the short-comir.gs
the convention method and the
Here is a
of direct nominations.
r the exercise of political genius
ight to challenge immediate conThese conclusions are by nc
.on.
peculiar to ourselves. Thev have
a-hed by many newspapers that
failed to observe the unfavorable
ies of the direct primary as it
at in practice.
■

ere

.-

-■

on

Literary News and Notes.
—

HORSE LATITUDES.

Edwin C. Martin, author of “Our Owr
Weather,’’gives an explanation of the
curious name by which the tropical calm
belts
are
sometimes known—that of1
Horse Latitudes.
“Thename,” hesays,
“would seem, though, to belong in strictness only to the northern belt; for the
account commonly given of its origin is
that vessels carrying cargoes of horses
from New England to the West Indies
were so often caught in tropical calms
and compelled by the shortening supply
of fresh water to cast some of the horses
overboard as to make the region a byword for this experience.”
LACE THAT GROWS OX TREES.

-ton

I
j

the “L. F.” Atwood’s MediMrs. Napoleon Beaudry,

use

Lewiston, Maine,
request.
"L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

Sample free

:n

has done Boston can do.
while the firm of J, S. Emery &
It is as
a picturesque position.
y settler in an old community
oneering in a new. It is as a
■til which has weathered the foul
:
a declining
merchant marine,
g, battered but unimpaired, in
:ther and smooth seas, ready to
The firm
old-time prosperity.
r, and recognized the eviction of
But with a vitality and
steam.
oveness that has defied the years
the way into that new maritime
which awaits the enterprise of
easiness.
apart from its commercial sig-

rupneus nyau

\

ernn,

auinoroi

nar-

per's Book for Young Naturalists,” tells
of a tree doth or lace which Indian girls
in South America use for clothes.
“In
order to procure this beautiful material,”
he says, “it is only necessary to break
open a branch of the lace tree, pull out
the pith, and unroll itinto sheets.
Often
these sheets of delicate fiber are over a
and
are
used
yard square,
they
by the
South-American girls and ladies as veils,

handkerchiefs, mosquito-netting,
tieres, sheetings, etc. Although very

pordeli-

and pretty, yet the lace is extremestrong, and is often made into harness,
ropes, hammocks, and even suspension
bridges across the mountain streams. It
is so abundant that it is seldom washe i.
for it is far easier to cut some new lace
from a near-by tree than to wash that
which is soiled.

cate

ly

CONRAD'S FIRST ENGLISH SHIP.

Joseph Conrad

has told in his book,
“A Personal Record,” how he happened
an
to become
English writer. What is
perhaps not so well known is how he, a
Polish aristocrat, entered the Biitish marine.
From his fifteenth year, though
he “had not six words" of the language
in which he afterwards wrote "Nostromo” and “The Mirror of the Sea,” his
ambition was to be an English seaman.
After much opposition he began to see
his way clear and he has recorded his
emotion when his hand first touched an
English ship. “There are ships,” he
says, "I have known well by sight whose
name I have forgotten; but the name of
| that ship seen once so many years ago in
the clear flush of a cold, pale sunrise I
How could I—the
have not forgotten.
! first English ship on whose side I ever
I laid my hand!
The name—I read it let
I ter by letter on the bow—was ‘James
VVestoll.’ Not very romantic, you will
say. The name of a very considerable,
well-known, and universally respected
North-country ship-owner, I believe.
'James Westoll’! What better name
could an honorable, hard-working ship
have? To me the very grouping of the
letters is alive with the romantic feeling
of her reality as I saw her floating
motionless and borrowing an ideal grace
from the austere purity of the light.
“CAR TROUBLES.
“If “Car

Troubles,” by

Harold WhitM. E., is one of the briefest
and thinnest books ever published, it is
also, and partly for that very reason, one
of the most immediately useful.
Little
more than a dozen papers serve to classitheir
symptoms all
fy alphabetically by
the ills that the motor-car is heir to, and
to indicate the remedy with perfect
clearness. There are six general captionE—
Clutch Troubles, Engine Troubles, Fuel
Troubles, Ignition-System Troubles, Lubricating-System Troubles, and WaterCooling Troubles. Under each heading
the specific symptoms are arranged alphabetically, each indicated tersely. Beneath each of these sub-headings is a
short but exhaustive list of possible
causes, with the remedy to be applied in
each case.
Nobody should be at a loss
to
find anything in this book, which
is so much better than a muddled memory or an unguided gift of guessing that

ing Slauson,

It condenses into a brief
without it.
space a deal of mechanical knowledge
and practical experiences of motor idiosyncrasies. The volume is printed upon
extra-heavy durable paper, and cannot
well be thumbed to pieces or torn; it is
sir all enough to be slipped into the pocket and brief enough almost to be memorized. To the motorist, "Car Troubles”
will prove an ever-present help in time
of trouble, and with the assistance it
offers, every one it seems, who has eyes
to see and ears to hear should be able to
treat his car intelligently.

Children Orv
FOR FLETCHER'S

C ASTO R I A
HISTORY

OF

MAINE.

In the prospectus issued by the general
committee of 21 appointed to arrange for
the centennial anniversary in 1920 of
Maine's admission as a separate State in
the Union, occurs this statement: “It
seems from all investigations that there
is no authemic, complete history of Maine
and it is the aim of this committee to
have such a work published before 1920.”
Mad Hacks Have Been .Made Strong
No adequate history of the Maine of the
Kidney Ills Corrected.
present day, is in existence. The best
is
Belfast you hear it. Doan’s Kidnej history of our State hitherto published
that by William D. Williamson, which
-•rn
keeping up the good work. Belfast
Since
the story down to 1839.
;
are telling about
it—telling of bac 1 brings
then 74 years have passed, and though
made sound again. You can believe th«
of Maine
Abbott’s
—

i
^

h

^t-rriony
*'■'

for

T

••our

of

your

the benefit of

aches, if you feel lame,

back

^^r&ble, if

townspeople. Thej
you who are suffering

own

sore

and

frequently,
kidneys
painful, scanty and off color, use
e
Kidney Pills, the remedy that has helpmany of your friends and neighbors
the

act too

01

are

J%r
^

I1

*
s

this Belfast citizen’s advice and give
a

chance to do the

same

for you.

Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Bel

Me., say8: “Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine
!llt,ey remedy. They have been used in mj
elr

^

for the pa3t four years and I and othen
had great benefit from them. I willinglj
mmend this remedy to other kidney sufy

by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FoeWilburn Co., Buffalo, New York, soleagenti

r°r
*r
0t

sale

United States.
the name—Doan’s—and take

^member

other.

n«

John S. C.

History

originally published in 1875, and revised
by Edward H. Elwell and supplementary
chapters written by him bringing the narrative down to 1890, is worthy of consideration, yet the want of a full and accurate history of the Pine Tree State is a
palpable want. And in connection with
this, it will generally be admitted that
the man best equipped to plan and supervise the preparation of such a history is
the Hon. James P. Baxter, president of
the Maine Historical

Society.

The Best Pain Killer.
a
Bucklen'a Arnica Salve when applied to
other incut, bruise, eprain, burn or scald, or
ell
jury of the ekio will immediately remove
Clinton, Me.,
of
E.
Chamberlain
E.
pain.
of their
eaye:—"It obi cute and other injuriee

terrore.

Aa a healing remedy its
at
Will do good for you. Only Z6c.

exist.”
all druggists.

industry

threatened,

While Hon. John A. Peter*, the Republican and protectionist candidate for Congress in the Third District is visiting
committeemen ant third party men in
Kennebec and Somerset counties, his supporters in the eastern part of the district
are not idle.
The work of organization,
in

charge of Maine citizens and tax
is being pushed vigorously.

ers,

;
]

There is considerable curiosity among
coastwise steam lines minigement
be tween this port and New England as to
what w id be done with the two fine steamers' ne 1.111 g crnpleiien at the Harlan&

Hollingsworth yard,

which vessels are be-

pavThe

industries in direct competition with for-

eign producs.
Discussion of the granite paragraph ,11
the free trade bill now pending, which
occurred in tne Senate July 30th, show d

A

Peer

Isle

that the propo: ed new rate
dictated by a New York firm of importers and that tiie industry in New

While n'aving with matches near her
home Wednesday. Audrey, 5-year-old
daughter of Chester iiaton, set fire to
her c othes nnd w as burned to death.
England is lik -lv to he w iped out. This Neighbors attracted by her cries found
has aroused the quarrymen and granite | her unconscious.
She died in a few
cutters who see th -ir means of livetihooi ! hours.

finds the flaming
cardinal flower, the blue and white hyacinths anc fragile floss flower; the saucy
black eyed Susans and evening primroses
with pale golden blooms and spicy odor.
Though this is called evening primrose it
blooms as frequently in ti.e morning as
in the evening. How lovely are the single
wild roses running riot wnerever they
chance to take root and sending forth a
wealth of fragrance with every passing
breeze! The white dragon flower, the
fringed gentian, the blue lotelia, pretty
though with a pungent and somewhat aisagreeable odor, cureall or monkshood,
yellow starwort and St. John swort, also
the white clematis or virgin’s bower run
riot in July and August.
Then come predictions of autumn, for

the saying is, “When goldenro: blooms,
frost will come in six weeks.” And now
the pastures and roadsides glow with
gorgeous beauty and everywhere we see

wild asters, blue and white, the iewelweed and fireweed. And the white everlasting is ready to stuff our sofa pillows
with its fragrant, globular blossoms and
the graceful bitterroot with its dainty
pink and white bellshaped flowers and
seed pods like great clusters ot darning
needles is in evidence.
I counted between Jay intervale and
the village while riding one day, over
seventy different wild flower. There
were none but the common kinds, to be
seen any day, but the list includer. everything from the rankly growing wild parsnip and hardly m.lkweed to the small
white daisy and mouse-eared clover.
And so we go down the list to :he witch
hazel, which puts forth its pa.e yellow
blossoms on leafieBs branches, the last
bloom to cheer us before snow flies.
Time and space will permit me to mention but a small number of the lovely
things all aoout us, for there is no flower
however humble, no leaflet ever so
minute, that is not beautiful and marvelous, and does not reveal '.he wonderful
handiwork of the Great Master Workthe

man.

The

Shoe

Manufacturers of footwear have
ceived

re-

ma.l orders stipulating delivery not later than the middle of next
month, but, on the whole, the volume of
new
business is restricted.
Jobbing
sales are limited, but it is reported that
retailers’ stocks of Bummer goods are being rapidly depleted and it is expected
that contracts for immediate shipment
will soon come in freely.—Dun's Review

RH

FOR ALL

UMA

FORMS OF

RHEUMATISM
Right away—the first day

you start to

take RHEUMA—the Uric Acid poison begins to dissolve and leave the sore joints
and muscles. Its action is little less than

magical. 50 cents
Judge Barhorst

a

bottle—guaranteed.

of Ft Loraime, Ohio*
says: "After treatment by three doctors
without result, I was cured of a very bad
case of Rheumatism, by using two bottle*
of RHEUMA."

SOLO >Y A. A. HOWES C CO.

1J

the time required for relief from the
D-ink Halit.

is all
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THE ADAMS METHOD
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Institute,

777 State St
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COAL

I

wish to state to our customers and friends
that we are still selling the celebrated Old
Company’s Lehigh Coal at the following

!

summer

prices:

Chestnut,
Egg,

I

SI

|
j

Is famous pie-crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly dlgestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the mosteconomical flour
milled
gives you most
loaves to the sack.

K'

l'

After

Remember these .'prices are subject to 25 cents
discount per ton
paid within 30 days from .date of delivery. Discount not

all bills

»

Now

practically no
imported. U t

manu-

BURNHAN

ier the

rate, according to the experts, practically none will be manufactured in this
country and the industry will be transferred almost entirely to Canada and
Scotland, where the scale of wages is

Oa and after June
ing at Burnham and
trains for and from
land and Boston will

new

:

much below the scale
not strange, say Mr.

paid

here.

Peters’

I

BELFAST

23, 1913. trains connect
Waterville with throagi
Bangor, Waterville, Pon
run as follows:

A.M.

P. M.

friends,

Brooks.
Knox
Thorndike_
.....

Unity

FOREST NOTES.

j

Winnecook
Burnham, arrive
Clinton.
Benton

Bangor.

Waterville
Portland

55
12 15
00
*12 20
10
*12 30
7 22
12 42
*7 34
*12 54
7 40
1 00
7 43
1 OS
*7 58
tl IS
8 10
1 30
8 28
8 38
11 35
3 05
8 44
2 02
11 50
4 50
330 pm 8 00

3
*3
‘3
3
*3
4
4
*4
4
5
5
6
5
8
12

There are nearly six thousand profes- ;
Boston..
sional foresters in Germany who are as- |
TO
BK1.FAST
sociated with various technical societies,
..

j

P-M.

organization of scientists who are j Boston
engaged in the study of forest insects Portland.
has recently been formed in Washington, j
Pencil manufacturers are buying up | Waterville.
An

old red cedar fence rails, in Tennessee | Bangor.
Benton
and southward, to be made into lead penClinton.
cils.
Burnham, leave.
The university of Washington has se- Winnecook
Unity.
cured the use of two sections of land on
Thorndike.
tne Snoqualtnie national iorest in con- Knox.
nection with its forestry courses.
Brooks..
Waldo.
A tool used to fight fires on the CaliCity Point.
fornia forests combines a raKe, spade, Belfast, arrive.
ar.d hoe. It is compact, so that it can be
carried on horseback, and weighs less
*Flag station.
than 5 1-2

pounds.

The Buffalo herd on the Wichita national forest, Oklahoma, now numbers
48, 10 calves having been born this year.
When the buffalo were introduced on the
Wichita in 1907 there were 15 head.
In an increase in timber sales this year
and in a decrease in receipts from timber
trespass as compared with last year, national forest officers see a growing use of
the forests and respect for the federal

policy.
A conservation movement has been
started in China, said to be richer in nat-

torest

A.M.

j

10

T1

f7s57

LET your CROPS DECIDE
The>'

?

$

£

J

JACKSON

11 00
7.0
6 4
7 25
7*4
8 25
tS 35
8 44
8 52
*9 00
9 15
*9 25
t9 35
9 40

7 00

1

913

a great advanago which he says has proved
tage in the practical work of the farm. The
time baa past when a man can meet the present
day conditions in my occupation and do the I
work just as his ancestors did, and the most
to the fact.—The
prosperous fanners are wise

l«urel Mont., Sentinel.

Many ilia come from impure blood. Can't
have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy
Burdock Blood
liver and sluggish bowels.
Bitters is recommended for strengthening
and
liver
purifying the
stomach, bowels and
hood.

<

j

20

4 10
1 5t
4 17
4:7
4 45
t4 5r
5 04
5 12
*5 20
{35
t5 45
*6 55
6 00

9 59
10 08
10 25
tlO 3s
10 50
11 00
*11 10
1130
til 40
til 50
11 55

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding
Is situated

& Transient Stable

Washington

street just off Main street. I have
single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.

|

on

ly2S

\V. G. PRESTON.

Proprietor.

AM

%

l

STEAMSHIP

Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way ; $6.00

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill it
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
will

YORK

\

A M.

Bangor Line—Spring Schedule.

glasses

A

|

PM

CORPORATION.

EYE

The Coombs boys were delivering a few loads
of oats from last year’s crop in this city last
week, having a few hundred bushels more than
was needed for their own use, now that the
J. W. Coombs
new crop ia ready to harvest.
and his boys are among the best farmers of the
valley. They farm on a large scale and it reof oats for their
quire* nearly 2,000 bushels took a course
in
own use.
Ethelbert Coomba
the agricultural college at Bozeman a few years

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast. Maine.
& HALL BfcLFAST AtiLMS.

Limited ticket! for Boston are now sold a:
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
GEORGE H. HOBBS,
General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

EASTERN

§

>>n

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

THE COE IHORTI V1ER COMPANY. NE

I

I

|

38 WATER STREET.

31.

>

!

|

00

Round Trip.
ural resources than any other nation.
The Chinese use the word "conservancy
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
One of their i
instead of conservation.
and CAMDEN
plans for the Hwai river contemplates
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. for Boston daily.
dredging and tillage together to control
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m., daily.
floods.
RETURNING
The steel towers that support electric
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m. daily.
are
inbeing
Leave Rockland at 6.15 a. m. (or on arrival
power transmission lines
creasingly used by forest rangers as fire of steamer from Boston) daily.
national
forests.
on
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
stations
lookout
With the harnessing of the mountain
streams a network of these lines is gradually being woven over the forests and in
the absence of other convenient lookouts,
the rangers find the steel towers helptul
In their fire patrol work.

Waldo County Boys in Montana.

anything

Consumers Fuel Company

2f
2
3.:
4'
5
Or
IS
20
SO
2*
3(
Of
3f
20
10

A. V

7 30

on

GOOD WOOD OF ALL KINDS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

P.M

Belfast, depart. 6
City Point. t7
Waldo...*7

that this iudustrv will yield many Peters
votes in theTnird District.

A Russian scientist claims to have discovered an inoculation for use against
forest insects.

I

Fit'll! IJKl.FAST.

It is

on

alless than ton lots. The above
prices are for Coal
put in cellars or on street level within city limits. Coal taken at
plant 50c. per ton less than above prices. Upstairs 50c. more than
above prices. Two flights 75c.
per ton additional. Special attention
C!",n t0 delivering coal outside
city limits at satisfactory prices
All orders shall receive our
prompt ami careful attention in preparation and delivery.
fwS'’
lowed

FOil SALK GYY O'JR G30CER.

highly paid.

Sept.

1st all Coal will be advanced 35c.
per ton over the above prices.
Coke will
carry the same price, as above, $7.50.

Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

factured granite is

i

7.75
7.75
6.50
7.50

Coke,

—

slipping away from them. Granite products represent 36 percent labor that is

$8.00

Stove.
Pea,

j

some

August 16th.

jj

aPProv<‘d ani scientific method known to the Medical

THREE TO FIVE DAYS

help. Consultation

j( l!('j

AUGUSTA

J
PORTLAND

'T'HE Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy Courses of this Seh >>1 t »r»ti*r
via r‘,. >, »|
*
its Position Department has been the means of
starting thousands of youne Men ami
Women on the road to a successful career in the Business
World. Whit it has done for
others
r
P.

L.

it

is

reasonable to suppose it

cum-

can

do for you

Write for Pree

Catalog

G. D. Harden. Treasurer, Bangor, Maine.

n
o
SHAW, President,
Portland, Maine.
....

THE STICKNEY STOVE STORE
CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

OR, E. K. BOYINGTON

Situation.

mo9t

BWe

sl'p-

one

Profession!*" treated by the

|

tered spots may be found the moccasin
flower or lady’s slipper, both pink and
white. This is a strain of the orchid
family. There is a variety with yellow,

fragile stems.
By the brookside

THE DRUG AND LIQUOR HABITS

1 Advance in Prices of Q

resembling garden hydrangea, though
preltier. Far back in the moist shel-

a

DWIGHT P. PALMER, Belfast.

jrnm mrn

a

perfectly resembling

|

Tragedy.

was

in the most obscure daces, usually in
damp moss, faintly fragrant with a perfume all its own. Then there is the brilliant yellow violet, far more rare than
But our loved blue
the other violets.
violet is everywhere; sometimes it is
found in a Earn! heap with poor stunted
leaves and tiny blossoms, then amid congenial surroundings with lovely fragrant
purple blossoms borne on long stems with
bright leaves and not surpassed in beauty
by the fairest hothouse production. The
grown-ups love them an i we se them in
the hands of every iittle child. The
fields and roadside are white or delicately tinted with the dainty little bluets
and with them are great clumps of
the moose or dog wood, its blossoms

per in shape, but this kind is rare.
What a pleasure to see springing from
a shady cover, John, the Preacher, in his
satin coat, standing within his green and
ebony pulpit, flanked by two or three
grassy green leaves and known as Jack-inthe
Pulpit. It will bear being rudely
pulled up by the roots and transplanted to
cultivation.
June brings a wealth of golden buttercups and fields of white daisies or whiteweed.
Is anything lovelier than such a
field? Nothing can surpass its beauty.
The seeds of the daisy were brought
from Russia by a Traveller who admired
the cultivated' flowers of that country.
Hated as they are by the farmers, they
form many a beautiful wreath or a pillow to rest on the casket of some loved
one, and grace the wedding of many a
fair June bride.
The lovely blue flag or iris, the flaming
red and yellow lilies, the caraway with
its lacey white blossoms, all add beauty
to the land; red clover, pink or alsike
clover, and white or honeysuckle, dish-ir sweetness and attract the
pense
gay bees about them I Then there is the
delicate yellow clover, ar.d on the ledges
by the ri’'er grow the lovely harebel.s,
with their fairy blue bells borne aloft on

** Sale

°of aTknown %£££"*“

conclusively

J

Fall and winter Styles

cause or other its completion has
been held un. These vessels have already
been named ‘he Narragansett and Manhaitan. and whan completed will cost
three-quarters of a million dollars each.
The fact remains that they will soon be
ready for business and must have a route
somewhere There doe not .however, appear to be room for any more large combined passenger and freight steamers between this and New England ports, and
since the original plan for these boats has
not mat, riahzed. they might find a profitable field for operation on the Pacific
Coast. T m- alone will tell; in the meantime there will be a lot of guessing among
those interested. —The Marine Journal.

some

let, dainty, pencilled with black, hiding

blossoms,

Iiamson & Hubbard I

ing built for the Gran i Trun k Railroad,
a Canadian corporation, to run to Providence. R. I., where this company was to
have had a subsidiary terminal, but from

to register a protest against the Democratic policy of placing Maine farms ai d

of the violet family, but a lily. In a
few places in Maine in swales may be
found the marsh marigold or cowslip.
This is not a native of this State, but is
found in great profusion in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. There is a
spot on the Dr. Bradford farm in Livermore, which in May is simply covered
with them for several rods. These came
from one small root brought from Massachusetts and set out by the brook over a
century ago by a member of the Capt.
Waters family. This plant is edible and
much sought for greens.
The lovely laurel or rhodora, of which
sometimes
we have two varieties, is
called lamb-kill. Though considered poisonous, if carefully handled it is harmless. Of this family is the mountain
laurel, which grows to the height of
four or five feet in Massachusetts and
is said to resemble the southern magnolia.
Among the rankly growing vegetation
is the trillium, the red and also white
and rose color, sometimes called by children benjamin. Next comes our beloved
violet. This is the tiny, shy, white vio-

What Will be Done With the New Ship*;

; our

fruits of this work are numerous verbal
and written assurances of support for M r.
Peters from men who voted for Theodore
Roosevelt last November. Thinking men
everywhere in the district have come to
the conclusion that Mr. Peters is the onlyprotectionist candidate who can defeat
free trade and Pattangall. They are taking off their coats and joining in the tight

not

heard IN BELFAST
A

Granite

Maine Wild Flowers.

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.
JOHN B.

STICKNEY,

Church Street.

Opp Memorial Building.

Free.

Open

at all times.

44 South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

TRUCKING

I am prepared to do all kinds of tracking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
tkn. Telephony connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf

126 Waldo! Ave

11«

8

it as

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
•3 MAIN STREET.

BELFAST, MAINE

LET US

NOTICE.

DO YOUR

Guaranteed work In Chir, ody, Manicurand Shampooing. Alto
^Facial Work.
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
my
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phcenlx Row.
«23
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

ng

CASTING
We have reopened the foundry on Front
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R.
LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder,
have a large stock of patterns, and are prepared to fill all orders promptly and at reason30tf
able prices.

Office for Rent

BtLFAST FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.

A nicely fitted office with modern conveniences
for rent at the oot or Main street.
Everybody's friend—Dr. Thomas’ electric
Oil, the great houshold remedy for toothache, Apply to
arache,

sore

sold at all drug

throat, cuts, bruises,
stores, 25c and 50c

scalds.

27tf

THE CONSUMERS FUEL CO.

T. I. Huxford has a colt out at pasture that
it will ba wall to take notice of.

and Mrs. Charles Sargent of Worcester,
Mass., were at the “Brookside” last wee£.

Miranda Roberta has been at Northport, the guest of Mra. Vesta D. Higgins.
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder and her mother
spent the week-end with Mr. and Mra. Frank

Mrs. A. E. Dow is the guest thia week of llr.
and Mrs. Cheney Higgins at Northport.

Prof. John E. Clark of Boston University
was in town last week visiting Mr. J. A Colson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Minton of Brooklyn,
N. Y., are spending a few days in town with
relatives and friends,
B. Black of Everett, Mass., was in

Hubbard in Knox.
Seth Norwood of Winter Harbor is to be the
principal of the High school. He will bring
his assistant with him.

j

Henry

Black

on

Guy Patterson, with the baby, ia now
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ellis,

guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

f

Main street.

C E. Whitcomb

Mrs.

went

R. E. Barden has been repairing the old
carriage shop of 1. S. Staples & Son. “Ike" is
just as busy as ever building new and repair-

and Mrs. W, B. Palmer of Manchester,
Ct., arrived last week and are guests of Miss
G. L. Ford, Bay View Place.

ing the old carriages.
Oscar Stiles, who spent the early part of the
Bummer in Belfast, has recently been employed in finishing up the haying at the Dow homestead and with his family will now return to

was at home from Banthe funeral of her
gor last week to attend
father, Mr. Charles F. Havener.

Miss Eva Havener

Belfast.

Mrs. R. W. Johnston, who had spent
a two weeks’ vacation in town returned last
week to their nome in Manchester, Conn.
Mr. and

A B. Psyson, Welter Yourg. Mrs. Payson
and Miss Polleys motored to Belfast lest Saturday. where M. E. Brown and wife joined them
and they spent the week-end at Cresent Beach,

M. Lane, commander of the Drexel

Capt.
steam yacht

Philadelphia

of

was

in town last

returning home Monday.

week with his family at the “Brookside.”
Mr. ami Mrs. B. t. Nichols, who nave ueen
left
guests of Capt. ami Mrs. W. V. Nichols,
Tuesday fur their home in Milwaukee, Wis.

Brooks generally gels ahead. W’e have a
female chauffeur in the person of Mrs. Jennie
York, who handles a runabout easily and well
Monroe alone
Last Tuesday she drove over to
and brought back her mother.

George Hawley Capt. Johnson, arrived Tuesday from Newport News with 3,987
tons of coal for the Penobscot Coal Cempany.
Steamer

Harry Staples has bought
lOOKing

Worcester, Mass., arrived
two weeks’ vacation with his
summer

in

he has

town.

Denver, Col.,
Mrs. J..K. Richardson
arrived last Saturday to visit her son, Prof,
bertram C. Richardson, on West Main street.

Miss Polleys spent the night with
S. E. Nason in Winthtop. Mrs. Nason
was known in brooks 86 Miss Ina Thompson,
and was employed at one time in the Dow
Mrs.

she made many
j millinery establishment,where
friends.
Leander Staples, the well known halter and
Brooks, has just returned
from a week’s vacation in Rockland and other
places. He has a stylish wife who makes these
trips with him and you may be sure they had
He looks at least five
an enjoyable time.
years younger than when he left heme.

harness maker of

and Mrs. James H. Duncan left last
for Boston and from there will go to
Yarmouth and Halifax, N. S., and other
places in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Mr.

week

Capt. Joseph D.

Sweetser of the

steamship

Dakotan ot the American-Hawaiian line

from the homestead
farm, where he spends a portion of his time
every summer, looking brown and rough and
husky and can now be found in his store ready
to sell silks and laces and the varied line of
Mr. Dow has

ar-

spending a few days at
while his steamer is loading in New York.
last week and is

rived
nome

H. A. George of Boston was in town
last week on business connected with the A.
A. C. Co. While here Mr. George was the
guest of Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis, Vvater
Mr.

Mariners’ Lodge
on Tuesday evening, Aug. 26th for work in
the M. M. degree, followed by a banquet.
Members of other Masonic Lodges are cordially
a

meeting

the hottest day of the season,
the thermometer registering 90 for two
hours during the afternoon, gradually grow-

Monday

was

ing cooler until
it registered 63.

»u ciock

in me

evening,

wnen

Miss Florence M. Marshall of New York,
manager of the Aified Lake Camp of Girls in
South Hope, and two of her assistants, with 21
of the 44

girls

under her

charge,spent

Wednes-

a

Capt. Elden Shute left August 20th to rejoin
his vessel, loading at Rockland. His tarry in
Stockton was necessarily short.
The stream of automobiles, rushing through
streets, is more impetuous than ever before!
The mania for speed, seems insatiate!
our

Mr. Frank E. West of Milo is the guest of
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. West
Gilmore street* st this writing, Monday.
Mrs. Mary I. Kidder of Melrose Highlands,
Mass., arrived August 18th to visit her brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East
Main street.

|

tlence.

Thursday morning

I the

Political discussion

the hottest day of the seas r>,
Monday
in Stockton! Work in the open snnsK. 'e,
seemed well- nigh impossible. Men and b asts
panted for breath.
was

George Titcomb and children left Monday for Oakland. Maine. Mr. Titcomb will remain for a few days with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. S. Titcomb.
Mrs.

Mrs. C. W. Sprague was the guest of Dr,
and Mrs. C. Edward Britto on an automobile

trip to Rockland last Saturday.
ed Sunday afternoon.

runs

general opinion is
both the Progressives

high

that

here now, hut

our

Republicans,

Mr. Frederick S. Minton and wife (formerly j
for Peters. The imMiss Lily Ford) of Brooklyn N. Y., were in j will make a solid drive
! portance of th- issue to the farmers demands
town a few days last week visiting relatives.
A union of all
A ciara bake was given in their honor on Mos- a united vote for protection.
and the

Stand Patters

They

return-

Mrs. Eliza G. Tiundy, West Main street, left
13th tor an indefinite stay with her
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Aug.

Parker,

in

Frankfort.

| Miss Olive Foster, accompanied by her
brother, Mr. Earl Foster of School street, spent
a few days last week at Bayside, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George Weymouth.
~

Mrs. Belle (Anderson Young) Morse of
Massachusetts is the guest of her daughter
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Trundy»
West Main street. She arrived Aug. 12th.
Mrs. Sarah (Griffin) Breen, of Hingham,
Mass., has announced her arrival home by attractive post-cards of buildings in her adopte 1
home-town, sent to old fiier.ds in Stockton.

Colcord, East Main street, sufferalarming ill-turn—“acute indigestion,”
as pronounced by Dr. C. E. Britto—last week,
but is now much improved.
We trust there
will be no recurrci ce, of this painful triuble!
Miss Ethel

ed

an

OBITUARY.

Mr and the bark Abyaainia aailed with a cargo
if spoolbara for Hull, England. Aog. 16th,
ich. Robert A. Snyder errived, light, to load
lumber, and ech. J. O. Ellison aailed with cenent for Bangor. Aug. 17th, ech. Mary Brew>r aailed with lumber for Boa ton.

Mr. John C. Stowers of West Palm Beach,
Florida who, with hia wife and daughter, Mies
Miriam, ia summering in Seaiaport, called last
Friday upon the Mieeee Hichborn, Church
■treet, accompanied by Messrs. Philip and
Edward Buck Hamer of Marion, South Carolina, greatgrandaons of the late Capt. and Mrs.
William McGilvery of searaport. Theee young
gentlemen—one e college graduate last year,
snd the younger ready to enter college next
month,—are the guests of their great-aunts,
Mrs. A. V. Nickels and Mrs. J. C. Stowers, and
their friend. Mrs. J. B. DuBose of Marion. S.
C, who is occupying her summer home in
Searsport through the hot weather. The pres

week, these Hamer brothers are to spend
days with their Hichborn cousins.

ent

few

a

Church street.

with him.

was

Mr. Willard G. Staples of Newbury port
Mass., arrived at his childhood's heme August
12th and remained until last Friday, the guest
Mrs.
of his sister and husband, Mr. and
C harles Emery, Maple street.
tarry “Will?”

Why

so

brief

a

Sunday callers

Sunday morning. He is the guest, with
Fiances, of his sisters-in-law, the Misses

Miss
Sim-

School street.

Mrs. Percv Baker left Monday to join her
husband at their present home in Headwater,
where Mr. Baker is Station Agent. She had
been the guest of her maternal grandmother,
Mrs. John Randell, Cross street, for a short
C< me again, “Ada?”
time.
Truman

M. Griffin and daughters,
Misses Gwendolyn and Marion, accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Manson in their motoring
to
w

Stockton

last

Sunday, spending

the time

brother of her late husGriffin of Pittsfield, Maine.

ith the sisters and

band,

I)r.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin P. jj. Patterson of
New Bedford, Mass., anived in their automobile the evening of Aug. 11th to visit his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, East
Main street. They were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Cortell, friends from New Bedford,

E. H. Little held bought a tine yoke of oxen
Saturday.Roscoe McKeen of Boston
called on relatives last week_Mr. John
llis
Morrill is having trouble with his throat,
friends hope for a speedy recovery.... Miss
Charlotte Staples is to entertain the Industrial
hich she is

ember, August 27th at

n

her brother’s cottage ii East Belfast.
furnish

bring

their

members

Sunday

in

ivew

lurk

in

AMERICAN

1894

her remains were brought to Monroe for
burial. Later he married Lizzie
Staples and
one daughter was born to
them, who with his
widow survive; also one
daughter by his former wife, Mrs. Mattie St.
George, and one son,
Horace. December 22, 1863, he enlisted in Co.
L, First Maine heavy artillery. He was wound-

His

nome was

Cony hospital for
in

Monroe on

a

clams

picnic

can

ana

the

dinner.

members

It is

attend... Comet

school and L.

A.,

w’en’

hoped

Miss S.
are

to

tbit

ail

Grange, the
to Penobscot

Rev. E. E.

Ware,
local preacher.

integrity.
garded by

He
a

several ears.

farm

FOREIGN

Port

shore August 14th. It happened
anniversary of their marriage.

to

be

tne

Republicans of whatever class is
perative. John A. Peters represents
He is
interests of Waldo County.

I the

now

im"

who

are

Sylvan

guests

at

the

Libby boarding house,

Park last

son

street.

took

He served in the Civil

his

a

telephone

233.

If you have a minute to spare,
drop in Saturday afternoon.

glad to show you the
store, and will treat you right.

We will be

granddaughters,

Old Corner Drug Store Co.

i

one

”

*6Many people at teventy

re-

/attribute tbelr good
rhealth to SCOTT'S
EMULSION because Its
concentrated nourlsh-

re-

From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was given Monday evening: Aug.
12tb, steamer Millinocket sailed with paper
cargo for New York. Aug. 13th, sch. Wm. Bisbee arrived with a cargo of cement and sch
Claim Kennard arrived,light, to load edginga.

day

Wive at Seventy

greatj-granddaugh ter

and two sisters— a gathering long to be
membered by those participating in the
union!

The interment

|

ment creates permanent
body-power, and because
Itls devoid of drugs or stimulants.
Scott

ft Bowne, Bloomfield. W. J.

li-H

was

in the cemetery at Satur-

thinking

are

,,

;

j

of bu.i

Write for a list or come n .,
It will cost you only your tinv

vesting.
us.

have some good
tractive prices.

,

S

.„

1

business opening

We also have something that
the careful buyers in an investm
would be pleased to show you.

t

We write all kinds of insurant,
Do not forget to write, call oi

interested, to

E. E. Wyman Land

I

'.

223-3 Howes’ Block. Beltast,

Auto Service

MISCELLANY.

Two

i

I,

i

I Cars for Charter Sunday

Augusta,

|

I have secured the agon'
sale of the well-known
DEt RING 10." brand e!
SHINGLES, which is consia
best brand on the marki
Have 300 M. bought in the
grades. When in the mark

shingles, please give
write for prices,

In Rockland,
and Miss Dorothy

j
j

adjourned

annual meeting

BELFAST

PRICE

|

PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

per

RETAIL

RETAIL PRICE.

Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,

Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
ard

years.
Packard. In
A., wife of R. A.

friend—Dr. Thomas' electric
Oil, the great houshold remedy or toothache,
sore
throat,
cuts, bruises, scalds.
earache,
Sold at all drug stores, 25c and 50c

Everybody’s

1

bbl, 75al.09 Hay.
7 Hides,
dried, per ib.,
2 85a3 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 Lamb Sku
25a30 Mutton.
Butter,
9al0 Oats, .'iJ ii
Beef, sides,
9 Potatoes-.
Beel,forequarters,
60 Round Hvv
Barley, bu,
24 straw.
Cheese,
25 Iurkey,
Chicken,
18 fallow
Calf Skins,
20 Veal,
Duck,
30 Wool, umo.
Eggs,
16a 17 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft.
Geese,

Apples,

Searsport, August 14, Charles, Beef, Corned,
F. Havener, aged 73 years, 10 months ar.d 29 Butter Salt, 141b.,
days.
Corn.
16
In

Northport, August 14, Mary
Packard, aged 68 years.
Pettee. In Belfast, August 17, Lottie E.,
wife of Henry G. Pettee, aged 46 years, 2
months and 12days._

|fl

CURRF.N

Jorreeted Weekly for'1 he

In

Hendrickson.
Searsmont, August
Wilhelmina B., wife of Earl 1. Hendrickson of
Islesboro, aged 35 years.
Kimball. In Burnham, August 15, William
H. Kimball, aged 71 years and 5 months.
MARkiNER In Belmont, August 17, Susan M.,
wife of .George Washington Marriner. aged 81
years, 4* months and 17 days.
In Waterville, August 14,
McCorrison.
Mrs. Frank McCorrison of Burnham, aged 38

J. C. HI ,WV

holders of said company will
secretary’s office, 35 Church stn
m.f on Monday, the first day of S
N. F. HOUSTON
Belfast, August 20, 1913.— lw34

days.

Havener.

me

BELFAST MUSEUM
An

haven.

1

Maine.

NOTICE.

Calderwood -Calderwood.
In Belfast,
August 18, by Maurice W. Lord. J. P., Willie
C. and Ethel M. Calderwood, both of Vinal-

Brown. In Orland, August 5, Mrs. Annie
Brown, aged 70 years.
Dow. In Deer Isle, August 4, :nfant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Dow, aged 4 days.
In South Penobscot, August 8, Mrs.
Gray.
Maria F. Gray, aged 78 years, 7 months and 20

ai

JOHN L. DQNAHUK, Agent, i.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Agen*

Bowden-Sawyf.r. In Bucksport, August 18,
Orland and Miss Loen S.

1>1 KI»

j

B. WILLIAMSON, Henera

\\

Lester L. Bowden of

August 7,
B. Lurvey.
Lyford-Vinal. In Vinalhaven, August 11,
Dr. Walter F. Lyford and Miss Minnie Vinal,
both of Vinalhaven.
Miller-Richards. In Camden, August 6.
by Rev. S. E. Frohock. Horace A. Miller and
Annie L. Richards, both of Lincolnville.
Tyler-Patterson. In Belfast, August 9, by
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Frank C. Tyler of
Freedom and Goldie M. Patterson of Belfast,
daughter of the late Wilson N. Patterson of
Waldo.

I

|
j

I HE MAINE IRANSPORIAI

Sawyer of Castine.

Colby

:

Leaves Belfast at >a m ar
ing in Roeklan I at 9. 0 a. n, a, n
Leaves Rockland at 10 15 a. n
in., connecting with trains in B- :
land.
Leaves Windsor Hotel, Beif.t.; dike Hotel, Rockiat d.

MARRIED

Colby-Lurvey.

Trips

Bayside, Temple Heights, Non.
colnville, Camden and Re

Thompson. In Center Montville, August 17,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thompson, a daughter.
Worthing. In Palermo, August 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. D. W. Worthing, a son.
York. In West Penobscot, August 10, to
Mr. and Mrs. William E. York, a son.

William W.

Round

VIA

to

cove.

Susan M., wife of George Washington Marriner, died at her home in Belmont, August
17th after a long illness with kidney disease.
She was a native of Belmont, the daughter of
William and Susan Poor. She was a devoted
wife and mother and a loyal friend. Eight
months of the past years she and her husband
had made their home with their son, Henry W.,
of Newton, Mass., but her intense love for
home and its surroundings led her back to pass
the last days of her life in Belmont. She was
a member of Mystic Grange and a woman of
good influence. She is survived by her husband and three sons: George F. of Belmont,
Henry W. of Newton, Mass., and James L. of
Albuquerque, N. M. The funeral took’place at
her late home at 1 p., m. August 19th, Rev. H.
P. Taylor, Methodist, of Searsmont officiating.

if you

over

Chase
In Bucksport, August 7. to Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Chase, a son.
Conner
in Penobscot, August 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rochelle E. Conner, a daughter.
Dow. In Deer Isle, August 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Crockett Dow, a daughter.
CiUPTILL. In W est Ellsworth, August 7, to
Mr and Mrs. Oscar H. Guptill, a son, Webster
F.
Higgins. In Augusta. August 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred L. Higgins, a son, Virgil N.
Hills. In Union, August 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert S. Hills, a son.
Hinckley. In Bluehill, August 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W Hinckley, a son.
Leach. In Bucksport, August 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Burke Leach, a daughter.
Marks
In Or land, July 31, to Mr. and Mrs.
Adelbert Marks, a daughter.
PlNKHAM. In Bucksport. August 6, to Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert Pinkham, a daughter.
Teel. In Long Island. August 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. W'illiam L. Teel, a daughter.

...

relatives.

P. Maxwell Auto Run.,i
In running order.
E. E. WYMAN LAM

cheap.

aged farm, for the consumption
greater on nearly everything rais
farm than the production. Now
some real bargains that will
pay v.

HORN

Saturday,

with

'■

PORTS.

the United States District court has allowed
Charles S. Bicknell of Rockland, libellant
against the schooner Dorothy, $700 on a claim
of salvage.
A claim against the Boston Insurance Co. lor raising and towing the schooner
to Rockland was dismissed.
Rockland, Me., Aug. 13. Sails rent and hull
more or less battered m Monday’s gale, the
little 77-year old schooner Radiant worked her
way to within three miles ot the Burnt Island
life-saving station this murn.ng ami ".as towed
into Port Clyde by Capt. J. B. Myers’ life-saving crew. The latter assisted in mending the
sails and the schooner proceeded tor Frenchboro with its cargo “f salt.

highly respected and recircle of friends and acquaint-

CORNER.11

day8

E. E. WYMAN 1. \.\
Howes' Block. Belfast

!

Why do you hesitate to buy rea
any more than a year ago.' The pri
never be lower but the chances will
grow better to make money on a *.

Mexico, Aug 17, 7 a m. Sld, stm
Delaware BreakMARINE

...

The guest* present were Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Rerdtll of Belfast, Mrs, Lizzie Pendleton of Gree nwcod, Mass., Mrs. Susie A. Rendell of Rutherford, N. J., with her little granddaughter, Glydia Alina Ginn of Clifton, N. J.,
M r.and Mrs. C. M.’Eames and little daughter of
Pro spect, and Mrs. Percy Baker, of Deadwater,
Maine. This company included the following
relatives of the hostess: three daughters, two

to

A 16 H.
sale

Portland, August 13. Judge Clarence Hale of

_C

street.

phone

water.

Cry

will be open for business.
If you need anything in a hurry;

I

Must he sold at once as parties
j other
important business. It «iii
j
to look into this for an investm,
business. For fullparticutars call

Pennsylvanian, Brodhe.ul,

He

..

“OUR

|

j

Tampa.

for do.
Puerto

was a

physical constitution was shattered and
broken during the arduous and trying experiences of the war and he had never
enjoyed
an

|

Mulgrave, N S.. Aug 13 Passed schs Sedgwick, Pori Reading for Charlottetown; W m 11
uinner. New York for d<>; Laura M Lunt, do

War for almost
three years, in Co. B., 19ih Maine, and
fought
in 13 engagements. Like
many another veterances.

j

St John, N R; Aug 13
Ar, sch F C Pendleton, New York; sld, sch James Slater. Lynn;
sch
de
15, old,
Hugh
Payens, Stonington, Me.
Havana, Aug 11. Ar, sch R P Pendleton,

was

wide

Good Ice Business here
Belfast.

(

New
folk:

faithful and usejoined the Methodist
Episcopal church in 1867, and was a member
thereof for 46 years.
He was a faithful Christian man, honest, upright, and of the strictest

ful

who

;

Sangor, Me. Es,^'|h«

i

Bangor, Aug 13. Sld, sch Magnus Manson,
York; 14, ar, schs Fannie C Bowen, NorJ Frank Seavev. New Haven: Sadie A
Kimball, Boston; Mary Ann McCann, Rockland; sld, schs Maude Palmar, coal port; Sarah
L Davis, Boston; 15, ar, stm F J Lisman. Newport News; sld, schs Ida B Gibson, Barri gton;
Fannie F Hall, Boston; Mineola, do; 16, ar,
6tm J 0 Ellison, N Y, via Stockton; sld, schs
George Churchman. New York; C B Clark,
Greenport, L I; 18, ar, sch Mary E Palmer,
Newport News; sld, stm F J Lisman, Norfolk;
19, sld, schs John B Carrington, New Haven;
Gilbert Stanciiff, Plymouth: R L Tay, Boston.
Stockton, Aug 13. Ar, schs William Bisbee,
New York; Clara B Kennard, from a bay port;
15, sld, bark Abyssinia, Hull, Eng; 16, ar, sch
Robert A Snycer,-; sld, stm J 0 Ellison,
Bangor; sch Mary Brewer, Boston; 18, ar, stm
Millinockei, New York.
Searsport, Aug 15. Ar, stm Penobscot, Norfolk; ar, stm Massasoit, Boston.
Portland Aug 15 Sld, sch James W Paul,
Jr, coal port; 17, ar, sch Emma S Lord, Jackson
ville; James W' Elwell, Turks Island; 18, sld,
sch Ella M Widey, Jacksonville.

Spottsyvania Courthouse battle May
19,1864,and taken to the hospital in Washington,
D. C., where he remained for 115
days, a great
sufferer. He was then taken to Augusta where
in the

writ? us

FORSAl.i:

PORTS.

Philadelphia.

ed at the

was

CLAk^N dealer,

near a

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

York, Aug 13. Ar, schs Annie r Chase.
Bangor; Calumet, Tampa, Fla; sld, sch Hel
/etia, Norfolk; 14, sld, sch Irene E Meservey,
Bangor; 15, ar, stm Millinocket, Stockton; 1
«r, sch Annie B Mirchel), Sullivan; sld, schs Kit
Carson, Bangor; Carrie E Look, eastern port;
Harold C. Beecher, Port Reading fur Hurri.•ane
Island; 17, ar, sch Charles E Wyman,
Stockton; 19, ar, sch Ella M Storer, Stockton;
l uther T Garretsor, Stonington.
Boston, August 13. Sld, schs Metinic, Rockland; Ida, Bangor; 14, ar, sch Willis & Guy,
Calais; 15 sld, sch Itasca, Bangor; 17, sld, sch
Wesley Abbott, Bangor; 18, sid, schs Theoline,
Jacksonville; *0 iron to, Bangor; Lottie Beard,
io; Mary Langdon, Rockport; Fannie & Fay,
Port Eaton, L I.
Philadelphia, Aug 12. Ar, sch Isabel B
Wiley. Turks Island; 14, sld, sch Pendleton
Sisters, Calais.
Mobile, Aug 12. Ar, schs Henry Crosby,
Cardenas.
Port Tampa, Aug 14.
Sld, sch Horace A
Stone, Baltimore.
14
News,
Ar, stm Bay State,
Aug
Newport
Searsport; 16, sld, stm George Hawley, Searsport.
Norfolk, Aug 14. Ar, sch Wyoming, Boston; 15, sld, sch Wm E Downes, Jacksonville.
Port Reading, Aug 16. Sld'. sch Harold C
Beecher, Hurricane Island.
Port Royal, Aug 15.
Ar, sch Ruth B Cobb,
New York,
Jacksonville, Aug 16. Ar, sch White Wings,

and

he

m.'

are

New

Saturday for a picnic. Mr. Thomphay rack load of the young people good health, for the last two years or more
and although it was hot and dusty nearly 1UU at- he was closely confined to the house, having
the best
An
in2.4th
Mr. Harry R. Hichborn, Last Main street,
been in a very weak and feebie state of health.
tended and partook of the roasted clams and
the man
formal reception was held in the evening at the
accompanied his guest, Mr. James A. Blanchwith a faithful and devoted
dinner.
A grand time is reported. The He was blesse
are
We
picnic
should
who
receive
our
votes.
facing
ard of New York, on a trip to Bangor Aug.
cottage of Mrs. Mary F. Sargent, Norris street
Swanville ball team played the park nine and wife, who was Miss Sarah Rowe, to whom he
an issue which threatens a destruction of our
in
Mr.
Blanchard’s
re12th
motor
and
Misses
boat,
Misses Ftnily
large
Lucy Ross,
Saliy
the score was heavily in favor of the Park was married in 1866, and who through all these
We are, or should be, all Progress!
and Kate Dow, Miss Annie Gilkey, Miss Mabel prosperity.
turning the next evening by moonlight. It nine... Farmers are
cutting their grain. It is years had been his companion and helpmeet,
i ives, and let us turn to now and do our part to
McElhiney and Miss Lillias Nichols o: North- elect Mr. Peters. We cannot afford to do was a delightful trip down our cnarramg very hot and dry in the country and rain is and devotedly attended to his requirements to
|
Penobscot river, second only to the Hudson in
ampton, Mass., Miss Lois Carver, of Brookline,
badly needed to fill up the wells-Mrs. the last. 1 heir family consisted of four children
i otherwise.
attractiveness.
Mass., Mis Dorothy McGown and Miss ElizaAmanda Small and daughter from Massachu- | two boys and two girls, but only the two sons
beth Havener of Worcester, Mass., and Miss
A sacred concert will be given at the setts are guests for a week of their niece, Mrs. survive. One is a farmer in East Thorndike,
UNITY
Margaret Miller of Brooklyn, N. Y. are spendWednesday August 13th, was a gala day for Congregational Chapel, Gilmore street, Sun- Charles Riley....The social and fair given at and the other assistant station agent at Burning the week at Mrs. J. C. Nickles’ cottage at Unity, and especially Windermere park. A j day evening, August 24th, beginning at 7.30 the church by the L. A., was a pleasant time ham Junction. Both are married. The funerj
Swan Lake,
o'clock. The music will consist of solos, duets, and well patronzed.
al services were held at the home, conducted
very large concourse of people gathered at the
1
the
Stockton
rendered
and
by
Spring
quartettes
Park and spent a delightful day, many coming
Norman Nickerson was quite severely
by the Rev. David Brackett.
A pleasing program SWANVILLE.
from adjourning towns to help celebrate. | and fcandypoint choirs.
burned about the hands and face last Sunday
Misses Ruth, Helen, Gertrude and Arietta
Lottie E., wife of Henry G. Pettee, died at
afternoon on his gasolene launch near the
Robert B. Cook son, Esq, of Bangor, who was to has been arranged. There will be asked from
j Nickerson of Everett, Mass., are guests ol ; ber home on Waldo Avenue August 17th. She
have deliverd the oration,was detained at home, j the listeners a silver donation upon the collecsteamboat wharf. The gasolene tank leaked
! their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase.
was born in Franklin, Me., June 5, 1867, the
and when the boat was bailed out the gasolene
and sent in his stead Benj. W. Blanchard, Esq., | tion plates.
....The lawn party and entertainment at the
daughter of Merrill and Elvira Tracy Clark and
floated on the w'ater and after a cigar had
of Bangor, who delivered a stirring address to
Mrs. Susie A. Rendell of Rutherford, N. J »
was
a
decided in
church last Thursday evening
early life married Mr. Pettee, who survives
been iighted the match was accidently thrown
the old veterans and the friends assembled in !
accompanied by her youngest daughter, Mrs. success, socially and financially. The net proher, with one son, Clyde E., and one grandinto the water, when there was sometning the large and spacious hall. Mrs. Edith Frost j Percie Baker of Deadwater, Maine, arrived
ceeds have not yet been ascertained and will
daughter, little Dorothy Evelyn. One brother
doing very quickly as the match ignited the Stevens delighted the audience with a paper I August 12th to visit her mother, Mrs. John
be given later.... Mrs. J. W. Nickerson spent a
and five sisters also survive: Frank M. Clark
gasolene. The boat was saved by scuttling on Gettysburg. Mrs. Dr. Thomas gave an Randell, Cross 6treet, for the remainder of ihe
few days at Hillside cottage last week-The of Franklin, Mrs. Lovinia Bunker of Sullivan,
her.
interesting paper and Mrs. Leroy Knight sang | month. She has with hei the eldest daughter
school
and
Comet
Swanville (Jniou Sunday
Mrs. Evelyn Clough of Boston. Mrs A. H.
in her usual chairrirg mai ner 1 of her oldest daughter, Mrs. George Ginn of
two solos
Charles F. Havener, one of the best know n
and clambake at Pea
Reud of Somerville, Mass Mrs. Nellie Thomas
with his motion pictures, entertained Clifton, N. J., a pleasing little Miss, Gladys Grange enjoyed picnic
Stroples,
citizens of the town, died Aug. 14th at his
|
nobscot Park last Saturday-Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Fannie Dunbar of Sullivan. Mrs.
Two ball Alina, of four summers.
a large crowed in the afternoon.
home on Mount Ephraim road after a long illW. W. Willson and daughter Helena of Somer- Pettee was for years an interested and loyal
games were piayed between Winnecook camp
Misses Beulah Cousens, Lucretia Flanders ville, Mass..arrived the first of the week in their
ness.
He was the son of the late Isaac W.
member of Seaside Grange. She was a devoted
and Jackson, and Winnecook and Troy, the
and Josephine Davis were invited to sing last Cadillac
and Mary A. (Young) Havener and was the
touring car and are guests of her par- wife and mother and a good neighbor. The
WTinnecook*camp beys taking the laurels* Thursday evening in Swanville village at the
last of the family. He was horn and had al
Mrs. funeral took place at her late home Wednesday
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson
The dance in the evening was attended by a
Univeraalist church entertainment, with Miss Lufkin and children are with her sister, Mrs.
ways lived in Seareport. He is survived by
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. W. F. bturtevant
large crowd, the sale of tickets breaking all Susie A. Cousens as accompanist. One of Mchis widow, by one son, Charles C. Havener,
H. G. Applin, at Hillside cottage-Mr. W. N. of the
former records, some 216 tickets being sold.
Baptist Church officiating.
took
the
party Briggs has bought a Detroit touring car_
Laughlin’s automobiles
bookkeeper for the Penobscot Coal Co., and
over the pleasant road to this much-visited
one daughter, Miss Eva Havener of Bangor.
Mary A., wife of Rodell A. Packard, died
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Stowers of Dedham,
Funeral services were held at his late home
summer
resort,
returning late at night Mass., are guests of Hon. and Mrs. G. E. Nick- Aug. 13th at her home in Northport, aged 68
Children
Saturday afternoon, Rev. C. H. McElhiney of
by the light of the moon. Our young ladies son. Saturday Mrs. Nickerson entertained at years. She was born in Liberty, the daughter
FOR FLETCHER’S
the First Cung’l church officiating. Interment
re port a very pleasing occasion and a delightdinner Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Eames and son of James and Mehitable (Lewis) Boynton. Of
was in the family lot in the village
ful trip from beginning to home-reaching.
Frank of Stoughton, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. six children but one, Mrs. Lida Blood, who recemetery.
ASTORIA
mained at home with her mother, survive She
J
Last Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Man- Alex. Rogers of Dedham, Mass., who are
summering at a cottage on the East side of also leaves one sister, Mrs. Mary Davis of
gon of Pittsfield very ageeably surprised their
*i
and a grandson, Ansel Packard of this
=====.
Stockton friends by running down in their the lake,and her guests,Mr. and Mrs. Stowers. Liberty,
Mr. A. D. Moody has returned home from city. The deceased was a life long Spiritualist
automobile to dine with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The Swanville and had been an attendant at the meetings at
Emery, Maple street, and later make a few the Waldo County Hospital....
school has received a gift of $5 Temple Heights since the grounds were open**
dooryard calls” upon old acquaintances. They Union Sunday
She was a member of the Temple Heights
of Bar Harbor for the ed.
took Mr. and Mrs. Emery with them for a from Mr. H. E. Greeley
Mr. Greeley has Spiritual association and of the Ladies’ Aid
brief call upon Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Ellis of purchase of library books
sent this gift of $5 for several years and the society there, and was also a charter member
Brewer, who are summering at Cape Jeliison^
of the Ladies of the G. A. R. of this city. She
These three ladies (cousins) greatly enjoyed school appreciates his thoughtfulness and genMr. Charles B. Clarke of North New was a worker in the interests of all these sothis brief reunion.
They returned during erosity
last week with his cieties and had a host of friends. The funeral
August 23rd,
the evening (beatiful moonlight) to Pittsfield. Portland spent several days
friend McKinley Damm.' They are roommates took place at the late home last Friday afterthe “Old Corner Drug Store”
Mrs. John Randell gave a moat enjoyable din- at Hebron Academy... .Mrs. A. E. Cunning- noon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the
ner- party last Sunday at her home on Cross
ham went to Prospect Sunday to spend a few Universalist church in this city officiating.
ul an

If yor

SHIP NEWS.

j

will

THE PER. -Cl

SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A. HALL.

prominent member of the G. A. R
having
been Chaplain for a long time. The funeral
services were held at the home, conducted by
was a large attendance fn m this town at the
Grange Field meeting in Montville last Friday. Rev. Frank S. Dolliff. There were beautiful
flowers from the wife and children and a G. A.
.The services at the church last Sunday
were largely attended, though the thermome- J K. piece from Mr. Hubbell of Massachusetts,
ter stood at 91. Mr. C. M. Fogg gave us two ! an intimate friend of the deceased. Merton
Mrs. f Haley was the undertaker.
helpful sermons, morning and evening.
Nellie Morgan will preach next Sunday_The !
Henry Parsons died in Thorndike June 14,
drouth is becoming severe; wells are failing, :
1913. He was born in Thorndike, August 26,
pastures bare, and crops generally show want
1843, and had lived in this township all his life.
of moisture.
When quite young he was converted in a schoolhouse near his home under the preaching of
SWANVHLt CENTER.

w

\

k

e

were

one Uitu

t.'.ARIO. 'S meet the needs o.
Mai.'e neopu because- They are(l
always K-«dy for use; alway: economical; alw;-rs quick in actioi, ;
a,ways durable.

E

and 6

iiiciii.

l
*

l

with Mrs. Geo. Rose last Thursday. Ice
cream sherbet and cake were served... There

of

SIN JE 1874

2

about 4 miles
f rorri the village.
Declining health caused him to
retire from farm work in 1890, and he then
....Miss Hacel Jackson from Augusta spent | moved to the village and w-as janitor of the
last week with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. | Town Hall for the last 14 years of his life, and
Lewis Jackson... Mr. Exnest Higgins is at in this position won many friends by his
Home from Orono.
He will teach in Liberty kindness and courUsy to the public. He was
this fall... Miss A. nie Paul will teach school a kind neighbor and ever ready to help those
in Montville this autumn-The Ladies Aid in sickness ai d In any trouble.
He was a

Club,

J

z

home in Monroe July 31, 1913,
aged 79 years
months. lie was born in Waldo, the son of
Bradford and Sarah W alls Webber, and was one
of five children. The
family moved to Monroe
when he was five years old. In 1862 he
married
Eliza Ann Goldsmith and three children

at

of

?
a

away

Mr. and

name

i
SUCCESSFUL
RANGES and STOVES;

piece,

Mrs. Willis RichardMrs. H. W. Wescott’s... Master Jarvis Shibles visited his
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Shibles, last week.
_Mrs. Maude Marden and son Ashby have
been quite sick with brcnchitis... Mrs. Florence Shores and children arrived this week to
spend their vacation with Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Raekliff.... Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Ahorn and Willis Richardson were in Belfast on business
Aug. 12th... Mr. J. WTebb was in Belfast Aug.
15th.
vacation....

son were

has been the

1

Mrs. Hattie Larahee, Mrs.
Margaret
Wentworth, Mrs. Eizira Jackson; basket, Mrs.
Ella Littlefield, Mrs. Ida M Cross; cut flowers
KNOX.
from Mr, and Mrs
William Blodgett and
A large delegation from here attended the
family, Mrs, lizzie Colson and family, Mrs.
Waldo Pomona Grange field meeting held in
Underwood, Mrs. Henry Wentworth, Mr and
Montville Aug. 15th. The day was all that Mrs. Leslie
Payson, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Paycould be desired, the entertainment fine, and it
son, Mrs. Arthur Thompson. Mrs, Lilia Pearall
to
be
and
the
was voted by one
best field
son, Mrs. Percy Wentworth; pansies from
I
meeting, with the largest attendance, ever Mrs. John Hartshorn;
bouquet from Mrs
i held_We don’t think the
people of Unity Martha Wentworth, Mrs. Robie
Mears, Mrs.
j are the only ones gone base ball crazy, as we Ella Sanborn;
pillow, O. E. Dutton and family;
seem to have quite a lot of those “patients” in
pillow, F. A. Whitcomb and family. The rethis town and a good interest is manifested in mains were
interred in the family lot in Knox.
the game. No day is too hot to play_Miss
Clara Emerson is at home from Bangor for a
Mr. Horace C. Webber
at his
passed
short

CLARION!j

Fields; crescent and cut flowers, Mr. and Mrs
J. F. Sheldon; spray, Mrs. Etta Brown; casket
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u

met

Mr. Walter F. Kiirlall of Boston arrived
from a trip into Northern Maine, (on which his
duughter. Miss Frances, was his companion)

Mrs.

Z

Mr*. T. -T. Dutton wn> born April 8, 184G*
and died August 12, 1913, aged 73 years, 7
months and 4 days. The deceased was a
woman of excellent character and a model
home-maker. Her kind, .loving words will
long be remembered by those who knew her
best. She waa a devout Christian, believed in 1
prayer and the word of God. and availed herself of the blesaings that may be derived from
both. Her last days had much pain and weariness, but her faith remained steadfast, and
she patiently awaited the end. She was the f
second wife of Daniel Dutton, and together
they lived a most happy life until his death in
1906. Two sons were born to them—Leslie
who died in childhood, and Osie by whom she
was tenderly cared for in her last days. She
is also survived by an adopted daughter, Mrs.
Elida Whitcomb. The funeral services were
held at her home in Waldo, conducted by RevD. B. Phelan of Belfast, who «poke eloquently
of her long and useful life. The many beautiful
fiowers.silent tokens of love and respect, were:
Pillow and 6et piece, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Moulton of Gloucester, Mass., arrived August 12th to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry S Moulton, Cross
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brown from Massachu6treet for a few w'eeks. Welcome home “Joe!” j
setts are visiting relatives in town.Mr.
exclaim his many schoolmates in his native
James Wing from Bingham, Mass., is a £uest
village.
at William Blodgett’s.Mr. and Mrs. Randall
^ ('apt. Elden Shute accompanied his wife Frost spent a week here with her father, Rev.
home from Rockland last Friday, leaving his
F. H. Morgan. Their heme for awhile will be
vessel to load there. They called upon their at Verona, Maine.Mrs. Helen Mears spent
son Eugene in Boston, and their eldest son,
last week at Temple Heights... Hovey Cross
Mr. Harry D., in Rockland, while Mrs. Shute is
employed by Harding & Rackliff in Belfast.

mons,

Wm. H. Rolfe has bought the business
of J. W. Hobbs in the Kilgore store and is to
take possession the first of September. Mi*
Hobbs is a salesman and a hustler and is clos| ing out fast. While Miss Edith takes charge
of the store he takes a load unto his delivery
wagon and drives out into the country, coming
| back with the wagon empty. He will be pracI tically sold out by Sept 1st. The people know
1
for sure that he has goods to sell i.nd will sell
| them at any reasonable price. He is now’
I considering an offer for his handsome resiMrs.

,

Bucksport.

He

change of business.

day nigl t Aug 13th. in the Carver field near
the residence of George P. Carter and left
for

in

to

store.

of

invited.

come

be found in a dry and fancy goods
will now conduct some special
marked down sales as it is his intention to
greatly reduce his stock of goods. He will
probably close out his stock with a view to

goods

street.
There will be

horse for sale.

a

Payson and

Blanchard, stevedore of the
American-Hawaiian S. S. Co., at New York,
arrived Saturday for a two weeks’ vacation
Albert N.

steel ceiling has been put in the store, of
Arthur E. Colson on Main street, recently
damaged by tire; also two large plate glass
windows in the front.

usual

bounty, which is sufficient to support
him in modest comfort.
A. B. Payson with his wife and friends attended the races in Augusta last week. Mrs.

Point.

A

As

ment's

Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
Saturday from Newport News with 3,760 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s
Steamer

with his family.

—•

..

Electus Oakes has spent the summer with
Ernest Gould at the John D. Jones homestead.
To some extent he has assisted in getting the
hay. He is, however, one of Uncle Sam’s
Veterans and is the recipient of the Govern-

of

Capt.

uuioc

good substantial

of the nags that he has had before.

L. C. Havener of

the

SIUC&

a

the
reckons.that the horse can pull him over
as some
hilly roads, though perhaps not so fast

Mrs. Mary McMahon, who has been summering at the Brookside on Steamboat avenue, returned to her home in Orange, N. J., last week.

Saturday for a
family, who are spending

|

August is bringing Maine genuine hot
weather, accompanied by MDog- Days'* humidity!

•

Mr.

J.

Mrs.

and other friends in Brooks.

last week to Dedthe guest of Mr.

where she will be

ham, Mass
and Mrs. F. W. Deitze.

Mra.

j

Mr.

log. 14th, Itmr. J. O. Ellixon arrived with a
of cement from New York. Aug. 16th,
ich. Edith McIntyre errived. light, to load lum
»rgo

____

Charles S. Shute haa bought the John Sullivan house on Pike avenue.
Capt. James P. Butman has been confined to
hie home by illness the past two weeks.

town last week the

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Brooks.
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17 Lime.
I8a22 Oat Meal,
90 Onions.
85 Oil, kerosei
85 Pollock.
22 Pork.

1.96 Plaster,
10 Rye Meal.
00 Shorts.
25a27 Sugar,
6 00a7 26 Salt, T. 1
2 60a2 75 Sweet PoLi
15 W heat M eul

J
tl

j

j

No Democrat Free Trade
to take that
free trade pill without a protest.
trade by
of
free
to
approve
going
W

e

not

are

Pattangall

make

as a

going

representative;

V'

wear-

|
t-

that the Third Maine lb.in Washington. Mr. Peters'-

sure

champion

elected.—The Fairfield Journal.
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